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The Monroe l'remi;ng of the County Grange.
<T Notes. ...Fierce Forest
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of the Granges. Obitu.,,nal. .Sunday School Con- i

rll<*n.
h

^Stocks,

Estelle Gould,
Mrs. George

Awards At The Monroe

Fair,

held

Sepl

Draft oxen, free for all, tested on drag, A
Woodbury, Morritl, 1st; H. F. Leaviti •
Hampden, 2d; G. W. Whitcomb, Hampden, 3t

J.

(Original and Only

Boston

let.

Mrs-carru Hardy'ut:
E°t
port, 1st.

p|ant (fare),

Mertie E. Downs, Winter-

with Illustration. .County I
Draft oxen, seven feet or under, H. F. Leav
....
Mrs. George Twombly,
(c<™.m,onk.
,.-i(ience. Islesboro’s Library
itt, 1st; Neal Rowell, Dixmont, 2d; A. R. Dyei 1st; Mrs. Benj.
Fish, 2d; Estelle Gould, 3d.
harities and Corrections. Montville, 3d.
A' * C1afk, Winterport,
HOI’.SKS.
l!-s' Reunion in Rockland..
1st, Mrs. Morns Hamm, Monroe, 2d; Mrs. W.
.-..n’s Apple Trades, a local
Chase, Brooks, 3d.
Draft horses, free for all, tested on draj
,hn S. Fernald.
Littlefielc
®8ti'les' Mrs- A. M. Clark, 1st; Mrs.
1st;
George Alley, Frankfort,
Leroy
W-Chase, 2d; Mrs. Morris Hamm, 3d.
Fair_“Ain’t it Awful, Searsport, 2d; Isaiah Crowell, Brooks, 3d.
Draft horses, weighing 2400 pounds or undei
painting, Carrie A. Robertson, Detroit,
campaign song.Forest
*
W. S. Mitchell, Belfast, 1st; George Alley, 2c »
the Forest Service-The
Emerson, Monroe, 2nd: Velzora
i°nie
J. Nickerson, Monroe, 3d.
Reunion. ...To Help Jack D. H. Dodge, Brooks, 3d.
Charcoal
A
Governorstock
to
the
show,
drawing, Lucy Bowden, Monroe,
Heavy draft stallion with
eption to
1st.
E. Chase, Brooks, 1st; L. L. Rogers, Troy, 2c
Een and ink
Stallion for driving and general use wit 1
drawing, Mrs. Earle Dunton,
•\Ve Farmers don’t see
Judicial Court. .“Joy” stock to show, Herbert Grindle, So. Penobscoi
Wyterport, 1st; Virginia A. Stacy, Brooks.
2nd ; Clifton Hamm,
2d.
Paul
Bros.,
Waldo,
Brooks, 3d.
1st;
Maine Music Festival,
a.
Trotting or pacing stallion with stock t ) tonMap drawn by pupil of public schools, Clifof Brooks. .Transfers in
M.
1st.
J.
H.
Hamm,
show, H. E. Haley, Monroe, 1st;
Camp
!■ stale.
Printing on cloth, Mrs. Walter Haley, Winbell, Plymouth, 2d; Paul Bros. 3d.
: Belfast. ..Waldo County
terport, 1st; Addie Tuttle. Carmel, 2nd
Pure bred stallion with stock to show, L. I
Association..
Painted china, Mrs. Annie Porter, Dixmont,
1st.
Rogers,
1st.
on. ...Gas Engine ProvPure bred Percheron stallion, L. L. Rogers
Water
..State
Ground..
color, Annie L. Emerson, 1st.
F or s Play
1st.
Collection of photographs, Marie Rowell.
: in... Furnace Slag and
Three-year old draft stallion, L. L. Rogers
East Dixmont, 1st; Mrs. Fred Johnston, 2nd.
iloads. ..The Waldo County 1st.
Two photos showing most improvement in
ckland Representative..
Three-year-old trotting stallion, Fred Elling
farm house, Mrs. Fred Johnston, 1st.
;i Main Battery.
ton, Hampden, 1st; W. O. Davis, Carmel, 2d.
Harvesting scene, Geo. Johnston 1st; Mrs.
Maine’s
Two-year-old trotting bred stallion, Hug
W. C. T. U
Fred Johnston, 2nd.
Populism. ...Mr. Bryan Robinson, Bangor, 1st; S. J. Nickerson, Sears
Photo
frame, Mrs. Maud Cooper, Monroe,
2d.
Matter
Maine.. Political
port,
Breeding mare with stock to show, H. M 1st; Addie Tuttle, 2d.
the National Campaign,
Leonard, Hampden Corner, 1st; R. E. Dillawaj
FANCY WOliK PREMIUMS.
cals. .Stockton Springs.
Dixmont, 2d; L. L. Rogers, 3d.
Rag carpet. Addie Tuttle, 1st; Mrs. E. M.
Correspondence... .Ship
or driving brood mare with stock t *
Trotting
Bryant, Bangor, 2nd.
Market. ..Born. ..Married...
show, David Simpson, Dixmont, 1st; M. £
Woven rugs, Mrs. 'F. 0. Knight, 1st; Mrs.
Porter, Dixmont, 2d.
Orrin Knight, Unity, 2nd.
Three-year-old gelding or filly, draft, L. L
Drawn yarn. Annie Small. Monroe, 1st.
Rogers, 1st.
Mixed drawn, Mrs. William Condon, Dixi Hi
Two-year-old gelding or filly, John Morse mont, 1st: Mrs. Orrin Knight, 2d; Estelle
Dixmont, 1st; H. M. Leonard. 2d.
Gould, 3d.
Draft colt, one year old gelding, H. M. Leon
Drawn rug, Mrs. William Condon, 1st; Mrs.
will conduct service at
ard, 1st; Charles Austin, Brooks, 2d.
Addie Tuttle, 2d; Mrs. S. M. Bryant, Bangor,
m.
2.30
at
p.
lay
Three-year-old driving gelding or filly, Wal 3d.
ter Wortman, Winterport, 1st; J. T. Smith
Braided. Nellie E. Robertson. Detroit, 1st;
-nng at the Woods schoolM rs. S. M. Bryant, 2d; Mrs. Annie B. Clement,
Hampden, 2d; Charles Austin, 3d.
Sunday afternoon at 2
Two-year-old driving gelding or filly, Fran 3d.
cis Littlefield, Winterport, 1st; M. S. Porter
Crochet, Mrs. Hattie B. Snow, Old Town,
2d; S. F. Gould, Prospect, 3d.
1st; Mrs. George Twombly, 2d; Mrs. S. M.
t of Searsport occupied
One-year-old driving gelding or filly, Davie Bryant, 3d.
,ptist church last Sunday1 Simpson, 1st; Charles Austin, 2d.
Fancy, Addie Tuttle, 1st; Mrs. George
Draft colt under one year, R. E. Dillaway
Twombly, 2nd; Meilie B. Robertson, 3d.
1st; L. L. Rogers, 2d.
Button, Addie Tuttle, 1st.
ith will speak at the
Driving colt, under one year. S. L. Perkins
Ravelled,Lillian Smothers, Dixmont,1st; Effie j
.-■*!. Sunday. Sept. 27th, at
1st; M. S. Porter, 2d.
L. Hamm, Brooks, 2d; Mrs. F. 0. Knight, 3d.
Pure bred coach stallion, Waldo & Penobseo
1 tally invited.
Quilts—Silk, Addie Tuttle, 1st; Meilie Rob
Coach Horse Co., 1st; F. H. Leonard, 2d.
ertson. 2d; Mrs. S. M. Bryant, 3d.
E. C. Newcomb, judge.
\diary of the North ConEmbroidered, Mrs. Georgie Worster, Belmont Cor 1st; Addie Tuttle, 2d.
i: n>t September 16th with
CATTLE.
Worsted embroidered. Mrs. Orrin Knight.
ongress atreet.
Ayrshires—Bull calf, George O. Holmes, Bel 1st: Martha Bowden, 2nd.
1st.
W?orsted, Mrs. S. M. Bryant, 1st; Mrs. Orrin
•:
apel at East North port, fast,
Brown Swiss bull calf, W\ B. F. Twombly
Knight, 2d; Addie Tuttle, 3d.
ln.45 a. m. Sermon by
Monroe, 1st.
Patchwork made by child under 12 years,
.Winslow, followed by
Holstein—Bull, three years old and under, F Chester E. Gould, 1st.
L. Ricker, Brooks, 1st.
Fancv, Mrs. S. M. Brvant, 1st; Addie Tuttle,
Two years old and under, J. F. Davis, Hamp
2d.
usual at the Umversalist
t'otton patch, made by lady of 70, Mrs. Orrin
Bull calf under one year, A. R. Dyer, 1st.
at 10.45 a. m. The subject
Knight. 1st; Mrs. S. M. Bryant, 2d; Jennie BabStock cow with stock to show, F. L. Ricker cock, 3d.
pastor, Rev. A. A. Smith.
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shall he live again.”

.lie
j.

r;u

at noon.

,-uimby has accepted the

v

the North Conand sang there last

11list in
hoir
time-

1

ndu}

id

a.

l
j

sermon

m.;

!

shall

afternoon

?

make

a

man

service of the

church in

c

the

North

unday, September 27th,
Mr. Orlando Tithering-

Qr.

!

:

welcome.

are

lurch in North Vassalboro
7th. The loss was $6000
2)00. The edifice was
od and re-dedicated a year
i the origin was incen-

=

c
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:

p
r
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Swanville,

1st.

Bull, two years old and under three, E. H
Nickerson. 1st.
Bull calf, under one year, E. H. Nickerson
1st.

Dairy cows, pure blood, not less than four ir
gold,” Isaiah. Sunday
number, E. H. Nickerson, 1st.
vt. Baptism of Jesus.
Stock cows with stock to show, E. H. Nicker

:

,

Heifer, two years old and under three, J. F
Davis, 1st.
Heifer, one year old and under two, J. F
Davis. 1st.
Heifer calf under one year. A. R. Dyer, 1st
F. L. Ricker. 2nd.
Guernseys -Herd pure blood, E. H. Nicker
son,

Service
by the

(Unitarian).

h

|

1st.

New Brunswick, N. J.,
who has been assistant
ciate Church N. Y. city the
upy the pulpit of Trinity
he

i

Belfast, next Sunday

ast

son, 1st.

Heifer, three years old and under four. E
Nickerson, 1st.
Heifer, two years old and under three, E. H
Nickerson, 1st.
Heifer, one year old and under two, E. H
H.

Nickerson. 1st.

Heifer calf under

year, E. H. Nickerson

one

1st.

Shorthorns—Herd pure blood, one bull anc
cows or heifers, over one year old, ownec
one person. F. H. Nickerson, Monroe, 1st.
Bull two years old and under three, Thomas
O. Shields, Winterport, 1st.
Bull, one year old and under two, F. H
five

by

Nickerson. 1st.
Bull calf, under
1st.
in

one

year, F. H. Nickerson

Herd dairy cows, pure and not less than foul
number, F. H. Nickerson. 1st.
Stock cow with stock to show, F. H. Nicker-

son, 1st.

Baptist church next
r.al morning and evening.

t1

.-lock and Y. P. S. C. E.
■'

prayer

(

meeting Thurs-

North Congregational

t-

Endeavor

turn

during

i

:■

li

hold

ntists

s

services

in

Sunday mornWednesday evening at
are cordially welcome.
t, every

.a

:

i-

church will hold meet-

|

High

on

t

street every

T.oO o’clock and
which the public

!
-s

Sunday
are

cor-

week at the North Con11 be as follows: meeting
i; Endeavor
Society, this,

at 3.30; prayer meeting
topic: Friendship. Prov.
Morning service Sunday
Aith sermon by the pastor,

ij

u

^

undav school at 12 noon;
the Christian Endeavor
ing worship at 7.30. A
extended to all to attend
-f the Deaconess

;

Home,

appreciative audiveiling, Sept. 16th, in the
a

1

very

deaconess work.

■

of the New
and a very

v
i>n

\
\

[j

Miss

guest of Rev. and Mrs.

}

Methodist parsonage.
M.-thodist Episcopal church
■ ■1

a.

m.,

preaching by

the

Luce; subject, “Thy
fourth in the series on
school at noon, F. P.

>

1

!' m.. Junior Epworth
nney, Supt.; at 7.30 p.
v n due ted
by the pastor,
'be devotional service of
Thursday at 7.30 p. m.
.1 serv ice, conducted by

t

e,

Jerseys—Herd,
Bull,

L.

one

year

Littlefield, Searsport

and under two, N. L. Little

field,

1st.
Bull calf, under one year, N. L. Littlefield
1st and 2nd.
Herd dairy cows, N. L. Littlefield, 1st.
Stock cow with stock to show, N. L. Little
field. 1st, 2d and 3d.
Heifer, three vears, N. L.-Littlefield, 1st anc
2d.
Heifer, two years, N. L. Littlefield, 1st anc
2d.
Heifer, one year, N. L. Littlefield, 1st.
Heifer calf, N. L. Littlefield, 1st, 2d and 3d.
Pen pure bred calves, not less than five, N

Littlefield, 1st.
Grade Herd cows, with pure bred bull, E
Nickerson, 1st; F. L. Ricker, 2d.
Calf, E. H. Nickerson, 1st.
Cow, four years and over, C. Austin, 1st; F
L. Ricker, 2d; E. H. Nickerson, 3d.
Heifer, three years, E. H. Nickerson, 1st; F
L. Ricker, 2d.
Heifer, two years, E. H. Nickerson, 1st anc
2d..
Heifer, one year, F. L. Ricker, 1st.
Heifer under one year, E. H. Nickerson, 1st
F. L. Ricker, 2d; E. H. Nickerson, 3d.
Herd dairy cows, E. H. Nickerson, 1st; F. L
Ricker, 2d; A. R. Dyer, 3d.
Farm stock, beef breed, not less than ten ii
number, Fred H. Nickerson, 1st.
Dairy breed, E. H. Nickerson, 1st; F. L
Ricker, 2d.
Pen dairy calves, E. H. Nickerson, 1st.
Leslie Lowe, J. W. Nickerson, J. F. Gould
L.

H.

all free and all

are

Grade flock, not less than eight, may includi
buck in the flock. E. H
one thoroughbred
Nickerson, 1st; Charles Austin, 2d; Fred H
Nickerson, 3d.
Flock thoroughbred, not less than eight an<
flock of eacl
may include one buck in the
breed exhibited, F. H. Quimby, Brooks, 1st
George O. Holmes, Belfast, 2d.
Pair fat ewe sheep, F. H. Quimby, 1st; E. H
Nickerson, 2d; G. O. Holmes, 3d.
Thoroughbred buck of each breed, F. H
Quimby, 1st; G. O. Holmes, 2d and 3d.
SWINE.
Pure blood boar, any variety, W. E. Harding
Belfast, 1st, E. M. Harding, Belfast, 2d.
Pure bred sow, any breed, with pigs, W. E
Harding, 1st; H. M. Leonard, 2d.
Leslie Lowe, J. W. Nickerson, J. F. Gould

judges.

|

N.

1st.

England judges.
capable

ting speaker. She outassociation, setting forth
mplished in the home,
and the hospital. While

,J,

son, 1st.

va-

summer

this, Thursday, after-

oil

\

the

Society,

Heifer, three years old and under four, F. H
Nickerson, 1st.
Heifer, two years old and under three, F. H
Nickerson, 1st.
Heifer, one year old and under two, F. H
Nickerson, 1st.
Heifer calf, under one year, F. H. Nicker

stfRPklSED MINISTER.

POULTRY.

show owned by one man and consistinj
or more breeds, James Wallace, Belfast
•For ni
_! have been a sufferer
Light Brahmas, J. W. Wallace, 1st.
b and had
Pair games, George O. Holmes, 1st.
yt
despaired of
h'
W. Wallace, 1st.
r.
Judge of my pleasant j Brown Leghorns, J. W.
Wallace, 1st and 2d.
-t
White Leghorns, J.
used Hyomei, which
1st and 3d; Ralp] 1
W.
J.
B.
P.
Wallace,
r‘I'ef.
Rocks,
Hyomei has been a
t\\.,
•‘ov Charles Hartley, Clark, Monroe, 2d.
M’.i
1st.
W.
J.
Wallace,
W.
P.
Rocks,
1
W. Wyandottes, Will Plummer, Monroe, Is
'‘tarrh sufferers have given
3d.
tried stomach and 2d; J. W. Wallace,
,VaJI'T'S and have
R. I. Reds, single comb, J. W. Wallace, 1st.
IS
douches without sucv,‘
R. I. Reds, rose comb, J. W. Wallace, 1st.
1
catarrh to be incurable.
^ (°- fbe
Bulf Orpingtons, Ralph Clark, 1st.
druggist, holds
Bronze
‘T
He
turkeys, Charles Riley, Brooks, 1st.
I
sells a remedy
u
L
Geese, W. P. Bailey, Monroe, 1st.
Is guaranteed for catarrh,
'|
M. Hamm, Brooks, 1st; E. C. Hard
S.
H
Ducks,
•’’onchitiH, asthma and croup.
■‘'”Ja<'od1 High-o-me) is medica- ing, Belfast, 2d; John Bowden, 3d.
-ir
Pigeons, John Bowden, Monroe, 1st.
Wealthy virtues of the
untfi.i; ;(
v
Leslie Lowe, J. W. Nickerson, J. F. Goulc
breathe in the delightanti
[' 111 *"u
aad as it
judges.
passes over the
FLOWERS.
1,"la" ii ■u uU\.r„ ',le.n meuibrane, it allays
kl 8 l^e
Cut flowers, Mrs. George Rich, Winterpon
Oic disease"
genns, and drives
1st; Mrs. Nellie Holmes, 2d; Mrs. Benj. Fish,3t
"a*
outfit, including a hard
Pansies, Maud Nealley, Monroe, 1st; Mrt
hut $L00. and an extra George Twombly, Monroe, 2d.
be ..f ii
v,,,n "SfS
afterwards
Petunias, Mrs. George Twornbly, 1st; Mri
costs
J.1'
'!
needed,
(crir,A. A. Howes &
Carrie Hardy, Winterport, 2d; Mrs. Arthu r
Co. about it
%.
Edmunds, 3d.
_

Best
of five
Pair

7o7tST

FIERCE

Winter^re'
An,!ic Clements,Mrs.
Ge°rg<i
J. S.
Twombly. 2d;

TVombly, 3d

16th and 17th.

15th,

Dixmont,

Rich, 1st; Estelle Gould,

...

ns

...

As‘e,r8’

I he Monroe Premiums.

FIR S

O&ITIHKY.

us and Only a
They are Raging all Around
Them.
Heavy Rain can Subdue
week in eight
Forest fires were raging last
of Maine’s sixteen counties, and in sixteen
threatened and
Maine towns. Villages were
all New England was in a smoke pall. Navirendered dangation all along the coast was
the watchmen at the variand

gerous
ous marine

Friday

observatories were unable to make
different craft that passed. The Boston Globe reports that vessels inward-bound
all the precauran at reduced speed and took
the western
tions customary in a thick fog. In
smoke was even
part of Massachusetts the
thicker than in Boston.

From the roof of the Odd Fellow’s building
city last Saturday afternoon Chief Engidistinct fires,
neer I. T. Clough counted five
in this

north and east of Belfast, the nearest, that in
Brooksville, evidently raging furiously. Thurswas filled with
day and Friday the air here
smoke and the heat was intense. Saturday a
change of wind cleared the atmosphere, but
smoke hung all along the eastern horizon.
Belfast fire department was in readiness
to a call at any time, and news
from the fires was awaited w'ith intense in-

The

respond

terest.

the village of Simonton in Rockport swept away the farm buildowned by Mrs. Edwrard Ingraham and ocast week

A fire

near

_

ings
cupied by Dana Gray.

The loss was $2,000. The
Carleton farm was in r anger and the whole
village of Simonton was threatened. Camden
and Rockport firemen were fighting the flames.
Another fire was burning over a wide range of

Friendship.
The
Tufts

summer

college,

sweeping

her

set of farm

buildings,

were

Brooksville Monday morning said
only buildings burned were those above
mentioned, the ice houses at Sargentville had
escaped, and the report of the burning of a hofrom

said that most of the
houses stood in open spaces and he did not apprehend any further losses in that direction; but
only a heavy rain could stop the fires. Large
timber land owners who have knowledge of
the location of the fires place the loss in Hancock county at $250,000, and some say it may be
incorrect.

He

twice that.
The residences

Miss Marguerite D. Pilsbury was the guest,
Sunday, of Miss Clara R. Steward in
North port.
over

United

states

F.

Chief Justice L. A. Emery

were

Ba 1

meeting of Seven Star Grange,
Troy, visitors were present from Detroit and
Dr. Herbert E. Knowlton of Cambridge,
After the regular routine
Mass., formerly of Belfast, was in the city Plymouth granges.
Tuesday on his way to the down-river town for of business the following program was presentHe has just returned from a vacat ion ed:
a visit.
Reading, Lettie Hollis; recitation, Grace
trip to Canada. Dr. Knowlton will be remem- Rogers; song, L. L. Rogers; reading, Lena Sarbaseball
cranks
as
one
of
old
bered by
Bangor
the greatest college players of his day. Years gent; duet, Grace Rogers and Harry Bryant.
ago he used to catch Dilworth, who was the Ice cream and cake were served and a social
star player of the Belfast nine and later seen
time enjoyed after the grange closed.
in the old New England league days, and the
Star of Progress Grange, Jackson, held its
two players formed a battery which was a
terror for opposing teams to run up against.
meeting last Saturday evening. After
regular
While in Harvard, Dr. Knowlton was the backthe usual form of business a recess was destop of the ’varsity for four years and made a
of a bountiful
reputation for himself there that has not been clared during which all partook
beaten since. It was largely “Bert” Knowl- supper. The supper was given in honor of Mr.
a

Famous

Player.

ton's work on the Belfast team that has caused
his star to shine in this section of the country
He did
as one of the old-time ball players.
some great work with that aggregation and
the members of the old Bangor team plainly
remember it.— Bangor Commercial.
Dr. Knowlton spent the past week in this

city

and

left by Boston boat yesterday.

WHAT THE NEWSPAPERS SAY.
A leading Democrat said to the Enterprise
Tuesday that he had come to the conclusion
that the people didn’t believe what the Democrats said.—The Lisbon Enterprise.

Maine the Republicans elected the entire
State ticket, all the congressmen and the Legislature. The Democrats “made gains” except
in the offices. Many Democrats feel that this
sort of progress leaves an aching void.—St.
Louis Globe-Democrat.
In

The Republican Journal trots out the biggest
poultry yard to crow for “Belfast
Redeemed.”—Portland Press.
And well it might, for of all the hot fights in
Maine last Monday the very warmest of all
was in Belfast, and the splendid Republican
victory there was something to crow oyer,
Moreov &, it was of much more than local impjotance and significance.—Kennebec Journal.

rooster in its

At

a

recent

and Mrs. Charles Getchell. After recess an
the lecturer
open session was declared and

presented the following program: singing by
choir; song, Myra Brown; song, four little
girls; rec., Geneva Elwell; song, Pearl Chase;
That
song, Verne Chase; question, Resolved,
the farmer’s wife works harder than the farmclosed in
er; singing by choir. The grange
About one hundred members were
form.
present.
Work of the Tax Commission.
Portland, Sept. 22. The Maine tax commission, created under a resolve of the last
legislature to gather statistics, give hearings
and make a study of the conditions existing in
Maine with a view of making some recommendations relative to a change in the system of
taxation, met Tuesday to finally determine
what its report shall be. The work which this
commission undertook meant practically a
complete and exhaustive study of every one of
the many subjects covering the levy of taxes
in this State. The laws of all the States m the
Union pertaining to taxation have been studied, analyzed and codified. So far, beyond a
few unimportant matters, the commission has
taken no definite action upon any of the questions which it must decide.

!

Mrs. George Mixer of Camden was the guest
past week of her mother, Mrs. Mary A.
Coombs, 17 Union street.
the

Miss

Mary Alice Pitcher of Northport, who
Castine Normal school
in Albion.

graduated from the
last June, is teaching

B. Cunningham is in Boston for her
She is accompanied by her daughter, Mrs. Ralph D. Southworth.
Mrs. H.

fall stock.

C. Gellerson of Fort Fairfield, who is
Maine Experiment Station,
in town on business last week.

Rex

was

Mr. and Mrs. Edward Joyce of Providence,
R. I., arrived last Saturday for a week’s visit
with Mr. and Mrs. George R. Doak.
Miss Alice P. Poor, Wellesley ’08, left Tuesday for Boston, where she will take a library
training course at Simmons college.
Mrs. Fred G. Spinney, who went to Boston
last week for the fall millinery styles, was
joined there Wednesday by Mrs. B. F. Wells.

Roix arrived at
Bucksport on the Boston boat Sept. 16th for a
visit with Mrs. Roix mother, Mrs. Daniel SulliMr.

mother whose first interest in life
her home and its welfare.
a

for

Mr. and Mrs. C. L. Wright were in North
Montville last Sunday to attend the Free Baptist Quarterly meeting. Mr. Wright was given a license to preach.
Clarence E. Read returned last Saturday
New York, having driven the Dodworth’s
car through the W'hite Mountains, to Canada,
and thence to New' York. It was a very pleasfrom

ant

trip.

Mr. and Mrs. Hall F. Hoxie and little son^
David Flanders, have re:urned to their home
in Brooklyn, N. Y., after spending the summer
here as guests of Mrs. Hoxie’s parents, Capt.
and Mrs. T. D. Barr.

and

Mrs.

William

R.

S. Heal and Miss Louise Heal left on
for Boston, where Miss Heal is
to enter the Boston Museum Art School for a
course.
A party of her friends assembled on
the wharf and gave her a merry send-off.
Mrs. A.

Tuesday’s boat

Harry J. Miller, who is an overseer in the
Elizabeth Poole mills in Taunton, Mass., returned last week from a visit with his father,
George W. Miller, and Mrs. Miller, and his
brother, Postmaster Fred Miller, at Searsmont
village.
Gorham Normal

School has the largest class

in^its history,

and among those registered are
Gilkey, Sara L. Grinnell, and Maude

Pronell
Smith of Searsport, Esther F. Evans of Belfast, Gertrude Bradstreet of Freedom, and
The University of Maine football team has I
Mildred Clary of Belfast.
season
and
work
for
the
its
begun
preliminary
it is said that Black, ’09, is “out for a live position.

fnt SUNDAY SCHOOL CUNVfNIKJN.

Parker, who has been the guest
of her cousin, Miss Grace H. Hall, returned to
her home in Dover, N. H., by Tuesday’s boat
to resume her library duties.

The sessions of the annual convention of the
Waldo Sunday School Association, held in the

Miss Bessie

porter.
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Folwell and little daughMiss Edith G. Folwell, their
ter Miriam,
guests, Miss Julia Griffith and Miss Evelyn
Fitzell, and their servants who spent the season at Isola Bella, left on Tuesday’s boat for
Boston, en route to Philadelphia. Miss Folwell’s Mercedes car was also shipped and Mr.
and Mrs. Folwell are to motor home from Bos-

in this

was

Sanborn left last Thursday with his
drive to Bridgton, Me., his native place,
and visit other places in the vicinity.
John

van.

of Providence, and one brother and three sisters: John F. Vickery of Morrill, Mrs. Elizabeth
Payson of Brooks, Mrs. Catherine Weymouth
of Morrill and Mrs. Olive J. McKenna of Providence. The deceased endured a long and trying
illness and had been in a critical condition since
last December. While a resident of this city
she was an attendant of the Universalist church*
and Rev. Ashley A. Smith, pastor, attended the

Cemetery
services
city Tuesday morning after the arrival of the
remains. Mrs. McKenna, Miss Edith and Percy
came to Belfast to attend the services a$d left
on the Boston boat Tuesday night. Their many
Belfast friends extend sympathy in the loss of

Hon. A. E. Nickerson and wife of Swanville
in Belfast Tuesday to attend the Sunday
school convention.
were

connected with the

Frye of

at the grave in Grove

Mr. and Mrs. Albert Hassen of Northport
have moved to Belfast for the winter.

team to

<

Was

Mrs.

Mrs. Fred E. Avery and her daughter, Mrs.
Eugene Hollis, of Exeter are visiting Mr. and

Eugene
greatly endangered Saturday by the forest fires which had been raging in the vicinity
MEETING OF THE COUNTY GRANGE. ! of Ellsworth for several days. Crews of men
proved fatal. Her sister, Mrs. Lucy A. Bennett,
Irvin 0. Hills of Northport left Saturday for
were immediately sent to protect the property
died last February and Miss Frye desired that
Waldo County Pomona grange met with Siland after a long and strenuous fight they were her own funeral, which took place at 1 o’clock Bucksport to continue his studies at the E.'.M.
ver Harvest grange, Waldo, Sept. 8th, with all ;
C. Seminary, after spending the summer in
able to report at night that the fire was under
Sunday, should be conducted like her sister’s.
the officers present except Master, Ceres and
New York and Pennsylvania.
control.
Her pastor, Rev. Albert E. Luce, conducted
and
Past Master Evans presided
Pomona.
It was rumored last Saturday and Sunday the services, and Messrs. N. E. Keen, C. A.
Mrs. E. Lappin will leave for her home in
eleven granges responded to the roll call.
that the Point Lookout clubhouse at Isle au Hubbard, George A. Quimby and Charles F. Jersey City, N. J., Friday, Sept 25th, after a
There was no class to instruct in the fifth de- j Haul had been burned and the whole island
Swift acted as bearers. There was an abund- pleasant six week’s visit with friends and relagree and the time was taken up with sugges- swept by fire, the people having made their
beautiful flowers from neighbors, tives in Searsport and Belfast.
ance of
tions for the good of the order by Edward
escape in boats; that the big hotel at Carver’s
friends and former pupils. The Durial was in
J. H. Montgomery (Dem.) was re-elected
Evans and I>. O. Bowen. The afternoon sesharbor, Vinalhaven, had been burned, wjth the family lot in Grove Cemetery.
from the class towns of Camrepresentative
sion was opened with music. A short address much other
property, etc.
den. Hope and Appleton by a plurality of 126
widow of the
was given by B. Walker McKeen, followed by
The death of Mary Lydia,
The return of the steamer Castine last Sunover George E. Nash, Republican.
remarks by Elisha Merriam, C. M. Howes and day night from an excursion to Vinalhaven set late Henry E. Colby, who died at Corey hill,
about 13 years ago, occurred quite
Mr. Arnold Harris and son Louis returned to
Brookline,
D. O. Bowen. A fine address of welcome was these rumors at rest. There was no sign of a
suddenly on Sept. 1st at her home on Oakleigh New York last Monday after spending the
then given in poetry by Alma Cilley, and an fire at Isle au Haut and the only building road in the 87th year of her age. The deceased
loyalty and devotion to her summer in Belfast. Mrs. William Hyams, Mr.
impromptu response by E. C. Dow, followed by burned at Vinalhaven was a small cottage own- was noted for herand
a large circle of friends
Harris’ daughter, returned after a visit with
home and family,
instrumental music by Mr. and Mrs. Cilley. ed by Cleveland Sleeper of Boston. The village
her
as a sweet, cheery-faced,
will remember
her father.
The topic, “In view of the high prices of grain, was seriously threatened at one time, and a motherly little body, always striving for the
George P. Field of Boston arrived on Tuesfarmers should raise their own,” was opened by steam fire engine was stationed in the out- happiness and comfort of others and never
an ache or a pain of her own,
day’s boat, accompanied by a trained nurse, and
B. Walker McKeen, and was generally discuss- skirts, and the whole fire department and many remembering
beautiful
personality
cultured,
an
oldfashioned,
1
of
ed by the members. By a vote of the State citizens turned out to fight the advancing of a type too rapidly disappearing from the went out to Pitcher’s Pond to be the guest
!
busy social world of today. A daughter of Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Quimby at the Alhambra
grange the officers will not be elected until flames. A change of wind sent the fire in anDeacon Edward Haskell of Deer Isle, Maine, for several days.
January, so that left four months that the other direction. There were three fires, one in a man known throughout that locality for his
Miss Linda Chase of Monroe came Saturday
meetings were not assigned. Mystic grange, the Pequod district, another in the Burpee sterling qualities of head and heart, the son of
Belmont, gave a cordial invitation for Pomona woods and the third at Big Landing. The fires a Congregational minister, she was one of a and began her school in the Foxcroft 6th and
7th
was
the
death
and
her
grades Monday. She and her sister, Miss
family of 10 children,
to me«t there in October. The committee were still burning Sunday afternoon.
Ethel Chase, are staying at D. F. Ayer’s.—Pisfirst of three sisters, all of whom are past 70.
therefore reported: time, Oct. 6th; place, MysShe was the mother of 13 children, all but cataquis Observer.
tic grange, Belmont; address of welcome, Edthree of whom survive her. Her six daughters
NEWS OE THE GRANGES.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Dean Cool left last FriJames F. Pressey, formerly well
are Mrs.
mund Brewster; response. A. T. Stevens of
day for their future home in Madison, Wisconnow of Los Ar.geles; Misses L. F.
known
here,
now
meets
Home
Brooks,
Harvest
Grange,
Seaside grange, Belfast; topic, Outside of inFlora A. Colby, residing here; Mrs. M. C. sin, where Mr. Cool is connected with the Dewhich is really the regular and
temperance what is the greatest evil that Monday evening,
Little of Brookline, Mrs. Howard J. Thompson
partment of Romance Languages at the Uniof Newton Highlands, and Mrs. Sarah E. SchafA vote of night of meeting.
threatens the United States?”
of Wisconsin.
versity
of
H.
are
Edward
sons
The
Boston.
Harvest Moon Grange, Thorndike, will ob- fer of
thanks was given the host grange for the dinDeer Isle, Maine; Wilbur C. of Belfast, Maine;
Mrs. Charles F. Wildes returned from her
ner and other courtesies.
Also a vote of ! serve Children’s day at its hall, Saturday af- Franklin S. of Cambridge, and Theodore P. summer
sojourn in Maine on Wednesday mornthanks to Mr. McKeen for entertainment.
ternoon, Sept. 26.
Colby of Dorchester. There are 27 grand- ing, accompanied by Mrs. Dwight P. Palmer,
children living and 13 great grandchildren.
of Belfast, who will be her guest for about ten
Clinton grange will hold its fair at Town hall
Two sisters, Mrs. Lucretia Spofford of Cam- days. Somerville, Mass., Journal.
NEWSPAPER NOTES.
Martha Haskell of Deer Isle,
Sept. 30th. Supper will be served from 5.30 bridge and Mrs.
Miss Helen Doak returned to Providence
Maine, and two brothers, Bestus of Deer Isle
The Sanford Tribune issued a special edition to 7 p. m. and for dance at 12.
and Courtney Haskell of Norwich, Connecticut, Monday to resume her duties at the Rhode
her.
The
survive
also
at 6 a. m. the morning after election, giving a
known
is
well
a
publisher,
Tranquility Grange hall. Lincolnville,
Island School of Design. She was accompawas taken to Deer Isle,
complete report of York county by towns as j again being rebuilt, and it is hoped that it may body of the deceased
her brother, Marthon Doak, B. H. S.
where funeral services were held in the chapel, nied by
well as the general result in the State. It also j be ready for occupancy by Thanksgiving time.
and the interment was in Mt. Adams, the new ’08, who will enter the Moses Brown school.
Newton Centre (Mass.)
gave a good report of the fire in Saco, and
Orland’s annual fair under the auspices of cemetery there. -The
Rev. Theodore Gerrish of Portland was in
Circuit Sept. 11th.
was selling on the streets in Sanford three
the city Saturday. Mr. Gerrish was formerly
Narramissic Grange, will be held Wednesday,
Mrs. Colby was formerly a resident of Belhours before any newspaper containing an acpastor of the Pine street M. E. church, having
Sept. 30. Should that date prove stormy it fast, most o^her children attended school here, been
in charge of that society for three years
It
count of it was being sold in Biddeford
will be held the next pleasant day. A baby
well known author,
and her youngest daughter “was born in dear in the early SO’s. He is a
was a noteworthy enterprise.
written The Blue and The Gray and
having
show at 2.30 p. m. will be among the prominent
to quote from the note accomold
Belfast,”
other well known books. —Bangor Commercial.
The celebration in observance of the cen- features.
panying the above obituary.
tennial anniversary of the establishment of
Mr. and Mrs. William Kotman are to become
River Grange, Liberty, held a reguGeorges
religious journalism in this country began in lar
Walton, widow of the late John H. permanent residents of Belfast and have leasLovina
16th,
evening,
Sept.
Wednesday
meeting
Portsmonth, N. H., Wednesday night, Sept.
at her home in Provi- ed apartments in the H. E. McDonald house,
when a large number were present and three Poor of this city, died
16th and was continued Thursday. The gathMr. Poor died at his Church street. They will spend the summer
19th.
R.
I.,
Sept.
an
indence,
lecturer
The
visitors.
presented
worthy
months at their cottage on the North Shore,
ering of clergymen and editors of religious
on Cedar street in this city March 18,
teresting
program and ice cream and cake were home
publications of various denominations which served at the close. A good program was an- 1904 after a brief illness. Soon after his death Northport, and will close their present season
1
was present, participated in several devotional
the deceased moved to Providence, R. I., which there October 7th.
nounced for the next meeting.
services, followed by addresses in connection j
in
ujl
iVirs.
had since been her home. Mrs. Poor was born
Emmery r.
YYiiHupuii.
Center
Montville,
Union Harvest Grange,
with the religious press of America, its past!
in Waldo, Aug. 31, 1845, the daughter of the Skowhegan this week, the guest of Mr. and
will hold a fair October 1st: if stormy, the first
is to remain in Somerset
She
Mrs.
F.
I.
Estes.
and
future
and
standing,
proshistory, present
Sept.
late James and Catherine Vickery,
until about the first of November and
day. There will be baby show, base
made county
pects. The Herald of Gospel Liberty which pleasant
her husband also expects to pass the month of
11, 1869, she was married to Mr. Poor and
and drawing matches and other atball
game
Portsmouth
Elias
Smith,
was established in
by
her home in this city at 56 Cedar street for October here. Besides her visit in Skowhetractions; in fact, if all come and bring the
with her
She is survived by a daughter gan, Mrs. Estes is to pass some time
Sept. 8, 1808, was issued semi-monthly for a
work they are in- many years.
and
fancy
stock,
vegetables
parents, Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Fowler in Canaan,
both
J.
time and in 1809 was moved to Portland.
W.
and
Poor,
Edith
Miss
Percy
and son,
and with friends in Hartland.—Somerset Retonclimr tn hrincr it. will hp a C'reat time.
Hale and

and

Captain Trimm of Islesboro was in town
Tuesday, en route for New York, where he is
to enter the Sailors’ Snug Harbor.

Miss Nita Lawrence, a former resident of
Belfast, arrived from Massachusetts recently
for a visit with friends.

Bridges of btockton Springs, Joseph
New York city and Charles W. Frye
of Scituate, Mass. She had been in failing
health for some time and a recent attack of
acute bronchitis induced a slight shock which

senator

Murry of Unity is visiting Mr.
N. Wakely in Clinton.

Mrs.

George

Lewis A. Barker, Esq., returned to Bangor
last Friday after spending a few days in Northport and Belfast.

Mrs. G. D. McCrillis.

Fannie S.

of

Mrs. J. W. Nash is visiting friends in Bangor
for a week.

Mrs. George W. Gorham, who has been the
Miss Della Thayer has arrived home from
of Miss Inez E. Crawford, returned to
Providence, R. I., where she spent the summer guest
her home in Bangor Wednesday.
with relatives.

pupils before 1864, but up to that time
Belfast young people went to school to
and benefited by her instruction, as did

remembered songs, spoke pieces and ate ice
cream and candy on the “last day,” brought
home “merit-cards” to exchange for a gorgeous
picture card later on, and played “horse” and
“tag” in the yard at recess time, was published
in The Journal of April 19 and 26, 1906, and attracted the attention of many in other States.
It was one of the pleasures of Miss Frye’s later
life that so many of her former pupils, including gray haired men and women, remembered
her with letters, gifts and tokens of all kindsFrom early life she was a member of the
Methodist church and was actively interested
in temperance. She was the last of her family
and is survived by two nieces and two nephewsMrs. Fannie A. Burrill of Lynn, Mass., Mrs.

a

Friday.

many years, enlarging it somehad no written record of the

cottage of Prof. W. G. Tousey of

and

L. M. Staples, Esq., of Washington, senatorelect from Knox county, was in Belfast last

Frye

their children in their turn. A list of those who
went to the little school, learned the well-

and

that the

was

so

mov-

Mr. and Mrs. J. G. Paul left Monday for East
a visit of a few days.

many

Brooksville, and at last advices about
1,000 acres of woodland had been burned over
and the fires were still raging. A man who came

tel

Miss

PERSONAL

Boothbay for

many

burned in

over

for

what.

toward

woodland in Warren

William T. Gray of South Gardiner has
ed his family to Burnham.

of Pembroke, N. H., and her mother of Durham, Me. She came to Belfast at the age of 9
years, and had lived nearly all that long period
in her late home. She had the unusual record
of 50 years teaching. Her first school was
taught at Beech Hill in Northport when she
From there she taught in
was 16 years old.
nearly every town in the county, so that many
in Waldo county as well as in Belfast will be
interested in this sketch. Three generations
of her own family have been under her tuition.
The “Frye schoolhouse,” whose exterior and
interior alike are familiar to at least two generations of Belfasters, was moved in the spring
of 1906 from its old situation in the rear of the
Frye block, to Mayo street, where it was turned into a dwelling house. The house was originally built by James P. White for his sister,
Susan Jane White, who taught school in it
when it was situated on the lot back of the
Bean house on the corner of Pearl and Court
Miss Lydia Wetherbee, afterward
streets.
Mrs. Nickerson, also taught there, as did several others. Miss Frye’s father bought the
school building and moved it to the site it oc-

cupied
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Miss Esther Catherine Frye, the dean of
Belfast’s many able school teachers, passed
away at her home in the Frye block on Court
street, Friday, Sept. 18th. She was born in
Northport, April 9, 1829, the daughter of Jonathan and Mercy Frye. Her father was a native

out the

to

1908.__

ton.
!

Mr. and Mrs. Thomas E. Shea have accepted
very advantageous offer to appear in vaudeville for the season and have filled engage-

a

Pittsburg. They give a
sketch made up from the last act of
“The Bells,” taking seven people. They ap9 p. m., and
pear twice each day, at 3 and
write to Belfast friends that they like vaudements in Buffalo and

30-minute

Cora A. Mahoney, wife of Le^oy Marriper,
born in Searsmont Sept. 2, 1856, and died ville very much.
The Blaisdells of Bradford, Penn., who have
Sept. 18, 1908. She was the oldest daughter of
the late Edgar P. and Rebekah Mahoney. Au- been spending the summer at their cottage at
gust 18, 1906, she was united in marriage to Northport Campground, are still there and
Mr. Marriner, with whom she passed two will remain until early in October. Mrs. Wilhappy years. She “remembered her Creator liam Bryant has returned after the wedding
in the days of her youth” and early in life
trip for some weeks’ stay, Mr. Bryant returnjoined the Methodist Episcopal church and re- ing there and remaining a few days only, to
mained a faithful member until called home, leave for New York, where he is employed
where she will join him as soon as her
and the entire church mourns for her. She and
mother leaves Northport.- Bangor Commercial.
was also a member of Victor Grange, SearsM. L. Mitchell, formerly of the firm of
mont, and everyone loved her. The summons
Mitchell & Trussed of Belfast, who moved to
came suddenly while at the home of her sister,
last spring, .is to return here
and after a few hours of intense suffering she Franklin, Mass.,
she and resume his former business relations. The
passed into a comatose state from which
because of ill health, but he
She was buried from her sister’s, move was made
never rallied.
himself able to again take up work and
the home of her childhood, Sunday afternoon, finds
her pastor, Rev. C. H. Bryant, officiating. She thinks there is no place like Belfast in w’hich
leaves to mourn their loss a devoted husband, to live.
His many friends and customers will
of
a loving sister, Mrs. Clara Gelo, and' hosts
welcome him back. He will probably occupy
flowers
beautiful
of
abundance
the
as
friends,
the Thurlow house on Congress street.
mutely testified.

Baptist church, Belfast, on Tuesday and
Wednesday, began Tuesday afternoon at 1.30
with a brief devotional service led by Rev. D.
of Belfast. Rev. A. E. Luce of Belextended a cordial welcome to those present, and Rev. W. L. Bradeen of Unity gave a
fitting response. The business meeting, which
L. Wilson
fast

presided

was

over

by

President 0

E. Frost of

Belfast, included a roll-call of districts and reports of the officers and committees. Mr. H.
E. Lufkin, the general secretary, gave a most

interesting

and

ing of Teachers
was followed by

helpful address or The MakHe
“Why-What-How.”
Mr. Charles L>. Meigs of
—

Indianapolis, Ind., who held the close attention
audience during his talk. A brief conference, led by Mr. Lufkin, closed the afternoon session.
Supper was served to the delegates and visitors in the Baptist church vestry
by the ladies of the Baptist church. The evening session was opened with a song service led
by Mr. H. M. Prentiss of Belfast. The next
of his

feature of the program was a conference or.
place should the pastor fill in the Sun-

"What

day school?” led by Rev. J. W. Vaughan of
Belfast. Mr. Vaughan expressed hin -elf as
believing that the pastor could do better work
if he was a pupil rather than a teacher or superintendent.
and

discussion, which

The

spirited,

participated

was

in

by

was

lively

Rev. A. E.

Luce, Rev. I). L. Wilson, Mr. Lufkin, Mr. Meigs
and others. Various opinions were expressed
and some practical suggestions made.
Miss Edna Hopkins sang a solo, and after the
offering was taken Mr. Meigs gave an interest-

ing

address

on

"The

Organized

Class Move-

great increase in the
number of men enrolled in Sunday schools, of
the million new pupils who had come into Sunday schools in three years, of the International
Sunday School Association’s organized class

ment.”

He

spoke

of the

idea, and of the methods o£ organizing and increasing the membership of adult classes.
The Wednesday morning session opened with
a devotional service led by Rev. Wm. Vaughan
of Belfast, and participated in by Mr. Meigs,
Rev. J. W. Vaughan and others. The election
of officers resulted as follows: President. Rev.
William Vaughan. Belfast; Vice President. Ke^\

Vaughan, Citypoini; Secretary. M>ss IsaGinn, Belfast; Treasurer, Miss Carrie Weymouth, Troy; Superintendent of Home Department, Mrs. M. A. Staples, Brooks; Superintendent of the Juvenile Department, Miss Maude
Mathews, Belfast; Superintendent of the TeachJ. W.
bell

Drawing Department, Dr. T. N. Pearson.
Morrill; Secretary of the South Waldo District,
Gerald Howard, Belfast.
The committee on credentials reported that
ers’

11 schools

were

represented.

and place reported
held in Brooks,
the time to be decided upon later. The committee on resolutions reported, and resolutions were
adopted thanking the host church, the workers
The

committee

that the next

on

time

meeting was

to be

and all who contributed to the succonvention. A conference on how
best to build up the Sunday school was led by
Rev. C. H. McElhiney, and was very profitable
and interesting. An address by Mr. Meigs on
the Home Department closed the morning session, after which dinner was served in the vesa sertry. The afternoon program included
vice of song, led by Rev. Edwin A. Dinslow,
South Montville, an address by Mr. Meigs,
and five minute addresses on “The Best Things
for the Sunday School and how to Get 1 hem.
participated in by Rev. Frank S. Dollilf, Jackson,
Dr. T. N. Pearson, Morrill, Rev. D. L. Wilson,
Belfast, Rev. A. J. Lockhart, Winterport. Rev.
A. E. Luce, Belfast. The closing service at 3
o’clock completed a profitable session.
from away,
cess of the

Another Fire

in

Chelsea, Mass.

was

Chelsea, Mass., Sept 21. About five acres
of wooden buildings on the north side of the

Boston & Maine tracks in this city which esthe conflagration of April 12 were swept
today by another disastrous fire, entailing a loss of about $300,000.

caped
away

The«principal buildings distroyed

were:

McManus, box factory.
Pope & Cottle, lumber yards.
Lee Brothers’ shoe factory.
Karrababe & Co shoe string factory.
The Chelsea Bottling Company’s factory.
Seven tenement house.
Fire engine 36 of the Boston fire department
Atwood &

was

also

destroyed.

The bounds of the fire were west Third St.,
the Boston
Maine tracks, Everett avenue
and Carter street,
Vote of Waldo County for Sheriff.
Amos F. Carleton.3,266
Edgar F. Hanson. 2,893

Carleton’s plurality.

373

1

MyMaa Bakes in a

-]

Glenwood
She Says
ft

It

Certainly^
Does
Make
PUBUG

RTV,
1

only Boston food j
!

location.

Owing to its position in the

very heart of the shopping district,
with easier access to more varied lines

! of street car, elevated and subway
To be Held at Park Square Coliseum, the i
travel than any spot in Greater BosMost Centrally Located and Largest Expo- :
ton, Park Square is surely the leading
sition Building in Boston.
hotel, and amusement and shopping
In
A site for a new theatre in
ting a building, suitable for center.

j

exposition

purposes, in

which to hold

7th Original and Only Boston
Pood Pair this year, Sept. 2s to Oct. 31,
the Boston IP-tail Grocer's Association
found 7hat the Park Square Coliseum

-*-yd

their

;

Cooking
”

Vf

licO MM O N ro\' ^
1

The 7lh (Iritiindl and
fair

GARDE.N

Easy-

J

The Subway
rounding the Coliseum.
entrances and exits on these two chief |
breathing spots of the city, within a
few steps of the Coliseum, are used by
majority of shoppers, amusement-

|^^^^G^C^TruMell^^elfas^^

vast

seekers and sight-seers visiting Boston,
while Park Square itself is the terminal
of some of the most important outside

trolley

position building in the country, is
The Thorndyke and
already there.

ston street are the

Washington

AND

CHARITIES

lines coming into the city. A
block away are the Tremont street car
the
lines, »nd but one block more are
street cars. Here at Boyl-

Park Square has already been purA big
chased and the plans made.
hotel project is under way, and the
Park Square Coliseum, the biggest ex-

CORRECTIONS.

The Second Annual Conference to be held
in Lewiston.

An event of

no

common

interest in

annual
j Maine will be the second
and Corrections,
entrances and exits ference of Charities
,
1

of the new Washington street Subway,
filled many requirements which were
1 here is ;
woefulG lacking in the building where l Touraine Hotels are within a stone's to be in operation this fall.
which j
One
fairs.
from
their
Boston
iield
had.
in
Greater
no
Colonial
previous
they
place
throw, the Majestic, Tremont,
no !
the
very I -.rue advantage is gained by
and Keith’s theatres are almost within Park Square cannot be readied on
immensity of unbroken lloor space on ! speaking distance, as may be seen in end of different lines by a live cent fare,
visits Boston who,
the street level, making it possible fo
a
Boston’s big- II a
cat.

con
to

be held in Waterville, Get. 20,2" and 2n.
Although the program has not yet been
completed it is known that the address

of welcome by Mayor Bunker will lie
responded to by Jmlge Turner, the
president of the conference, to be followed by remarks by lit. Kev. Bishop
Codman, lion. Bert M. Fernald, goverthe accompanying
person
idly
Gardner and
have ti e entire exhibition on the same gest motor mart and garage is just does not make a bee line Horn either nor-elect, lion. Gbadiah
and others.
'.artier unbroken area than across the street. The Public Garden the North or South 1 nion Stations to
boor.
The program for the two days follow
in the
possess u by any exposition building and famous Boston Common are prac- shop, or eat, or attend theatre
ing will include an address on the
Duties of Overseers yf tiie Poor, by
in the country.
tically immense beautiful lawns sur- ! immediate viciirty of Park Square.
Jeffrey R. Brackett, of Boston, PresiBut the in dn advantage is in the
dent of the National Conference of
h:3 son, Harry C. Pease, under thi style of
>*o you use tin atomizer in treating
Charities and Corrections. Dr. Brack1
will
If
so
!
Nasal Catarrh?
you
appreciate Ely’s
H. C. Pease & -Son. a general store, which
has his summer home in Maine, and
the quickest and surest J ett
Cream
Balm,
Liquid
business will be conducted wiihout change of l
is much interested in Maine's social
remedy for this disease. In all curative propwork. He has devoted his life to the
Mr. Pease was married orties it is identical with the solid Cream Balm,
name by Harry Pease.
Oct. 10. 1852, to Mary E., daughter of Charles which is so famous and so successful in over- j theme upon which he is to address the
f Deferred. I
Fever and cold in the Maine conference.
It is expected that
A. and Jerusha (McLain) Keene, who died coming Catarrh, Hay
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n1 For Indigestion.

l&UUw M Relieves sour stomacl’,
Divests what you eat
palpitation of the heart.
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Just a little asraswcft is all that is necessary to give your bain when it is cross
i4ii*l peevish. Cascaswcft contains no opiates nor harmful drugs and is highly recommended by mothers everywhere. Conforms
to the National Pure Food and Drugs Law.
Sold b> IP 11. Moody.
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Flour Absolutely
Clean

APPLE TRADES.

JACKSON'S

A Local Merchant’s Cash Offset
Loss.
BY JOHN S.

an

When you measure out the floor for
do you ever think of all it has had to pass
its way from the wheat field to your kite!
Flour is the most delicate of foodstuff

Outside

FERNALD.

Jackson had an orchard
The apple of his eyeIt bore a large and handsome crop,
With prices fairly high.

Ben

—

be too well

called on Amos Watson,
Who kept a store in town,
Who bought all kinds of farm produce,
And paid the money down.
Yes, Amos wanted apples.
Would take ’em on the tree,
Two hundred barrels, more or less.
Two ten the price would be.

tanks at the Ansted & Burk

would furnish barrels,
And pay the harvest men,
And teams to hauljjthe fruit to town,

Amos

The

price

home he found two letters
Left by the R. F. D.,
One from a Boston wholesale house,
sea.

liked these higher figures,
Said : “This is what I’ll do,
Sell these two firms the number ones,
And Amos number two.”

bought

And
To

pain

men

a

lot

tne

who

of barrels.
wages

Incorpora

Established 185 7.

uuwn

picked and packed his fruit

And hauled it into town.

Belfast
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First-class Teams furnished night and dag.

Hacks to and from all boats

The London dealer’s statement
Showed debits small and great.
Besides the fixed commissions, shrinkage,

a

Telephone Connection.

Cartage, ocean freight
They charged him with demurrage,
Towing, dockage, auction fees;
And reading it Ben almost saw
A mortgage on his trees.
local hanker saw it
Ben couldn’t get the sense—
the Arm
The banker said Hen owed

Hack

Transient Stable. #

Jackson’s trade.

When, later in the season.
Ben balanced his accounts.
He found three lots of apples had
Differed by large amounts.

>

Livery C

Livery, Sale,

was good natured.
Bought all these second grade,
Though outside parties had secured

But Amos

cream

ors

WHITTEN BROS., Distr

And when two hundred barrels
Their journey had begun
He had another hundred left,
Hut not quite number one.

The

v\

William Tell Flour.

point

Ben

He
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William Tell Flour, and it makes the !i
bread and biscuits, and the most whr
Your grocer will supply vou with

London would pay three fifty,
And Boston even three.
For A 1 fruit at shipping
Delivered F. O. B.

T

;

ground

put in bags
are sewed up bv machines.
Only the finest selected Ohio

At

the

|i!H

it is washed six
and barrels bv machinery

Before if is

said he’d think it over
And let him know next day ;
Then scanned the market news to learn
What other folks would pay.

across

Company’s

i

|
p
mm!

field, Ohio.

ret to Ben.

Ben

One from

protected.

The careful housewife need not kn
the complicated machinery of the mills
ought to know—and has a right
that her flour is absolutely clean.
William Tell flour is made for just
housewives. The wheat is kept in hermc

Ben

was

■■■■........

V. A. SIMMONS, President.
RALPH D.

BELFAST,
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S0UTHW0R1H,
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Two shillings seven pence.
better,

paid
The
But Ben refrained to shout.
offset
The income didn’t near
The cash that he’d paid out.
Boston lot

"stone

A check for nineteen dollars
bill—
They sent to square the
for
Just what he’d paid per hundred
His barrels at the mill.
The next pajje of his ledger
Drove Jackson’s frown away,
cash
It showed the local merchant’s
Had ably saved the day.
The losses on those shipments,
And ninety dollars more,
twos
Were made good on the number
He’d sold at Watson’s store.
Sufferers.
Quick Belief for Asthma
immediFolev’s Honey and Tar affords
in the worst
ate relief to asthma sufferers
time will effect a
stages and if taken in
cure. R. H. Moody.
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First International Congress

History Tc
Study Seafaring Problems.
New York, Sept. 21. Travelling fifty

^Hl^Cholera Morbus^SBfiH
Green or over-ripe, fruit will cause it
—Johnson’s Anodyne Liniment will cure
An infallible remedy for all
it.
vwiibcm similar disorders—cramps, colic, diarrhoea, etc. A few half-teaspoonful doses
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relieve the most severe cases. It's
just
as sure in curlns sore throat,
coughs, colds, grip,
bronchitis, tonsilitis, and kindred respiratory troubles.’
If y°u have a cut, a burn, a bruise or other external
ache or pain, a free application of the liniment will
reduce the inflammation and drive out the
pain
quicker than anything else. Keep a bottle in
your medicine chest for emergencies.
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by the American Seamen’s Friend Society. and from almost every country
in the world delegates are hurrying
here to be present at the gathering on
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who live on the ocean has been called
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October 4th. America will be represented by authorities on the interests
of seamen from more than a dozen of
the society’s branch stations in the
leading ports on both coasts.
To outline and propose remedies for
the problems with which the great international body of seafarers is faced
on every shore of the world today is
the object of this unique congress. The
world-wide ways of the crimp, the board-
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FOREST TIRES.
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: E. li. Nickerson,
Forest Service.
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! -.volubly, Mrs. Wal;
K. Curtis, Ethel
•
Mrs. Wallace Por-

Lucy Bowden,

.-.-liner,

[

Monroe; Mrs. W.
Rich, Sylvia M.
ilamm, Brooks; Mrs.
Frankfort; Mrs. AdH

McLaughlin,
Hawes,

arles

Mildred

in.

Mrs. Elbe Johnson,
,'obertson, M rs. Jane
Mrs. Walter Haley,
,ue E. Downs, Mrs.
Mrs. Sarah Conant,

1

W. D. Thompson,
Winterport; Agnes
slier, Lizzie Mills,
rock, Alice Elling-

•

i:

uerson, Mrs. Jennie
Mrs. E. ti. Knight,
I'nity; Mrs. Annie
Mrs. Win. C011Chester E. Gould,
M. Bryant, Bangor;
(ild Town; Mrs.
i- 'ii; Mrs. S. X. Page,
\\. Eothrop, Belfast,
•id 65 entries.
Mrs. Carrie Hardy,

i;

I

d. d. Baker and dames Bickford were
also contestants for general collection;
in the former were about 35 varieties of
vegetables. 15 plates of apples and two
varieties of grapes; in the latter about
40 varieties of vegetables and 20 plates
Each bad also several
of apples.

will also
up for consideration. Efforts
be made to perfect the organization by
which the American Seamen’s Friend
is aiming to keep in touch with

the shifting body of sailors througn
their forty-live stations all over t.ie
From Great Britain, E. \\. Matthews,
secretary of the British and Foreign
Sailors Society of London, is on his way
to give the conference the benefit of

specials.

The corn exldbit was worthy of more
than passing mention. The ears in the
trances of the nine entries of yellow
corn were at least 1(1 inches in length
and were eight and 12r-owed. Four entries of sweet corn were full, large and
well matured. Two entries of popcorn
were also line.
Thirteen crates of potatoes were entered for special premiums, all different
varieties; these were large, smooth and
free from blemish. A line display of
table beets, cattle beets and turnips
was also worthy of note.
It is estimated that about S,000 people were on band Wednesday when the
racing began. The weather was fine
and the track in good shape.
The 2 24 class, unfinished Tuesday,
went two more heats, seven in all, arid
C. S. P.
Dr. deft' scooped first money
and Sleet,
won second, Auona third
fourth.
But two horses came out for the 2.40
class, Altissima winning from Miss
Colombo. Best time, 2.30 1-4.
There were only two starters in the
colt race, which was won by Miss Vassal', A. E. Trites’ Vassar colt, which
won in three straight from Marstou M.
Best, time. 1.48.
There were seven starters in the 2.27
class. The summary:
2.27 CLASS, PURSE #200.
Crescent, b. m.. (Cummings)..1 1 1
Fred H., b. g., (Withee).3 2 2
Grace Direct, blk. m.. (Gallagher).2 5 4

Estelle Gould,
Mertie Downs and
exhibited llovvers.
lit of painting and
Robertson, Velzora
it- Emerson, Eucy
liuutoii, Christine
1 Hamm, Virginia
Ilalev, Mrs. Addle
3 3
Porter, bad small Magnon, b. s., (Burrill).7 6 5
Marie Itowell Barney B., g. g.. (Berry).5
4
6
6
Via Mala, b. g., (Kirby).
of photographs,
May Wonder, blk. g., (Pendleton).4 7 dr
id a line display of
Time, 2.23j, 2.25^, 2.26f.
ided a piece of
About 4,000 people attended the closNiagara Falls and
day of the fair, Thursday. The races
ing
knives
made
mg
resulted as follows:
a rabbit skin from

,-i-ly,

ri:

;

■

t

brought by

-,as

FREE

one

eveltand was very
te bail; 00 intaglio
a from Barbados;
olive wood beads
t-ads from Porto
Am-, Egypt, strung
:

FOR

ALL,

PURSE

§200.

Isabelle, b. m., (Pearl Brook Farm).Ill
Miss Letha, gr. m., < C. Ireland)..2 2 4
Prairie Queen, b. m., (G. T. Jordan)....3 4 2
I’avline, blk. g., (Henry Barney).4 3 3
Time, 2.18^, 2.1%, 2.20$.
2.35 CLASS, PURSE $200.

blk. in., (K. W. Burrill).1
antelope skin; Colinda,
b. m.. (A. Richardson).2
ntetl shells, a toy Mercer C.,
Fred H., b. g.. (E. E. Withee).3
port News; and two
Time, 2.24jf, 2.2%, 2.28.1--aids.
ieut articles were
“AIN’T IT AWFUL MABEL?”
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Re-

They’ll

want and want and want in
Ain’t it awful Mabel?”

vain,

used to be a Pennell plan,
Ain't it awful Mabel?
Pennell is an “also ran,”
Ain’t it awful Mabel?
We’ ve got a plan that’s sure to win,
It’s good for Maine but bad for sin,
Put bad men out, put good ones in,
Ain’t it awful Mabel?

There
Now'

The Democrats don’t like our Mel,
Ain’t it awful Mabel?
They know he’s bound the truth to tell,
Ain’t it awful Mabel?
They want enforcement laid aside.
Rum flowing in a steady tide,
When Mel gets in they’ll hato hide,
Ain’t it awful Mabel?

are

the worst

barked on their

on

gun

a

natural

as

soon

field the

where they a:e

poijit

when one considers

the fearful destruction which would
have come about had there been no

protection.
Although
serious in

the tire menace has been
all sections, oflicers of the

Forest Service estimate that the total
cost of the forest fires on the National

of

fire wardens and
and private
individuals
forest oflicers,
holdcorporations having large timber

Progressive

ings,

have

organized

lire

same

fighting

forces

line as the gov-

ernment in many cases, and in this way
millions
they have given protection to
have
of acres of timber which might
been destroyed had it been left unpro-

thereby keeps the body healthy even under
unusual conditions.
A booklet, “Diseases of the Blood,” showing
what Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills have done in
anaemia and other blood diseases, will be sent
free upon request.
Dr. Williams Pink Pills are sold by all druggists or sent by mail, postpaid, on receipt of
price, 50 cents per box; six boxes for $2.50, by
j the Dr. Williams' Medicine Company, Schnec(

tady,

N. Y.
•a

Whose

that salutes the
it awful Mabel?

voice is

Ain’t

ear,

to give cause for fear,
Ain't it awful Mabel?

Intending

It’s only gentle Charlie Dunn,
Who went to Standish on the run,
Blew out some gas—about a ton,
Ain’t it awful Mabel?

Election day you’ll

see the votes,
Ain’t it awful Mabel?
The Democrats will want thick coats,
Ain’t it awful Mabel?
There’ll be some Democratic chills,
They’ll have no heart to pay their bills,
But they can call on Scates for pills,

The 15th Maine

^

Bears the

ii.
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^'your

Found

No Trace of Bodies.

Kocklami, Me., Sept.
Evelyn K. Thaw, Capt.

lfi. The sloop
E. W. Freeman, arrived here this afternoon after
a successful quest for the sloop yacht
Liunie Belle, whose capsizing near
Beer Isle s. few weeks ago was responsible for the drowning of seven summer visitors.
The diver who located
the yacht was unable to find any trace
ot the bodies and believes that they
have been carried to sea, as the current
in that vicinity is usually strong. The
yacht was located in 93 feet of water.
In contradiction of the report that it
contained no ballast other than its
human cargo, Capt. Freeman states
that it had 3 1-2 tons of ballast, beside
a keel which weighed a ton.
When Trifles Become Troubles.

If any person suspects that their kidneys
deranged they should take Foley’s Kidney Remedy "at once and not risk having
Bright’s disease or diabetes. Delay gives
the disease a stronger foothold and you
should not delay taking Foley’s Kidney
Remedy. R. H. Moody.
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Insurance and Rial Estate

REPRESEN 11NG OVEk FORTY-FIVE MILLION ASSETS.
-ire, Lite, Accident, Plate Glass, Tornado Insurance, Steam

RECEPTION TO THE GOVERNOR-ELECT

The handsome home in Poland of
lion. Bert. M. Fernald, Governor-elect
of Maine, was the scene last Friday
night of a most delightful reception
tendered Mr. Fernald by bis fellow
towns people and people of the county
in honor of his magnificent victory at
the polls. Over 500 people were present.
The grounds were handsomely illuminated and music was furnished by Po-1
land Band and Poland Springs Orches-!
tra. The affair was non-partisan in
every way and purely a demonstration
by friends and neighbors in honor of
his election. Hiram W. Ricker presided at the exercises, which consisted of
speeches by Mr. Fernald, Hon. John
W. Swasey, congressman-elect, Hon. J.
M. Libby of Mechanic Falls and Daniel ;
Hutchinson of New York, an uncle of j
All the speeches were
Mr. Fernald.
|
Reheartily endorsed by applause.
freshments

were

served.

The Shoe Situation.
There is encouragement in the latest
weekly statement of forwardings at
Boston, which showed a total in excess
of the corresponding week last year.
As 1908 thus far makes so poor a comparison with shipments in recent years
it is expected that gains will be frequent during the balance of the season,
owing to depleted stocks in the hands
of dealers. Some New England manufacturers report a fair volume of orders from the West and South, but on
the whole new business is quiet. Demand is chiefly for medium and low
grade shoes.—Dun’s Review, Sept, 19th.

•

nsurance

Give Mr. Bryan credit for having out-grown
his free-silver blood-poisoning, he yet has noFor
tions that make it hard to believe in him.
instance, the guaranty of bank deposits. That
is as un-Democratic and socialistic as anything he indicts the Republican party for.—
Lewiston Sun.

Security Bonds for Cashiers, Contractors, Administrators and Trustees.
Correspondence solicited. Keai estate bought, and sold.

——BMII
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Glenwood

All the Gold

STOVES

IN GEORGIA

Could not

Buy-

Roding, Oa. August 27. 190S.
Mbssrs. E. C. DeWitt A Go..
Chicago, Ills.
Gentlemen:—

Glenwood

CONFORMS TO NATIONAL
PURE FOOD AND DRUG LAW
This is only a sample of
the great good that is
daily done everywhere by

Kodol
for

THE-

SOLD

Dyspepsia.
BY' H, H.

MOODY'._

Citizens of Belfast! The Waquoit,
Do not be left without ice next year; if you
are it will be your own fault, for I have bought
land and privilege on Goose river (the best ice
field in reach of this city) where I am building
This
a large house to store 3,000 tons of ice.
ice field is situated one mile above all mills and
assures pure domestic ice.
I also guarantee an up-to-date and prompt
delivery. All parties using large quantities
would do well to contract now for the coming
season.

T. S. THOMPSON, Belfast,
Back Road to Searsport.
38
Telephone 76, Ring 4.
Ophelia:
Gold Medal Flour is

nourishing.

Kbziah.

RANGES

|

In i 897 ! had a disease of the stomach
and bowels. Some physicians told me it was
Dyspepsia, some Consumption of the Lungs,
others said consumption of the Bowels. One
physician said 1 would not Uve until Spring,
and for tour long years I existed on a little
boiled milk, soaa biscuits, doctors’ prescriptions and Dyspepsia remedies that flooded
the market. I could not digest anything
I ate, and in the Spring 1902 I picked up
one of your Almanacs as a poor emaciated
Dyspepsia wreck will grasp at anything, and
that Almanac happened to be my life saver.
I bought a fifty cent bottle of KODOL DYSPEPSIA CURE and the benefit I received
from that bottle ALL THE GOLD IN
GEORGIA COULD NOT BUY. 1 kept on
taking it and in two months I went back to
months
my work, as a machinist, and in three
1 was well and hearty. I still use a little occasionally as 1 find it a fine blood purifier
and a good toric
May you live long and prosper.
Yours very truly.
C. N. CORNELL.

Notice
-TO

Boiler

and Inspection.

Hard to Believe in Bryan.

B3Lgflt

Reunion.

The loth Maine legimental association held its annual two days' reunion
beginning Wednesday
at Bridgton,
morning Sept. 10th. About 50 members
i he business was piewere present,
sided over by tiie old commander of the
Skowlieregiment, Gen. Isaac Dyer of
who lacks only two months of
gan
looks liaie and
being 88 years old, but
Tlie association elected Gen.
active
Dyer president; Major Henry A. Shorey
of Bridgton secretary and treasurer,
and Miss Eva L. Slioiey assistant secretary At night the association and
its entertainers, the Bridgton Tost,
held a campfire at Grand Army hall.
Thursday was devoted to lake and land
excursions and other enjoyments. It
reunion at
was voted to hold the next
the Mt. Kineo House.
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Foley’s Orino Laxative is a newot remedy,
unmet
improvement uu the laxatives
or nauseate ami
years, as it does nut gt ipe
is
It
guaranteed.
is pleasant to take.
11. .Moody.

|

j

State

along much the

Sample copies of both papers will be
application. Send all orders to

j

mill per acre.

a

BOTH FOR $2.25

Valparaiso, Montevideo

j

when it is remembered that it means
fire protection for approximately 108,acres of National Forests, leis

000,000
than two-tenths

Buenos
voyage from
will also be received

|

Forests for the season, exclusive of the
salaries of forest officers, will not be
This sum is small
more than $30,000.

!

i

The Tribune Farmer, One Year, SI.OO
The Republican Jour,, One Year, 2.00

IS RICH HEALTHY BLOOD.

Forests, but serious as the fires have
been, careful patrol and the organization of a force to battle with the. flames
losses down to a

jack-ashore

Best Way to Prevent and Cure Most
Common Diseases Is to Keep the Blood in
Good Condition.
Pure, red blood is the body’s only defence
against disease. When healthy, the blood attacks the poisons of disease and so changes
them that they can be thrown off through the
lungs, skin, kidneys and bowels. In fact this is
what the blood is constantly doing and disease
occurs only when the blood becomes impure
through errors in living, such as overwork,
worry, lack of fresh air or of nourishing food.
It is then unable to overcome the poisons and
they are carried throughout the body and in
the weakest organs the disease gains a foothold.
In the case of Mrs. M. Durkee of Goff’s
Falls. N. H., the common mistake was made of
neglecting the blood and merely, treating the
symptoms. This mistake led to five years of
sickness and it was not until she took a bloodbuilding medicine. Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills, :
that she was cured. Of her case she says :
“I have always worked hard and was in a
run-down condition when I began to suffer
with lack of blood. I noticed at first that 1
was having frequent dizzy s'pells with fits of
When I walked 1 found that my
faintness.
back was weak and after a time I would have
to lie down.
My appetite was poor and I was
often sick tc my stomach. My complexion
lost nearly fifteen pounds in
was sallow.
weight and kept growing weaker.
“The doctor said I had anaemia and he treat- ;
When I saw that his medicine
ed me for it.
wasn’t helping me, I thought I would give Dr.
This was after I
Williams' Pink Pills a trial.
I knew from
had been ailing for five years.
the first box that the pills were helping me
and kept on using them until entirely cured.
I haven’t used any
1 felt like a new person.
medicine since I was cured of the anaemia.”
The tonic treatment with Dr. Williams' Pink
Pills is successful, where all others fail, because it acts directly on the blood, purifying
and building it up to its normal health. It

the timber

has

one

The

protection around
grow muie important

discovered,

price of THE TRIBUNE FARMER alone is $1.00.
subscribers and all old subscribers who will pay up arrearages aud
year in advance we make this liberal offer

subscription

The

To new

Which Enables the Body to Cast off Poison-

supply dwindles.
The government has had a lot of work
in the tire fighting line on the National

as

long

JOURNAL

FARMER is a thoroughly practical, helpful, up-to-date illustratSpecial pages for Horses, Cattle, Sheep, etc., aud most elaborate
reports.

NATURE’SDEFENCE AGAINST DISEASE

intense interest

as

1

from the South American stations of

foresters say,

resource

Paper

I)r. C. I>. Smead, the best known veterinary surgeon in America, writes regularly
for THE TRIBUNE FARMER, thoroughly covering the breeding, care and feeding of
all domestic animals, and his articles meet the needs of every practical working farmer aud interest every man or woman in city or town who owns a horse or cow.
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adopting rational systems of fire protection.
Among thinking people there
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the

Ayres.

and have started a wide-spread movement in many .'tates to check them by

the forests, which

conditions surrounding
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ed national weekly.
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Another exin South America today.
perienced worker in Argentine lias be-
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lias battled to maintain against
the ravages of yellow fever, is to report

possible to give
conservative figures.
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em-

workers at the branch in Rio de Janeiro, which for seventy-four years the

The fires have done good in one way;
they have focused the people's attention on the seriousness of the forest
tire

are

conference.
Tucker, who
has succeeded a long line of stricken

Suffice it to say, were all the timber
burned up this year in all parts of the
country converted into cash, it could
provide for a good sized navy of firstclass

already
long journey to

Ayres

American

be known, but it is certain that
will ruu up so high iu the millions
that the country will be startled when
a compilation of statistics at the end of
the
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oliam Brown, F. Pres- and the work it should do is to digest all
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Experienced travellers
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Copenhagen
this city and will be followed by othleading workers in the ports of Ger-
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Officers in the United States Forest
Service here say that it is doubtful if
this year's actual losses from forest
tires in all parts of the country will

most

And Your Favorite Home

has

station at

spring and summer
the people of the I’aeilic coast, the
liocky Mountain and the New England
States and Canada, have had a tiior
ougli, and in some cases, a continuous
experience in lire lighting.

the season
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New-York Tribune Farmer
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months, and
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forest fires

also suffered from

RECENT ARRANGEMENT

A

ABLE

investigations
The
he has just completed.
problems of the sailor man in Mediterranean ports will be reported by T. J.
Irving, who is bound for New York
from Naples, where lie has for years

of the many that have visited the Lake
States this year. (Itiier sections have

utterly insignificant

jMihlican
Among the several campaign selections sung by the South Portland Republican Glee club, with the greatest
success, is the following composition
of “Ain’t It Awful Mabel?”
The Democrats are awful dry,
Ain’t it awful Mabel?
To resubmit they hope to try,
Ain't it awful Mabel?
Though prohibition’s safe and sane,
a license law for Maine,
want
They

Michigan and Wisconsin

BY

globe

which

Minnesota,

in

disasters

in a tour of the

his

—r

For Both

world.

that no part of the count ry has escaped
the work of the devastating flames.
latest

Only $2.25

Society

year will go down as one of the worst
in the last quarter century. It seems

The
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in the navies of the nations as
well as the merchant marine will come

jackies
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JACK TAR.

NORTHPORT CAMP GROUND,
The Official Hotel for the International

Automobile League.

Fish,

Lobsters anil Clams served in the

daintiest styles.

2£^“Order by phone. Prompt attention,
good service, fine cuisine.
Telephone 72, ling 4.

18tf

MRS. LILLIAN G. ROSS, Proprietor

FOLEYSKimYCORE
Kidneys
Right
Makes

and Bladder

Glenwood
FURNACES
Just received a carload of Glen wood
I'arior Stoves and Ranges, Unrivalled for

Heatingand Cooking
|

You will Save Money, Patience
and fuel by buying a

I

Glenwood

George C. Trussell,
Successor to
Mitchell & Trussell.

i___.

FOR

SALE

One of the best hay farms in the county, containing about 100 acres of the bed land; no
rocks, plenty of wood, also some timber, good
pasture, well watered. Abundance of fruit trees.
Good house, ell, shed and carriage house, also
large barn. Cuts 40 tons hay, which will be sold
with farm if wanted. Also all fanning tools.
Located H miles from postottlce
Inquire of
THOMAS GANNON.
Lower Congress St., Belfast, Me.
35tf

IlfllHIY Second-hand
I rflllill 1 goods of everyde■ 111]' 11 scription. Furni■ ■ U ■ ■ tin e, bedding, car■ I l| II pets, stoves, etc.
■ ■ It II Antique furniture
■ .■■'ill a specialty. If you
M m LU have anything to
sell drop me a
postal card and you will receive a prompt call.
WALTER H. COOMBS,
Corner Cross and Federarstieets,: Belfast,

THf REPUBLICAN JOURNAL j
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Not long ago

Judge Henry C. Peabody, Portland,
siding.

World appealed to the farmers of the United
States to rally to the support of a party which
to reduce a Tariff taxation which the
is
farmer (according to the World’s argument)
is forced to pay on eveything he buys, while

getting

J Bu ““ageP.

i

no

This is

benefit from anything he sells.
old exploded theory which has been

a

H. TAFT

WILLIAM
OF

FOR

OHIO.

PRESIDENT,

VICE

JANES 5. SHERMAN
NEW

OF

YORK.

QUARRIES

WALDO COUNTY GRANITE

The Granites of Maine is the title of

graph by

Nelson Dole, with

T.

by George

Otis

Smith, issued by the LTnited

States Geological Survey.

co-operation
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introduction
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It
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was

State Survey

Maine

Comm ssion and while necessarilj* somewhat

was

times over, and to-day they

losses many
the

When

thing when

the following

out

brought

it

from

sponse

re-

rendered for the defense.
Knox vs. Rowe, the entry

New York State farmer.

a

was

top of Mosquito Mountain,

rising

granite dome

a

feet above tide water, close by. with

"45

steep east face; operator, Hayward Peirce,
Frankfort.

plant

The

consists

of 7 derricks

and 1 engines. 1 traveling steam
pressor

(with

air per

minute)

a

1

crane.

com-

of 640

2 steam

drills. 10 pneumatic

plug drills, 3 surfacers and 25 pneumatic hand
Transportation is effected by about 700

tools.
fee*

track and gravity

"*

on

from quarry to

cars

Marsh River (South

Branch -tream), which admits schooners of 14
feet draft.

product

The

is

bridge

for

used

and the small sheets and waste go into

work

The chief markets

paving blocks.

above

660 feet

level, and is operated by the

sea

Field, Charles

be

William A. Clark, Burton A.

usual, gave the

as

^

the State
press the returns from

were

of

Waldo county returns,

to the

Owen

liquor

the result in each county: but that

to the

course

tippling shop.

The delay is due

year.

ballot system, and

split tickets than

J

year

before in

ever

a

Maine elec-

Mount Waldo Granite Works, Albert Peirce,

reason
tion, and more voters disfranchised by
opened before 1851. of spoiled ballots.
The plant consists of 10 derricks, 6 hoisting
Brown for plaintiff.
A concern in Chicago, which had had only
engines. 1 traveling crane. 1 locomotive crane,
Satr L. Stevens vs. Wilbert Stevens. Dewhich sold $1,250,000 of
and
of
life,
20
months
2 compressors (capacity 925 and 500 eubic feet
faulted.
Thompson for Plf. McLellan for
the
country
stock to people all over
Dft.
.f air per minute), 6 steam drills, 1 channeler, preferred
went inPrince E. Luce, M. D., vs. Rodney Jackson
at a price to yield $1,500,000 or more,
12 pneumatic plug drills, 10 surfacers. 60 pneuNeither party.
The receiver and Willis R. Winchester.
a receiver’s hands Sept. 18th.
to
matic band tools and 1 steam pump. TransporDft.

This quarry

treasurer.

effected by two graded tracks,

i

at or

was

each

1,2'io feet long, operated by gravity from the
quarry part way down the hill to the power
thence by

house,

long,

n.i.es

Ij

cable road (Roebling engine)

a

wharf, which is accessible

to the

feet draft.

to schooners of 15

Heretofore the

transferred to

Bucksport,

at

cars

river, 7 miles distant, but the

to be

had

destined for the west has

stone

Penobscot

in

Northern

new

Maine .Seaport Railroad, a branch of the Bangor and Aroostook, which passes at the foot of
v

trie

-=

r

vil!<.‘.

r.< nr

R.

Lincolnville,

F.

con-

drill

and 2 pumps.
5 miles to

to Maine

by

is

Transportation

The quarry is 50

feet above Megunticook Lake,

and

a

gravity

could be laid one-third mile to the lake,
boats could bring the stone within 2\

where

of Camden

miles

on

Penobscot Bay, thus

re-

cartage, which at present is the
chief obstacle. The product is used for monu-

ducing

to

supply

local

demand.

Heal black-granite quarry in Lincoln-

The

a^out 2

ville.

miles from bridge

over

outlet to

Pond and about 3^ miles from Penobscot
Bay, is operated by A. S. Heal of Heal & Wood;
The stone
office Bridge street, Belfast. Me.

Tilden

takes

polish and under sunlight
greenish hypersthene. The ham-

brilliant

a

the

shows

mered
was

or

c

ut surface is very

opened

sionally.

in 1903

is

There

light.

The quarry

and is worked only
no

machinery.

occa-

The stone

carted 7 miles to Belfast to be cut.

is now

It

used for dies and tablets for local demand

is

known

wras

concern

curities

Merchantile Se-

the

as

The

Co.

At the closing session of the State convention of the W. C. T. U. in Rockland Friday

night, Sept. 18th, Waldo county

awarded

was

banner for the county making the largest
in membership. A report of

the

proportional gain

the convention will be found

on

another page.

The following appeared in last Saturday’s
Boston Globe, but not in the want columns:
Maine, Maine, Maine
Wants

Rain, rain, rain !

Today
never

we

met a man who knows it all. It
to. him that he is an ignorant
really the case.—Atchison Globe.

occurs

man, which is
We

know the

man,

but

not

were

aw’are

that

he had been in Kansas.

W. S. Pendleton, candidate for senator, led
the Democratic ticket in Waldo county with
3060 votes, while Edgar F. Hanson, Democratic
candidate condidate for sheriff, had the smallest

vote, 2893.

Both constitutional amendments
ed Sept. 14t.h, and the “Yes” vote
counties.

On the

one

was

adoptlarger

of the 16

first amendment, providing

for the initiative and referendum, the vote was
“Yes” 51,991 and “No” 23,712. On the second

question, providing
ments
in

the

constitutional amend-

on

at

September of the

and “No” 22.155.
on

that

should be voted

a

the first

opposed;
for

.and is admiralty adapted for these purposes.

|

j
j

An

on

was

was

used for monuments and buildings in Belfast
and for paving blocks, but the quarry has not
been in

had

to

operation

be carted

for five years.

5 miles to

The

product

there is

“Yes” 46,383

2284 for

Monday’s session was taken up with the
Stockton Springs case, Staples vs. Bowden.
The action was a suit in equity brought by
Wilson G. Staples against Oliver R. Bowden.
It was represented that the plaintiff had deeded to his sister, Aurelia Bowden, his house
Stockton Springs on condition that
he should have a home as long as he lived.
Aurelia Bowden died and plaintiff claimed that
he was ousted from the place and sues for his
equity. A mass of testimony was taken, and

and land in

Belfast, is operated by the Oak Hill Granite
which was
•Company of Belfast. The quarry,
of several openopened about 1872, consists
is 175 by 100 feet
which
of
the
largest
ings,

the Worcester Festival, the greatest new
dramatic soprano, called a second Nordica at
Ocean Grove last week. Then there is Madame
Caroline Mihr-Hardy the best church and concert singer in New York, with a voice as fine
as Rider-Kelsey, and Isabelle Bouton the glorious contralto who is remembered as a Festival
favorite. What a matchless quartette of woman;
and the men —two favorites, Beddoe, with his
silvery tenor, and Fanning with his dramatic
baritone. Waterous the great Metropolitan
basso, will be a revelation to many. Marshall,
the young Maine baritone with beautiful Campanari voice, and Kennedy, Hill and MacNichol,
all Maine singers with big futures before them,

|

and excellent voices

!

a

one

must

get all the good things
Don’t miss the opera on
closing night, and be sure to be there for the

opening.

M. Morrison of Saugus.—Lynn, Mass., Evening Item, Sept. 12th.

Matilda A. Robbins from William J. Robbins
for cruel and abusive treatment. Custody oi
minor children to mother.
Joseph B. Dominguez from Rosa E. Domin-

League of Republican Clubs.
State league of Republican clubs was orat Lewiston last Saturday under credentials from the State committee and all clubs
acting under it. Hon. A. D. Cornish of Lewiston was elected president and F. H. Briggs of
Auburn, secretary. A. M. Sewall of Bath and
A. G. Staples of Auburn were chosen delegates
to the national league of Republican clubs at
Cincinnati, Sept. 22nd.
A

ganized

treatment.
Rogers
guez, cruel and abusive
for libellant.
Elmer W. Hoxie from Mary Alice Hoxie
cruel and abusive treatment. Dunton & Morse

for libellant.
Joannah Kelley from William J. Kelley, cure
and abusive treatment and confirmed habits o:
intoxication.
Custody of minor children t<
Sabine of Frankfort from Williarr
j
Sabine of Bangor for desertion as per decree i
Name of libellant changed to Lizzie A. j
on file.
Allen. Brown for Lbt.
Augusta A. Robbins of Belfast from James I!
W. Robbins of Dyers Island, Vinalhaven, fo:
|
cruel and abusive treatment, as per decree oi
I
1
file. Knowlton for Lbt.
Marion Hughes of Searsport from Everett S
Lizzie A.

the second amendment 2043

of Ohio, City of Toledo, |
1
Lucas County.
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that he is senior
& Co., doing
of
F.
J.
firm
Cheney
of
the
partner
business in the City of Toledo, County and state
aforesaid, and that said firm will pay the sum of
ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS for each and every
case of Catarrh that cannot be cured by the use
of Hall’s Catarrh Cure.
p|{ANK j. CHENE¥.
Sworn to before me ami subscribed in my presof
December, A. D. 1886
euce, this till! day
A. W. GLEASON,
(Skai..)
Notary Public.
Hall’s Catarrh Cure is taken internally, and
acts directly on the blood ami mucous surfaces 01
the system. Semi for testimonials free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
Sold by all Druggis s, 75c.
Take Hall’s Familyt Pillsfor constipation.

State

mother.

|

J

in the four counties of
follows:

Hancock.

Kennebec.
Somerset.
Waldo.
Total.

^54
1317
348
251

j Why NOT tome a Depositor j

2770

PROSPECT FERRY.
Mrs. A. J. Crocker of Winterport and Mrs.
Cutter of Washington, D. C., visited relatives
here last week.Several from this place attended the Monroe fair Sept. 16th.Miss
AuEmily Ginn and Warren Duff returned to
burndale, Mass., Sept. 19th.Mrs. Emma
are visiting relathree
and
daughters
Ryan
tives in Massachusetts.Mrs. Charles Banks
went to Stonington Sept. 19th to visit her hus-

BURNHAM.
ly adapted to monumental purposes.
A threatening forest five started Tuesday at
of
the
At
fine-textured
granites
of
the
darkest
Winnecook, a small village near here.
in
night assistance was sent from Unity to aid
State, and finer-textured than the bluejWester- saving buildings in danger. The fire is on the
has
which
was
of
tall
formerly
a
grass
of
dry
swamp
verge
ly, R. I., granite. This quarry
not been cut for three years, and should the
leased to the New England Granite Company flames reach this it would be difficult to save

!|

nearby dwellings.

-^OF THE^-

WALDO TRUST
:

jf
;

:|

|

Cheviot, strictly man=tailored, Skinner satin lined
neatly trimmed with large buttons of self-materials

COMPANY

We offer you Strength, Security and Protection for
and banking facilities.
your funds, and excellent equipment
to talk with you about the adWe would be

pleased

our method
vantages we offer to depositors, and explain
of paying 2 % interest on check accounts.
SURPLUS $38,000
CAPITAL $50,000.

WALDO TRUST COMPANY. BELFAST. MAINE.

|

j
J

have arrived, many in dress pattern

ODD FELLOWS’ BLOCK, Belfast, Me.

Patterns

THE NEWS Of BROOKS.
B.

N.

chimneys

Huff is topping
in this vicinity.

out

j
\

]

j

The 8th

Bachelder, who has finished a nice silo,
week.
cutting his ensilage corn this
in Brooks
Four new stores arc- being finished
for occupancy next winter.
to be

friends.
Merritt, the milliner, is in Bosand to get the
ton for her supply of fall goods
latest ideas.
this
Mrs. W. H. Rolfe is in Massachusetts
her son and
week, and while away will visit

The

to

at

landing represents $100,000 increase
posits; therefore, the 8th landing means that the
of this Bank are already over $800,000. Just
year ago it placed its foot firmly on the

i

I

7th

LANDING

and

notwithstanding the panic and hard times of
year the $100,000 additional deposits have been

;

It is a question of only a little time when the
10th levels will be reached and the deposits of thi
will have attained to a round million and its gro"
then have just begun.

Sunday.

.ink

This Institution aspires not only to continued
of business but to an ever watchful guarding of the
which it affords. With us growth of business and
go hand in hand. That the public may always be
pass on the safety offered, we are always ready to
information regarding our investments and a com;

wages.

been
M. Jones and wife, who have
Belfast, have revisiting friends in Brooks and
the doctor
turned to their home in Milo, where
one of our most popwas
He
life.
has a busy
here are
ular young men and his many friends
Dr. A.

glad

j

Each

grandchild.

good

»

LADDER OF SUCCESS

j
|

of CamWalter Conant, wife and daughter
Mrs. Dora Sanborn at
den were the guests of
last Sunday.
the S. S. Roberts’ homestead
in Waldo
The season for digging potatoes
who is wilcounty has arrived and everybody
work can find a job with the farmers
now

I ■,

in its climb of the

landing

been at the
Miss Florence Colson, who has
now at home atYork hotel for the summer, is
tending the Monroe High school.
the
Rev. D. A. Armstrong, who occupied
last Sunat the Congregational church

ling

Landing

City National Bank of Belfast has reached

Mrs. Frances

next

ft

(

L. A.

pulpit
day, will preach here again

|

£sT

Attention

defective

the

is

the little

1

lengths.

H. HOWES,

£ JAMES

j

of securities owned.

to know of his success in his profession.
will keep
a fine residence and

LEGITIMATE

He has bought
house.

»

SAFE BANKING

1
—

—

Brooks lodge oi uoou
with about fifty
up for the winter campaign
of
members and good prospects of something
in town. Last Saturits old-time

is no “Mystery.” It is a cold business propositio
ed on all sides by progressive yet conservative act'
sound judgment.

popularity

were received
day evening several candidates
of officers was
by initiation and the new list
installed as follows : P. C. T.. Everett Gilley; ;
R.
C. T., E. C. Boody; V. T„ Mabel Rose;
A. S„ Olive Roberts;
Estes;
Arlene
Sec’y,
Chap., Emma Huxford; M., Bernard Staples; j
D. M., Glendolyn Boody; G., Etta Peavey
Lida Lane.
Sentinel, Wm. C. Rowe; S. J. T.,
was preThe farce “How She Cured Him”
see
sented and it seemed like old times to
J. Dow in
Emma Huxford, Mabel Estes and M.
a

The Directors of this Rank watch and guard
duct as they do their own business, and this is sui
all who know them :

THEY DIRECT.
Money intrusted

play again.

to us will be safe and

always

you.

TRANSFERS IN REAL ESTATE.

With

The following transfers in real estate were
recorded in Waldo county Registry of Deeds
for the week ending September 21, 1908:
Maria L. Andrews, Belfast, to George E.
Jackson; land in Belmont.
Alfred L. Bowden, Burnham, to Charles Hus-

you will always feel at home,
will testify. Join the many.

us

depositor

as our I

Checking Accounts Solicited ant
Paid on Savings Accounts.

tus, do.; land in Burnham.
Robert Burgess, et als., Belfast, to Leroy A.
Coombs, do.; land in Be'fast.
Laura J. Braddock. Knox, to Eli J. Stevens,
Montville; land in Knox.
Maria M. Berry, Stockton Springs, to Leon
Moody, do.; land in Stockton Springs.
Herbert L. Bucklin, Knox, to Frank E. Gilchrest, do.; land in Knox.
William It. Coombs, Islesboro, to Charles S.
in IslesYoung, Newton Center, Mass.; land
boro.

Elizabeth Dingee,' Presque Isle, to Rose E.
Adams, Islesboro; land in Islesboro.
Burton A. Gross, Thorndike, to Charles F.
Bessey, Knox; land in Thorndike.
Joseph M. Hathorn, Burnham, to Gilbert B.
Maloon, do.; land in Burnham.
Martha L. Johnson, Belfast, to Joseph S.
Belfast.
Burgess, do.; land and buildings in
Jesse F. Littlefield, to Howard J. Littlefield,
Thornet als., Stockton; land and buildings in
dike.
r;.

Miner,

unions,

lo

c.

r..

nano,

o

als, do.; land and buildings in Brooks.
Roxanna F. Parker, Islesboro, to Ralph 0.
Coombs, do.; land in Islesboro.
Pittsfield Trust Co., to Alfred D. Bowden,

ni^rirTHAYER

>

I

|\

Searsport.

A. Peavey,
Ralph D. Shute, Belfast, to Ralph
St. Louis, Mo.; land and buildings in Belfast.
Elizabeth L. Wyman, Islesboro, to J.J C.
Coombs, do.; land in Islesboro.
Bath to Build

Torpedo

JEWELER,
SELLS READ & BARTON KNIVES AND FORKS,l!'
1847 ROGERS BROS. A 1 SKC,:^iT
THE

!i

\

j)

ALL FLAT WARE SAME

QIALIT L

!
Watches that will please you. Chains, Charms,
Clock'
Diamond Rings, and all other kinds. |
and Field Glasses, Spectacles and Eye Glasses.

1

A few Violins for sale cheap.
Bargain in a chronograph, slightly used.
Watch work my specialty. Prices, like my expend
MIXER BLOCK, BELFAST.
low.

Boats.

Washington, Sept. 19. Secretary Metcalf I
constructoday awarded the contracts for the authorized
tion of 10 torpedo boat destroyers
Bath
The
of
at the last session
Congress.
Iron Works are awarded two of the boats.

CARD OF THANKS.
wish to express our sincere thanks to
neighbors and friends for assistance anilinsymour
pathy, and the numerous flowers sent
recent bereavement.
Mb. Leroy Marriner,
Mr. and Mrs. Frank E. Gelo.
We

^

[

Burnham; land in Burnham.
Hattie M. Piper, Belfast, to Alice J. W.
Waldron, do.; land in Belfast.
Minnie E. Smith, Boston, to Charles H. Lindland and buildings in
say, Dorchester, Mass.;

I

jj

I

New Fall Dress Goods!

Martha

ties

It is the

of Westerly.

Realty

now.

hear every concert to
offered this season.

Was the money paid by plaintiff for the 1
Mrs. Hannah McKenney Holt, widow of Caprealty described in the bill intended as a gift tain John Holt, passed away at the residence
A. Hobart, 78
by the plaintiff to Aurelia Bowden? A. No. of her daughter, Mrs.sheCharles
had made her home
Lewis street, where
Q. Was the conveyance of real estate de- for a number of
o’clock
10.20
at
Friday
years,
scribed of W’illiam Hichborn to Aurelia Bow- evening. The deceased was 94 years of age
Me.
Up
den intended by plaintiff as a gift to her? and was born June 1, 1814, at Unity,
to within a few weeks of her demise she was in
A. No.
and the end came as a result of a
health,
good
Q. Was it the intention of plaintiff when general breaking up of the system due to her
said conveyance was made that said Aurelia advanced age. She was the daughter of Steand moved from her native
Bowden should have, legal title to said real phen McKenney
town of Unity to Winterport, Me., where she
Yes.
estate for her use and benefit? A.
lived the greater portion of her life. Her husJohn R. Dunton was counsel for the plaintiff band passed away several years ago, and she
had been a resident of this city for the last 18
and Wm. P. Thompson for defense.
There were 11 children born to CapIn the case of Geo. W. Pendleton vs. sch, years.
tain and Mrs. Holt, and they have all passed
has beer
dismiss
to
motion
A. Hoand
owners,
Fancy
away but two daughters, Mrs. Charles
bart, with whom she resided, and Mrs. Lucy
filed.

and 584 opposed.

working face 60 feet high. There is no
The only
machinery at the quarry at present.
baud_George Gruby brought painters from
house. Mr.
work being done is the making of paving at Boston last Saturday to paint his
G returned to Boston on Monday evenings
a very
takes
stone
The
one of the openings.
train.Mrs. Harry Hichbom of Stockton
the fine- called on her aunt, Mrs. Orttla McMann, last
fine polish, to the durability of which
Monday.
is particularness of the mica contributes, and
with

Artists Tlinl Should Draw Out
Music Lovers.

John W. Thomas at the Courier- CAzette
in this section for
in giving the case to the jury three questions office, Rockland, has charge
both Bangor and Portland. He can give any inThe jury was out 30 minwere propounded.
formation desired and secure better seats than
utes and returned a verdict for the plaintiff,
I any one else.
answering the questions as follows :

and 635

Searsport.

Oak Hiil quarry in the town of Swanville, on
Oak Hill, about 6 miles north-northwest of

of

|

Complete official returns from the Third
Congressional District give Congressman Bur2
and
north-northwest of Searsport village
leigh 2770 plurality- an increase of 889 over
of two years ago. Mr. Burleigh Hughes for cruel and abusive treatment anc !
his
miles east of Swanville, is operated by Herbert ran plurality
ahead of his ticket 1279 votes. His plurali- extreme cruelty, as per decree on file. Care 1
his district were as
This stone has been

Array

to be

Dft.

m

Black. North Searsport.

I

The Maine

j

& Morse for Plf. Ritchie for
William A. Clark vs. Charles A. Davis, Defaulted. McLellan for Plf. W. E. Parsons for

Cong. Burleigh’s Plurality 2,770.

The Bog Hill quarry in the town of Searsport
Mount Ephraim (Bog Hill), about 5 miles

I
i

Dunton

The vote of Waldo county

amendment

and

special election

year when

State election, the vote

no

|
!

DIVORCES DECREED.
were

than the “No” vote in every

your remains.

Q.

the

and buildings

ments

panies,”

car-

electric railroad, then 8 miles

Central Railroad.

com-

This

D.

The plant

opened about 1875.

was

of 5 derricks, 1 hoisting engine, 1 steam

track

of stocks in “allied and subsidiary
of no value, and $319.92 in cash.

end of Lake Megunticook,

sists

riage

over

on

the E. H. Fernald Granite Com-

by

;cTress,

quarry

made into paving blocks.

are

the north
1

pany:

The small

turn

cates

the officers of the company to
He got engraved certifithe assets.

called

once

ernald quarry in the town of Lincoln-

i

e

nc

itrsnipiiicm..

chief market in the West.

’:d waste

-he*ji.
Ti

uua

used for buildings and has of late

product
found

uin mie

.11

at

up

Music Festival this year is going
the biggest thing ever in music circles.
Have
Have you noticed the list of artists.
them with other festivals in
i you compared
ton and Delora Smith as sureties. Bartlett was j other cities? Do you realize that we have two
returned to the jail in default of bail.
great prima-donnas? Ellen Beach Yaw, who is
The following cases were settled Saturday: j called the matchless high soprano of the world,
Fred W. Brown vs. Reuben Shaw and John I and Jeanne Jomelli, the sensation of the ManVickery. Tr., discontinued as to trustee. hattan Opera House last season, the star of

respondents plead not guilty to the charge.
to
intricacies of the Australian Albert Smith recognized to appear from day
j day in the sum of $200, with Clarence M. Knowlthere were more
this

possible this

not

be necessary to sweep

I

Lymansvi||el
!

Fall Suits made from

Women’s New

ready
made the trip by carriage in 1895, but this year
I made the trip in my nephew’s automobile and
shut down last
The corn canning factory
am satisfied to have come through without*aca good run of business.
after
noon
cident. I wish you could have been one of the Monday
is at the Maine
part3?, for I know you would have enjoyed
Mrs. Warren Gordon of Knox
every minute of the day, including the dinner. ;
in Portland for treatment.
General
hospital
This is the dry season here, consequently the
visited his
hills are brown and not so inviting in appearCharles Goodwin of Portland
ance as in the early spring towards the close of
last week.
here at the York homestead
family
the rainy season. I don’t like to think of
Frank
late
the
of
the
for
here
Lee Thompson, son
changing the profusion of flowers
school in
uncleaned brick and scorched tree trunks of
has entered the Good Will
Thompson,
Chelsea, but “what can’t be cured” must be put
Fairfield.
up with or sold.
Edith Barker
Mrs. Dora Sanborn and Mrs.
the week to visit
MAliVJL iVJUoIL f JLoli VAL,
will go to Camden the last of

Gallant, Stockton Springs, single sale,

nuisance and

Albert Smith and Frank Bartlett were arraigned Friday afternoon, charged with breaking and entering and the larceny of hens to the
value of $25, from the farm of Mrs. Rhoda
Page in Belfast on the night of May 19. Both

sum-

a

j
j
j

I

larceny.

incom-

the R. F. D.. The Journal, used to give, in addition

j
i

Mclntire, Frankfort, same.
Albert Smith and Frank Bartlett of Belfast,

Before the days of the telephone and

plete.

San Francisco still has quite an area of the
burned district covered by the ruins of the
earthquake and fire of April 18, 1906, but the
new buildings erected or in process are fine
up-to-date structures, a vast improvement on
those destroyed. Mrs. Joy and I were in 'Frisco
last Wednesday which was a holiday, being the
58th anniversary of the admission of California
to Statehood, and every 9th of September is
observed as “Admission Day” by “The Native
Sons of the Golden West.” Every tenth year
the celebration is held in San Francisco; other
years in different cities, this year being at
Monterey. There was nothing of special interest going on in 'Frisco on that day, but we
passed several hours very pleasantly in Golden
Gate Park eating our lunch on Strawberry
Hill, quite an elevation in the park which is
crowned by the ruins of an observatory shaken
down by the earthquake.
The principal points of interest in this vicinity are Saratoga and Allen Rock Park, both
situated among the foot-hills and noted for their
spring waters, the former for its soda spring,
the latter for both soda and sulphur. Either
of these can be reached by trolley cars. Then
there is the Lick Observatory on Mt. Hamilton, about 27 miles away, an all-day jaunt by
stage over hills and through valleys by a circuitous road, which is said to have 365 turns in
getting up the mountain from Smith’s Creek, a
distance of about 7 miles. Some of these turns
are very sharp, like the bend in a hairpin, and
if you should be unfortunate enough to be upset, the drop down the mountain side is of
such a depth that a dustpan and brush would

John

When The Journal went to

reference.

for

Thursday morning as follows:
E. Clark, Lincolnville, maliciously
setting fire to Tranquility grange hall.
Roy Raymond, Frankfort, assault.
Frank Battles, Frankfort, same.
last

tabulated form convenient

in

given

were

McKinley,
Spencer and Her-

Charles

The grand jury reported nine indictments

complete elec-

s
tion returns for Waldo countv in its last week
edition. No other paper had those figures,

which

Field,

bert E. Bradman.

Waldron of

farmers have equally

million

H.

Tailored!
■

extracts:

“neither par-

Nathan

The Journal,

was

the north spur of Mount Waldo,

on

can

to

good.

mary of

Tl;e Mount Waldo quarry is in the town of

going

reason

of Farmer

letter

Five

Medusa.
reasons

New

are

York and Philadelphia.
Frankfort

found in this

not

are

year, that

Bryan this

vote for

cubic feet of

capacity

cutting shed and wharf

farmers of the United States

New and Handsomely

FALL SUITS.

longings, and with Mrs. Joy has been spending
some months in
California. Last week Mr.
Charles F. Swift received a letter from him
under date of Los Angeles, Sept. 15th, from
which we are permitted to make the following

Treat, by guardian, vs. McCambridge, was a
suit to recover damages alleged to have been
done by the horse of the defendant while
stabled on piaintifFs premises. A verdict was

are

real money magnates of the country.
one
good
But the World editorial did

IN CALIFORNIA.

In 1901 five Belfast people made a tour of
England and Scotland with an Elwell party
which included Charles Fred Joy of Chelsea
Mass., who was a general favorite, and has
since been in touch with some of the Belfasters.
Mr. Joy was one of the victims of the
Chelsea, Mass., fire, losing his home and be-

beaten in 1896 & Morse for defendants.
Bryan
get
The case of Shaw applt. vs. Stevenson was an
and McKinley and the Dingley Tariff touched
action of trover against Charles W. Stevenson
the button that started the wheels in the mills brought by Clara I. Shaw for recovery of a
and factories the farmers were among the first wagon claimed to have been left at his place
and which she claimed he was to deliver at a
to realize the value of a policy which provides
certain place in the city at a certain time, but
at
their
greatly
for
products
a nearby market
He denied such agreement
had failed to do.
increased prices. They had just passed through and said the wagon remained at his place at
the dismal Tariff “reform” period of 1893— her disposal. The case had been tried in the
farm lower court and judgment given for the de’97, when values of farm products and
The
mil- fendant, from which plaintiff appealed.
five
lands in four years shrunk more than
jury returned a verdict for the plaintiff, with
the
note
to
were
quick
lion dollars, and they
damages of $36. A motion for a new trial was
Protecmade by counsel Ritchie for the defense.
changed conditions brought by restored
their Knowlton was counsel for the plaintiff.
tion. In eleven years they have recouped
of it.

inde- ty.”
To the Editor of the World : I am an
Marston B. Montgomery et als. Default entechnical in its terms is of great general as dendent ir. politics.I helped elect Cleveland Presa
sacrifice
I am not yet ready to
tered.
well as local interest. There are numerous ident. but
the
one.
During
unknown
an
known quantity for
Larrabee vs. Cummings, defaulted by agreeI was compelled to
half-tor.e illustrations,
including Mosquito administration of Cleveland
market at 10 cents a ment.
my butter on the
place
Mountain and Mount Waldo quarries in Frankpound without
Suit was entered Thursday on scire facias
pound and my pork at 5 cents a wonder
I don t
Do you
cases.
fort quarries on Hurricane, Crotch and High a buyer in both
process against five bondsmen to recover bail
want a change? Not I! If we are passing through
S.
islands, etc. The Waldo county quarries in the hard times now, with butter at 25 cents a pound defaulted in several cases against Winfield
and pork at 8 cents, we farmers don’t see it.
Edminster, held on several liquor indictments
towns of Frankfort, Lineolnville, Searspo; t1
Wai.dron.
C. J.
and not now in Waldo county, as far as known.
Of the !
and Swanville are fully described.
Medusa, N. Y.
The aggregate amount of the defaulted bail is
If anybody is looking for a reason why the $3,500. The defendant’s bondsmen are B. D.
Mosquito Mountain quarry it is said that it is
*n

“JOY”

so

eleven

out

PRESIDENT,

FOR

|

I

Ross B. Wallace from Isaac B. Wallace, parties of Searsport, for cruel and abusive treatment as per decree on file. Custody of minor
child given to mother. Buzzell for Lbt.

Dr.
completely discountenanced in the past liott vs. Horace A. Stinson, Peter Harmon,
Jarvis B. Wood and H. T. Clough, trustees, was
for
of
prosperity
phenomenal
years
Subscription Terms—In advance, $2.00
^
tried before the judge. It involved a hearing
year; $1.00 for six months; 50 cents for three farmers that the World ought not to resort to
on the disclosure of the trustees, they claiming
months.
that they had nothing in their possession beAdvertising Terms-For one square, one use.
inch length in column, 50 cents for one week
American farmers are the backbone of Pro- longing to Stinson. The entry was, “dismissed
and 25 cents for each subsequent insertion.
for plaintiff; Dunton
tection. They know perfectly well what they with costs.” Brown, Jr.,
—

FIRST OPENING OF

Lbt.

granite enclosure for a burial lot.
Thursday morning the case *of George F. El-

an

.JAMES H. HOWES' J

Lennie F. Howard from Raymond M. Howard, parties of Monroe, for cruel and abusive
Custody
treatment and failure to support.
of minor child given to libellant. Buzzell for

Pre-

Hutchins Brothers vs. G. W. Marriner of
Belmont occupied the attention of the court
all day. Sept. 16th, the jury rendering a verdict
late at night for the plaintiffs in the full amount,
$234.70. This was an action to recover for a

pledged

BY THE

Republican Journal Publishing Co.
CHARLES A. PILSBURY,

editorial in the New York

an

and custody of minor children given to Lbt.
Buzzell for Lbt.

SUPREME JUDICIAL COURT.

“WE FARMERS DON'T SEE IT”

The

Clough Toy Furnitu

or Waldo County about
We don’t need to tell the people of Belfast
VISITOR who
CLOUGH TOY FURNITURE, but to the SUMMER
for
the children, l
Belfast
of
or
souvenir
article
for some little

ing
suggest THE CLOUGH TOY FURNITURE.
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THE BELFAST DEPARTMEN 1 STORE,

45 Main Street

j
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The double

Social aid will meet with

The Univerealist

BELFAST. |I Mrs. John W. Knight, Cedar street, this, Thursday, afternoon
NOTICE.
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Journal

sale at

on

are

a

office.
^A^thjej post
At the post office.
the store of
Dickens.

r D. J.

,.r,

H. W.

I.

-earsport and M. J. Dow,
'.‘I r.zed agents to receive subrt isements.
journal Publishing Co.

N

r|OF

screened this week, prestocked with salmon. Asa I.

w;is

,,

V

also bought thssign

He

m

assure

over

A fire inquest last Saturday to inquire into
the cause of the fire in the brass foundry of
the Duplex Roller Bushing Co., Sept. 15th. resulted in a verdict of “caught from over-heated chimney.”

ones.

Court street.

The Waldo County Hospital has a handsome
sign suspended from two trees on opposite
sides of the entrance on High street. About half

appreciated
Kittery, Point,

a

The annual meeting of the North Congregational church sewing circle will be held tomorrow, Friday, afternoon with Mrs. L. A.
Knowlton, Miller street.

4

you is

writes

Luther Hammons and Herbert Drinkwater
of the Belfast band joined the Stockton band
on the Bangor & Aroostook excursion from
Stockton to Moosehead Lake, Wednesday.

The Non-Partisan W. C. T. U. will hold their
annual meeting to arrange for the winter’s
term of sewing school this, Thursday, afternoon at 2.30 o’clock, with Mrs. C. A. Pilsbury,

the best and most comMaine in the matter of

al

The transfer of Walter E. Heald, Islesboro, to
Nahum S. Piper, Belfast, reported last week,
should have read, “land and buildings in Islesboro.”

licious

rooks has bought of A. D.
helving, show cases,.desks,
and they were taken to

■

way down
trance has
rear

the hill on Peirce street a new enbeen made, with a driveway to the

of the hospital.

good many extra copies of
Advertised list of letters remaining in the
People wanted the election Belfast post office for the week ending Sept.
aunty, a report of the Wal- 22nd: Ladies—Mrs. Edward Reagan; Miss F.mther local news not to be ma Ward. Gentlemen—Alton E. Ridley; Mr.
J. W. Turner; Alonzo Wood.
newspaper.
n
Frank Waterman, the bright, energetic little
partridges was? off Sept.
a

sections of the

many

m

r.

and Mrs. John R. Waterman, received a letter from the Saturday Evening Post
last Saturday stating that he had won the $50
prize for sales of that paper. His many pason

birds are plentiful—in
the conditions which exiling this game bird.
the

a

sold his farm on SearsBelfast, to Ralph Peavy of
.ccupy it

j.

to the

family

his

mother, 142 Waldo avone of the cottages

will

move

congratulations.

F. R. Daggett writes from Los Angeles,
Calif., under date of Sept. 15th: “I see by the
Los Angeles Times this morning that Maine
has gone about 8,000 Republican plurality.
Pretty quick work to have the news here this
morning at 7 a. m. at my home in Florence.”

as a summer res-

xnu

of Mr.

trons extend

;,;is

•jght

Wiggin on the shore in
during the summer

ipancy

Voman’s Magazine, long

i

monthly,

j.shion

a

has been

the size of the Ladies’
.hie its former size—and
Journal subscribers may

j

for

publication

poetry.”

Belfast today and you
nicely kept grounds, fine shade trees,
shrubs and flowers, and the city year by year
on was the hostess for
shows improvement in this direction. In a
..rtv last Friday evening,
j
the park last Sunday afternoon we
I from 8 to
10.30. The walk to
noticed the neatly kept driveway and grounds
.Me" was a feature of the

sample I

A

cents.

ten

I

John S. Fernald, whose timely verse in last
I week’s issue of The Journal received much favorable comment, has a local lyric on the 2nd
which will
appeal to
j page this week No doubt specially
the author himself
apple-growers.
| will admit that it contains “more truth than
|

full]

a

this office.

t

|
j
j

j

:

Go in any direction in

will

see

j

J at

the residence of N. E. Keen, and was told
|
that it was the work of his grandson, Frank R.
of the play. The first
Keen, and it certainly does him much credit.
Mi:.- Frances Howes, who

[

refreshments

ous

were

j

j
3

\

iv

The

gold handy pins.
of

|

Charles F. Thompson has bought the George
on Cedar street, with the furfittings, and will make his home
i
His old neighbors in Ward 2 will be
in many there.

flowers, went to

rare

The steamer Castine left here at 5

yesterday for Stockton with

among

while employed in a field
Belmont road, Sept. 17th,
with an axe, severing an

in the Cobb-Butler
at 10.30
today,

The annual meeting of the Belfast Home for
Aged Women Association will be held at the
Home Monday evening, Oct. 5th, at 7.30 o’clock

Watermelons are not usually reckoned
Maine’s important crops, but this year
was an exceptional one, and Deputy Sheriff P.
G. Hurd’s Northport farm produced some de-

work.

tht

o’clock.

at 2

launching

yard, Rockland, takes place
Thursday.

G. Pierce house
| niture
and

a

party

to

the B. & A. excursion to Moosehead Lake.

|

a. m

join

The next meeting of Seaside Chautauqua
Circle will be with Mrs. M. E. Hubbard, No. 4.
Park street, Monday afternoon, Sept. 28th.
Roll-call, select quotations. This will be the
annual meeting of the Circle, and all Chautauquans are requested to be present.
The ladies of the l)niversalist parish, under
the auspices of the Ladies’ Circle, will hold
their annual harvest supper in the church vestry Wednesday evening, Sept. 30th, at 6 o’clock.
Tickets 25 cents. Home-made candy will be
for sale.
The first rehearsal for the “Concert of Nations,” which is to be given under the auspices
of the Universalist Social Aid in about six
weeks, will be held in the vestry Friday. Mr.
Littlefield, under whose direction the concert
will be given, is very anxious to meet all the
people and form a large chorus.
the opening day of the Unity
attendance of over 2,000.
The races went in straight heats but there were
some close contests for second place.
The 2.24
class was won by Dr. Jeff; best time 2.24£, and
the 2.50 class by Dimple K.; best time 2.29£.
The conditions were favorable for a good day

Tuesday

was

and there

fair

was an

yesterday.
Louis Harris, who left Belfast Monday for
New York, writes from the South Station, Boston, at 9 a. m., Sept. 22nd: “I passed through
the Chelsea fire, which was burning within 10
feet of the railroad track. So many people
were on the track that the train had to stop.
Two fires were raging in Burnham and could
be seen from the train."

trip

at

3.30.

;

[P
!
_

j...

p..
r

|

The Waldo County Teachers’ Association will
meet in the High school building, Belfast, Friday, Oct. 2nd. The morning session will open
at 10 o’clock with the following program:
Music.
Opening.
Rev. A. E. Luce, Belfast
Prayer,*
High School Quartette
Music,
Address of welcome, Rev. A. A. Smith, Belfast
Mrs. Inez Pendleton, Islesboro
Response,
Business.
to
Teach
How
Geography to Beginners,
Paper,
C. Lillian Spinney, Belfast
Discussion of above paper.
Address, Practical Psychology for Young
Adelaide V. Finch
Teachers,
Intermission at noon, when dinner will be
served at the Baptist church at 25 cents a
plate. The afternoon session will be called to

street; Mr. and Mrs. Irving Dinsmore to the Rigby house. Congress street, and
Miss Margaret Williams, who goes from the
McClintock block to the Hilton house, Church

»

1

|
i.

of Waldo County
much interest. The

history

.•

th

so

or more instalillustrated with half-tone
ilnry Davis, Marshall Davis,
i'M. George G. Davis, Gen.
and Rev. James A. Varney.

hod in two

|
c

f
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The following clubbing
subscriptions paid in ad..> ment is made it should be

l
?

un.
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desired.

It is

of these

publi-

if any, is

that

none

with The Journal
to pay for these

<•

?

■•.

from

or

publica-

and they are then
offices to our submg offers are as follows
ptmn paid in advance :
vance,

day

or

night apply

to

the Belfast Livery Co.

Careful and courteous drivers when

required.

Buckboard parties will have special attention.
.The
Hacks to and from all boats and trains
deposits in the City National Bank of Belfast
are now over $800,000, an increase of $100,000
the past year. Checking accounts solicited and
..

4 per cent paid on savings accounts
Cottrell has hard wood for sale, fitted

...

R. E.

for the

and will deliver it in Belfast or Searsport. Telephone 246, ring 11.... F. R. Jeffiers,
slate roofer, has taken up his residence in Belfast and is prepared to do all work in his line
promptly and guarantees satisfaction. He has
done work recently on the Memorial building
stove,

and the residences of Mrs. Margaret S. White,
Miss Maude E. Barker and George A. Gilchrest.
_I. V. Miller will begin his autumn sale of
fine furs October 1st, at his rooms, 109 Main
:mu & Home.$2.00
Jiune Farmer. 2.25 street. Goods sent to all parts of the country
!
all’s Magazine. 2.10 on approval and all letters of enquiry promptly
Idea Magazine.2.10
answered.
Lady’s garment found between
2.50
Weekly Tribune.
Monroe and Belfast. Apply to Horace Nicker<-k called at The Journal
.Two pleasant furnson, Swan Lake avenue
low us a negative of color
ished rooms on second floor to rent. Apply to
•plained the process by Mrs. M. J.\Vhite, 13 Miller street... To let a
are taken in the natural
desirable tenement of five rooms. Apply at
up to the light the nega- corner of Church and Grove streets.
Carle

|

I

i;

[

|

ective

..

....

the affair
would have been many
visitors from this side. The fifth ward did
Had it been known that

mination.

off there

was to come

day and it is generally appreciated and commended.

nobly

on

The

election

of work for the Travelprepared in attractive
usual, at the printing office of

year’s

program
Club has been

ler’s

booklet form, as
G E. Brackett. The club, which meets on the
second and fourth Tuesdays from October to
May. will continue the study of Italy, and the
assigned papers and readings deal with Italian

Here is a gathering of new Tailored Suits, Coats and
Separate Skirts which represents the most artistic ideas of
the foremost style authorities—an aristocracy of fashionables
such as we are proud to present and you will delight to view.
No previous

has

season

seen so

charming innovations in women’s

play precisely

reflects the cerrect

l
|

..

Royal

a

I

the

Ponciana tree in

colors of
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and

! luring his

stay at Nassau,
made a very
hooner and sloop among

1
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and
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places he
Eng-

New
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and keep them from chafing
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|

finders
to

nous

a

globes
know what they
of these

»ek, who has spent
lobster fishermen of
to enlighten
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a

New

many
CrieEven

these

England

harbor of Nassau in
tiun.
Mr. Woodcock said it
<
<>uld almost tell the man
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the

& Jones will
ket for

a

today, Sept. 24th,

leave

general

line of

The Journal

sold

purtment many years ago it
‘crs by mail or calls in peril

line and is

able to refer

the three excellent
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irst in

seniority

is

job

of-

the office

mar-

fall and winter dry

goods, novelties, etc., and at the same time
will make personal arrangements with one of
the finest coat and suit houses in Newr York
for an opening of these goods Tuesday, Oct.
6th. Suits delivered two weeks from date of

There

are

popular last

to which the
a

public

copy of

The

Suits in the

as

Primary grades,

The New Fall Coats-The

er

to

Thursday night with a full fare of 3000 quincod. Capt. Gilley reports a good season on the Banks and the other vessels doing
in

tals of

well_Sch. Susie H. Davidson

sailed from

Burgess, this port last Saturday morning, light, for
father, George W. Burgess. Georgetown, S. C., to load hard pine for Bos<1 .n June, 1861, as a private ton. She had a strong north wind that ensur.A small schooon1th Maine Infantry, and was ed a good run off the coast
for disability and transfer- er from Rockland discharged deck plank and
k of Miss Grace E.

!
\

I

..

band. He was one of the
b- 'fast has ever
had, and Miss
I been about the office from a
111' the work on the death of her
ri herself and her widowed
has a faithful and competent asHarsi.ull O. Knowlton. Next in order
tal

|
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l
"•

|
|
|

\

K“u

I'rintery,

street, George
proprietor. Mr. Brackett was for
v,
ranh
}
Secretary of the Maine Good
■blushes The Temperance Recrls Home and the Sea Breeze and
„9c
office for doing all kinds of
job
A
Washington hand press on
e
'*‘>urnal was printed at one time
iTiav
s‘en »« his office. W. F.
Langill, 76
succeeded E. E. Pillsbury, who
witi
children was drowned by the caphi2lr
l,at in fhe
bay a few years ago.
Mr. | ; 1,1
w,,|,k®d at the trade in Belfast offic,.s
V'»ung man and is a master of the
fc 1
rvative.” He is prominent in the
^
f
ythias, was a member of the local
camp
", s of
Veterans, and Mr. and Mrs.
Lankin
honorary members of the Waldo
v,„
l'ran Association. Patrons of any
one of
'eS<i tJlree
of
Printing offices are assured
Kood Al,rk
at
reasonable prices.
j.

rWel!equipped

it-*

[

y*

10 Main

material at Gilchrest’s last Saturday, to
be used in the rebuilding and repairing of the
tug Stella. The Stella has been raised one
foot, given a longer overhang aft, new top and
deck houses, new timbers down to the bilgj?
and new ceiling. When she goes overboarr
she will be a better craft than when first
launched ...Bids are to be received at the
Portland office of the war department for the
other

of the wreck of the schooner Annie L.
Henderson, now lying in the harbor of Bangor
and a menace to navigation. Proposals will be
removal

of October 14th, and must
received up to
be accompanied by the guaranty or. at the
option of the bidder, by a certified check for
the amount of the guaranty. The schoone
was discharging hard coal at Bangor Sept. 1,
of
1906, when a fire started in the coal sheds
the Bacon & Robinson Co. near the old Maine
Central station. She took fire, her lines parted
and she drifted over to the Brewer shore, but
was towed to the cove above the High Head
wharves and held there until she burned to the
waters edge and what was left of the hull sank.
The wreck has since laid there awaiting final
noon

disposition by the government.Sch. Vandalia discharged some piling here last Saturday to be used in repairs on Lewis’ wharf.

Largest and

Finest Line Shown in Belfast.

Leader, Hon. Payson Smith, State Supt.
the adjournment of the afternoon session
supper will be served at the Methodist church
at 25 cents a plate. The evening session will
be held in the Methodist
hurch, opening at
7.30 o’clock. Program :
Male Quartette
Music;

These long Coats reflect the Directoire ideas in every line of
their beautiful designs. They are faultlessly tailored in the
modish, hipless effects which produces-with its long waist
and absence of waist line-a most graceful garment. We have
these coats in long semi-fitted models and in long, loose models,
in Black, Brown, Castor, Red, Blue and novelties.

At

munity,”

Richardson, Castine Normal School
Mr. E. S. Pitcher
Hon. Payson Smith, State Supt

Prin. A. F.

Solo.
Address,

Sovereign

Lodge, I.

Grand

0.

0.

$6,000.

•
W

•

®
2

2

yacht Linnie Belle off Oak Island in Penobscot A
bay. Sept. 1st. when six others lost their liveswas found Sept. 18th by Capt. George E. Has,

kell and Irving Gowe of Deer Isle, members of
the searching force, and has been shipped to
Washington. The sloop has been raised, but no
bodies were found in the wreckage. Contrary
to first reports the boat had an iron keel and
inside ballast.
Maine

Spiritualists

Convention.

The Maine State Spiritualist Association
holds its 12th annual convention at Skowhegan,
Oct. 3d and 4th, and from the large number of
delegates already chosen it is stated that the
coming convention will be the most enthusiastic
All day Saturever held by the association.
day, Oct. 3d, will be given up to the business
sessions, while Saturday evening and all day
Sunday and Sunday evening will be devoted to
religious services and lectures.
SAVANVILLK.
Mr. and Mrs.
Mass.,

are

Perley McKeen

of

Woburn,

Cheviots in the prettiest

new

patterns

we

have had

to offer.

vaiue is
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Sept. 15th, aged

heavy weight Panama—11 gores—box plaited front—trimmed with wide satin bands—excepmade of

toinal value

Other

S
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our

$5.00 TAILORED SKIRT FOR FALL

extraordinary values—made
of splendid quality herringbone serge—111 gore plaited skirt with self folds-33 inch semi-fitted, satin
lined coat—a good $18.00 value for
$15.00The $15 Suits are very

at.$5.00
Skirts $6.00 up to $12
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Lamson & Hubbard

in town.Miss Edwina B. Small

away

j

Separate Skirts for fall show as marked style-changes
as distinguish this season’s Suits from their predecessors.
There are full plaited Skirts and models
with combination of plaits and gores—dozens in all.
The new button-trimmed designs are very effective,
This feature adding a touch of originality to one's
dress which is most attractive. An especially good

latest fashionable
Smalt effective models in the
from Serges and
tailored
throughout
styles—finely

WE WANT THE JOB

HAT

years, she
had been an invalid for many years. The immediate cause of her death was pneumonia.

passed

-7

$5.98, $7.50, $9.00, $10.00, $12.00, $15.00, $18.00, $20.00. $25.00
The New Separate Skirts
Tailored Suits for Fall

Tragedy.

body of Miss Alice Pairo of Washington,
who' was drowned by the capsizing of the

The
I). C.,

§

• STRONG VALUES AT $15 TO $25.
The Bay

Jl

j

prices.

F.

Fully 5,000 delegates and visitors of the order were in Denver, Col., Sept. 21st, to attend
the S4th annual session of the Sovereign Grand
Lodge, Independent Order of Odd Fellows.
The convention began its deliberations Monday in the auditorium and will continue to
Saturday. Informal meetings of the Rebekahs
One imare being held in Eljobel temple.
portant question will come up for consideration. It is to make the age limit for admission
18 years instead of 21 as at present. This
matter has been before the grand lodge session
before and has always been voted down. For
prizes for the best drilled teams of the Patriarch Militant there has been appropriated

I

A wide choice—and the BEST VALUES in town at these

43

of repairing your WATCHES, CLOCKS,
Etc. We carry a complete stock.

She leaves an aged father and two brothers,
Charles E. Small of Swanville and Bert. Small
cities, literature, art, and customs. The pro- of Brooks. Rev. David Brackett performed
the last sad rites at her late home Sept. 17th.
gram, which also contains a list of club officers
The interment was in Green Lawn cemetery.
and members, is most carefully arranged,
Mr. and Mrs. Seth Moore are rejoicing
and each afternoon has quotations appropriate
to the topics. Mrs. Edward Sibley is the presi- over the arrival of a 10-pound boy.Mrs.
Fred H. Young of Massachusetts is the guest
dent of the club, Mrs. Waiter C. Shaw and Mrs.
Robert F. Dunton, vice presidents, and Mrs.' of Mr. and Mrs. William Clement.Mr. and
to FrankGeo. E. Brackett secretary and treasurer. The Mrs. Herbert Averill have moved
A. Wr. Damm and family camped a few
topic committee is Mrs. Amo§ dement. Miss fort
A. Dunton and Miss Mabel R. Mathdays last week on the shore of Swan Lake.

H. J. LOCKE & SON, Jewelers
NATIONAL

BANK

BUILDING,

JEWELRY,
and

Opticians.

I

BELFAST.

V.__J

...

4°Io

4%

Margaret

ews.

THE HAT WITH A REPUTATION

Cobe of Chicago has bought of Charles
Knowlton Hillside farm in Northport, of
between 80 and 90 acres. The sale is conditional on Mr. Cobe finding sufficient water
for a residence and farm buildings by sinking
an artesian well to the depth of 400 feet, and
the digging will begin at once. There can
hardly be any question as to finding an abunIra M.

E.

dant supply of water.

If the

purchase

is

BELFAST SAVINGS BANK.

FALL AND WINTER STYLES
Now ready.

Also

a

complete

line

ORGANIZED

ROBERT F. DUNTON, President,

HERBERT T. FIELD, Assistant Treasurer.

Deposits June 1, 1908,

She will visit friends and relatives in

This is the trade-mark of

DWIGHI P. PALMER.

Scott’s Emulsion

MASONIC TEMPLE.

and is on every bottle of it sold
in the world—which amounts
to several millions yearly.

Charles R. Coombs,

WAy-Because it has made
many sickly children
strong and well—given

health and rosy cheeks to so
many pale, anaemic girls and
restored to health so many
thousands in the first stages
of Consumption.
Send this advertisement, together with
of paper in which it appears,
your address and four cents to cover
postage, and we will send you a
“Complete Handy Atlas of the World.”

Important Fall Announcement!
buy Coat or Suit this season? If so, WAIT. We
THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 24th, for a gen. ral line of
a

Fall and Winter

Dry Goods, Novelties, Etc.

At the same time we shall make personal arrangements with one of
the finest Coat and Suit houses in New York for an opening of these goods

_^TUESDAY,

Total Dividends
This Bank

OCTOBER 6th.

__

This will be an opportunity that the people of Belfast and vicinity have
never before had.
Suits delivered two weeks from date of opening.
A cordial invitation is extended to all to visit our store at this time.

Very truly yours,

CARLE tL JONES.

-_______-J

4%

paid

paid

to

depositors

to

date,$1,296,077.83

its 80th semi-annual dividend

per annum, and we

$867.75
$28,253.22

confidently expect

on

-Tune i, at the rate

to maintain this rate in

the future. All dividend interest is immediately credited to the accounts
of the depositors, and if uncalled for at the time will draw interest
the same as the principal sum.
(I still keep the old linn mine, H. H. Coombs
the
& Son over my door). Having secured
services of

MR. CHAS. E. SHERMAN
carry on
as my assistant, I can more easily
the business, for which I have given 23 years
of my life, to the study of

Everything

CARLE & JONES’

173,248.87

Dividend No. 1, December 1, 1868,
Dividend No. 80, June 1, 1908, at the rate of

of

name

SCOTT & BOWNE, 4<>9 Pearl st*» N«Y*

*

Surplus,

so

school.

Are you going to
leave for market

$1,495,372.90
100,000.00

Reserve,

Lynn, Peabody, Ware, Springfield and Brockton- Dr. F. C. Gay of Brooklyn, N
Y., arrived Friday evening to attend his mother-inR.
S.
Mrs.
law,
Brier, who has been seriously
ill.
They took the boat Monday night for
Somerville, Mass., accompanied by her daughter, Mrs. F. R. Downs.Chester Wiley of
Lawrence, Mass., is visiting his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. E. W. Wiley.Victor Merrian,
Maurice Roberts, Cecil Knowlton and Virgie
Beckwith are attending the High school as
Freshmen, while Clara Furbish and Euphernia
Robbins from this village are Seniors in the
same

WILMER J. DORMAN, T, easurer.

com-

pleted Mr. Cobe intends to erect on or near the
present house a handsome residence of 100

lion.

1868.

of

Home

arrive at Bucksport, the schoonT. M. Nicholson, Capt. Lester Gilley, came
season

so

Superintendents,

....

the

tailored or “manish” effects
well liked this fall.

severe

fully

year and

are

The first Grand Hanker of

style-changes.

Particular attention is invited to

Leader, Miss Mary B. Bills, Castine
Grammar grades,
Leader, Miss Ethel Dodge, Searsport
High school,
Leader, Prin. W. H. Russell, Unity

cordially in- feet front, and also cow barns and other farm
Coming buildings, and will clear some thirty or forty
Spencer, acres. The location for the house is on high
IVJarch at Lord’s, High street
Eaton & Co., complete house furnishers, 47 ground, commanding a fine view of the ba}'.
Main street, sell the Hoosier Kitchen Cabinet, The many Belfast and Northport friends of
which saves time, work and money. Every Mr. and Mrs. Cobe congratulate them on sehousewife should have one. A catalogue for curing so valuable a property.
the asking ...Mrs. C. S. Webber. No. 4 Bell
North Belfast. George U. Hatch left last
street, Belfast, will have her fall opening of
for Cincinnati, Ohio, to resume his duladies’ suits Sept. 29th, when she will show new' Friday
ties as physical director and instructor in the
models in all the popular priced suits; also
Franklin school. ...Carolyn Hatch went to
separate coats, skirts, rain coats, etc.
Massachusetts last Friday to spend hervacaopening,

vited... Get

Shipping Items.

Mthough

for

many radical, yet altogether
And this initial dis-

wear.

Suit and Coat styles are smart and becoming past descripThe new “Directoire” theme is played upon in all its
tion.
attractive variations. Colors are redolent of Fall—September
at her palette never mixed warmer autumnal tones.

..

■

i

Women’s Tailored Outer Garments

Program:
High School Orchestra
Music,
Address, “What Have we a Right to Expect
From Our School,”
Rev. D. L. Wilson, Belfast
Mrs. Emma B. Pitcher, Belfast.
Solo,
Address,
Supt. W. L. Powers, Fort Fairfield
Mrs. Cleora R. Read, Belfast
Piano solo,
Question box,
Conducted by State Supt., Payson Smith
Conferences for one hour,

....

\

|READY”AutmmTStyiesTnl
|

order at 1.30 o’clock.

View

optional season
j
particularly favorable for j glad to welcome him. Another real estate
transfer of interest is that of the former
:
many vegetables. There
Francis H. Welch house on Union street, which
and
housetomatoes,
ripe
Clarence M. Knowlton has sold to Capt. Ralph street.
..is of canning as well as
there.
Me. Squashes and pump- J W. Pattershall, who will make his home
The East Side Celebration. East Belfast
The house is now occupied by Mr. and Mrs.
; noly thus ensuring ample
celebrated the glorious victory in this city and
j
in ring the winter months. I Fred R. Poor.
n Waldo county Tuesday evening. Sept. 15th.
been raised, and last week
For various and sundry reasons they had ocThe autumn styles
New Advertisements.
They had fought a good
port marketed some ex- in women’s tailored outer garments are now casion to rejoice.
of over fifty opposed
a
ch were on sale at A. A.
ready at Fred A. Johnson’s, Masonic Temple. tight, turning majority
for law and order, for
He has a large and fine line, affording a wide into a majority of seven
The
publication next week of choice. Prices $5.98 to $25, and good values at honest government and common decency.
moving spirits were Howard F. Mason and Clar\ises of Brooks, largely of these prices. Read what is said of the newence M. Knowlton, and the demonstration ina
is. by Hon. C. C. Roberts separate skirts and the tailored fall suits....
bonfire and an illufarmer articles on the per- If you want a first-class team at any time of cluded a flag raising, a big

l

Association.

an

Among the fall movers are Mr. and Mrs.
Ansel White, who go from Mrs. A. A. Small s
house to Mrs. Margaret Frost’s house, Church
street; Mrs. George R. Williamson, who goes
to Mrs. Small's from H. E. McDonald’s : George
H. Robertson from 7 Lincolnville avenue to

Bay

Waldo County Teachers’

Business

leaving Dark Harbor at 7, Hewes Point at
7.30, Ryders Cove at 8 and Limekiln at 8.20,
arriving in Bangor at 11; and will leave on the
return

of the dedicasupper Oct. 9th, the anniversary
tion of the church.
It will be given in Memorial hall. Supper will be served at 6 o’clock.

Address. “Relation of the Teacher to the Com-

excursion to
Bangor next Sunday, leaving Lewis’ wharf,
Belfast, at 9 o’clock and returning leave Ban
Fare for the round trip 50
gor at 4 o’clock.
cents. The Castine will make an excursion
from Islesboro to Bangor Tuesday, Sept. 29th.
Steamer Castine will make

The W. C. T. U. will meet with Miss Froth-

ingham tomorrow, Friday, afternoon at 2.30
A full attendance is desired to talk over the
results of the Rockland convention.
The ladies of the Trinity Reformed church
of East Belfast are planning to give a harvest

The affairs of this Bank have the careful and conscientious overof its Trustees, who respectfully ask a continuation of the
patronage of its present depositors, and will be pleased to open new
accounts with any prospective depositors within or without the State.

sight

Deposits
Modern in
month.
Caskets and Robes.
Deposits

-ALSO-

Heavy Slate Burial Vaults always in stock.
Calls answered promptly either day
Home telephone, 48-3; office 48-4
for moving tne sick
Ambulance

promptly.

I also carry

a

or

night.

in this Bank

placed
are

on

interest the first of each

exempt from

taxation.

TRUSTEES:
ROBERT E. DUXTOX. JAMES ft. BOWES. FRED a. WHITE,
ARTHUR I. BROWX, BEX D. FIELD.

furnished

„,

full line of

amateur PHOTOGRAPH supplies
lowest
And do deloping, printing, etc., at
of Cameras.
Films for ail sizes and makes

prices

72 MAIN SIRKKT, BELFAST.

Live

received and

Poultry

Wanted

We are paying 16c. to 22c. per lb for pullets,
10c. to 13c. for hens, 12c. to 16c. for chickens,
immediate returns.
The Park & Pollard Co., 36 Canal St.,
Boston, Mass.

4%

4%

FOUND

Wanted
Kitchen Girl at Gharles O’Connell’s
Lunch Rooms. Good wages.
71 Main Street. Belfast.
3w38

Picked up adrift in Penobscot Bay, a centerboard boat, painted white. Owner mhy have
same by proving property arid paying charges.
3w38

LAURENS WADLIN,
East Northport, Maine.

FURNACE SLAG AND “GANDY" ROADS

CAVALRY REUNION.

HELPFUL
ADVICE

First Maine and First D. of C. Association
Meet in Waterville.

The 37th annual reunion of the 1st
Maine and 1st District of Columbia
Cavalry Association was held at the
Grand Army ball in Waterville Wednesday, Sept. 16th. The attendance was
of the day
very large and the program
The Ladies’ Auxwas one of the best.
iliary also held their reunion and meeting at the Knights of Pythias ball.
From all over the State came the veterans of the famous association, those
who were among the tirst to go out
from this State when the call was issued in '61. The 1st Maine Cavalry
was raised at large and perhaps more
fully represented all parts of the State

Office of Public Roads of the U. S. Depart- What “Lee” of Turf, Farm and Home Says
ment of Agriculture Hakes Unique Deof it.
H. H. Lee of Augusta, the horse re.
parture in Highway Construction.
Washington, D. C., Sept. 21st. porter of Turf, Farm and Home, was
Uniquely interesting are a number of the starter at the races here, and in the
the experiments now being conducted current issue of that paper says:
For the first time in our life we atby tbe office of public roads of the
tended the Belfast fair last week. This
United States Department of Agriculsociety has a very glib track, very good
ture; one beiDg tbe effort to build a appointments; about one mile from the
dust-proof road by combining the here- heart of the city. We expected to see
tofore little used blast furnace slag,
good racing, for we knew that many
with asphalt or tar.
would dodge the fast ones and look for
utmost
of
the
is
ecoTtiis endeavor
some easy money over on the coast.
nomic importance, because if the hoped- We saw
good racing all right, but if
for success is attained, unsightly moun- anyone found any easy money, I have
tains of slag will soon disappear from
yet to learn his name and address.
the vicinity of scores of cities, and a
Eight races, twenty-eight heats raced,
ready market will have beer, establish- forty-one horses competing. We steped for vast quantities of this material. ped the fastest mile of the year for
For several years the scientists in tbe Maine tracks on Thursday, when Isaoffice of public roads, as well as in many belle won the first heat of the free for
of the more, progressive States, have all in 2.12
1-2, lowering the track record
been working to achieve two great ob- of 2.12 3 4 held
by Stiletto 2.12 3 4. Miss
of
the
utilization
by-products Leither, 2.15 14, and Isabelle, 2 12'l-2,
jects, viz,
in road building and tbe development were nose and nose at the half in the
of dustless roads. Experiments al- second heat in record time for the half,
ready conducted indicate that crushed 1.04 12.
rock combined with tar or asphalt prepWednesday, Sept. 1), 190S, will long he
arations bid fair to solve in a measure remembered
by about 8000 people of
tbe dustless road problem. Exhaustive Waldo
They were all there,
county.
that
have
indicated
laboratory tests
1 they had a good time, good racing, fast
With
in
combination
preparations time, large exhibits ol neat stock, poulslag
of tar or asphalt may be made to serve
try, etc., and one of the best showings
Sec- of
as a substitute for crusiied rock.
highly bred colts, fillies and horse
tions of experimental road are now be- stock in
general that I have seen in
ing constructed which will subject the Maine.
materials to actual service test. If the
Superintendent Kevins of the Pasresults are as satisfactory as the pre- tures, brought out the unbeaten Edgeliminary conditions indicate, the slag- mark (4) 2.10, and seven of his get, one
asphalt or slag-tar roads will realize the and two years old. One two year old
hope of the scientists for both the ! had shown a quarter at the trot in 35
utilization of by products and the at- 1 sec., two
yearlings had shown eighths

than anv other regiment in ttie State,
It was composed of a superior class oi
men.
They were mustered into service
October 31, 1861, at Augusta, under the
command of Colonel -John Goddard oi
Cape Elizabeth. Though mustered intc
service Oct. 31, 1861, ttie men were not
You won’t tell your family doctor
mounteo until a month later, nor were
the whole story about your private
the
until
following
armed
March,
they
illness
you are too modest. You
then only with sabres and revolvers. need not be afraid to tell Mrs. PinkThe winters of 1861 and 1862 were pass
; ham, at Lynn, Mass., the things you
ed in Camp Penobscot at Augusta.
could not explain to the doctor. Your
On the first of the following March, !
in the strictest conColonel Goddard resigned and Majoi !: letter will lie held
From her vast correspondAllen was promoted to the colonelcy fidence.
and two weeks later, March 11, 1862, I ence with sick women during the
moved with the first detachment of the past thirty years she may have
regiment, consisting of Cos. A, D, £, gained the very knowledge that will
and F, for the seat of war. The re i heipyourease. Such letters as the folmaining companies in two detachments j lowing, from grateful women, essoon followed.
Major houtv in com- : tablish
beyond a doubt the power of
mand of Cos. B, I, If, and M, arrived
in Washington, March 24, and Majoi
Stowell commanding Cos. C, G, and K
March 28. Two days later Major Dout-y
with a detachment consisting of Cos
A, B, E, II and M, marched to Har to conquer all female diseases.
Mrs. Norman R. Barndt, of Allenper’s Ferry and joined the command
known as the Railroad Brigade.
town, Pa., writes:
The 1st District of Columbia Cavalry
Ever since I was sixteen years of
was, like the 1st Maine, composed of r
age I had suffered from an organic define body of men. A single battalior
rangement and female weakness; in
was raised for special duty at the seal
; consequence I had dreadful headaches
of government. To this command eighl
| and was extremely nervous. My physicompanies were added in 1803, embrac cian said I must go through an opera-.
sc
ing about 800 men enlisted in Maine,
A friend told me
tion to get well.
that to some extent it became a Maine
about
E. Pinkham’s
—

|
I

LYDIA E.PiNKHAM’S
VEGETABLE COMPOUND

■

organization.
Throughout the entire struggle both
regiments were in the thickest of tin
tight and gained for themselves a repu
tation second to no other regiment in
the country. Ou account of being com
posed almost wholly of Maine men the
regiments have held their reunions together and at this meeting they were
merged into what will now be known
as the 1st Maine Cavalry Association.
The meeting was called to order by

President Frank P. Lowe of Waterville, who was president of both associations. An address of welcome was
delivered by Mayor L. C. Bunker. Letters were read by Secretary X. Emery
from a large number of comrades who
unable to he present. The next
was the election of officers for
the ensuing vearand these were chosen:
were

business

Pres., Llewe’liyn G. Goodwin, Skowliegan; sec., and treas., M. J. Allen, Skowhegan.
It Was YUICU

IU

11U1U biio I1CAI

icuu ivu

tainment of a dustless road. One of
these experimental stretches of road is
now in course of construction at Chicago, under the supervision of Chief
Engineer Vernon Si. Peirce, of the

neer.

The road at Chicago will be of slag
and asphalt; that at Birmingham of
slag and tar. The greatest ski'd and
care will he used in putting down these
short stretches and they will then be
carefully observed during tbe trying
If in the spring it
months of winter.
lias been established that this class of
not rut, sheds
does
road remains firm,
water and makes but little dust, a vast
step forward will have been taken in

I took it and wrote you
! for advice, following your directions
carefully, and thanks to you I am today a well woman, and I am telling
all
my friends of my experience.”
;

FACTS FOR SICK WOMEN.
| For thirty years Lydia E. PinkVegetable Compound, made
j ham’s
| from roots and herbs, has been ths
I standard remedy for female ills,
j and has positively cured thousands oi

1

road building, and a never-failing market will have been created for blast
furnace waste.
Ijcsiutro

Lilia

acLiviLj

111

oiag rAj>cii-

ments, the Public Roads Office is also
busy at Newton, Massachusetts, with a
special asphalt preparation, never before tried, which the Director aud his
women who have been troubled with
1
lieutenants hope may prove efficacious
ulceradisplacements, inflammation,
as a dust binding surface material.
i tion, fibroid tumors, irregularities,
than this, however, the
More
j1 periodic pains, backache, that bear- Office is unique
preparing at the same place to
mg-dcwn feeling, flatulency, indlgeslay a stretch of what facetious writers
are almost certain to label a “Candy
j tion, dizziness,or nervous prostration.
lload.” In all tlightsof fancy it is probaBANGOR'S PLAY GROUND.
ble that nobody except a scientist would
| go so far afield in research as to adopt
Belfast Might do Something in this Line at 1 molasses as a road building material, but
the Park.
that is exactly what lias been done here,
Bangor people who have interested and Assistant Chemist Prevosl Hubbard
themselves in ihe public playground I of Director Page’s scientific corps is
idea are well pleased with the success j leveling a half mile stretch of road near
! of the project, Bangor’s first municipal ! Newton, and in a few days will be in
playground having been in operation I active supervision of the laying of the
This
June. With a | first molasses road of history.
j since the latter part ofthe
city, a num- \ molasses is the almost useless by| small appropriation by
I
refini her of prominent Bangor people have product of the great cane sugar
1
given much time and money to the eries of the South, and the beet sugar
i project. While the city has a number] refineries of the AVest and Southwest.
i of parks, portions of which would be It is sickishly sweet, nearly -as black
] available, no location could be settled ! and as thick as tar, and almost as powit was decided to use ; erful as a binder. Having always been
j1 upon and finally in
Abbott square, the a waste product, it can be bought at a
the vacant space
! High school grounds on Harlow street. | lower price than coal tar and in greater
_

]

j

]

i

To

can-

not come out of it.
Ilell hath no fury like a defective

niter.

ig-

The vibrator’s known by its buzz.
Tbe right thing in the right place—
gasoline in the gasoline tank water in
the water tank.
A cool cylinder and a hot spark; run

long.

When men speak ill of thy engine,
run it so as uobody may believe them.
Gas engines are the worst use steam
engine oil could be put to.
All is not gasoline that goetb into the
gasoline tank.
A weak battery makes no sparks^
Two batteries will run an engine if
one of them be good.
Monkey not with thy carbureter,
spark coal, nor vibrator.
Carelessness ruins more engines than

intent.

CASTOR IA
For Infants and Children.

The Kind You Have

Always Bought

sj?'

tCCCcJuAt

Bears the

Signature of

O A*.

Be

71)80.

Kansas has long

The vote
for Governor of the lust town to be
beard from was secured today. It was
that of Woodville, in Penobscot county, and was 15 for Fernald and eight for
Gardner. This increased Fernald’s plurality to 79SG, unofficial returns, which
was 78 less than Governor Cobb received on his re-election two years ago and
18,830 less than he was given on his first
election in 1904.
The Socialist and Prohibition votes
this year for Governor were about 959

Portland, Me., Sept. 17.

and 928, respectively, both parties again
losing their place on the official ballot.
Can't Sell

Whisky by

Mail.

In a decision on the subject of soliciting orders for intoxicating beverages,
handed down recently by the Georgia
Court of Appeals, at Atlanta, Judge
Richard Russell, with the concurrence
of the court, rendered an opinion that
soliciting orders by mail from another
State, as well as from another place in
Georgia, is a violation of the laws of
the State of Georgia and any person
making such solicitation is guilty of a
crime against the State.
For a mild, easy action of the bowels, a
siugle dose of Doan’s Regulets is enough.
Treatment cures habitual constipation. 25
cents a box.

Ask your

druggist

for them.

been

dust-ridden

and the oiled roads now to be built
there will, it is hoped, prove as beneficial to the people of that commonwealth as the California roads have to
that State.
There is now in course of preparation
a comprehensive treatise on dust prevention which will fall from the presses of the government printing office in
a few days.
Following it in a few
weeks will be a symposium embodying
the experience and the experiments of
all State highway commissioners, park
boards and city engineers who have
done any work along these lines. Their
views and findings will be supplemented by the reports of a federal public
road expert who has carefully examined the methods now in use in France

and England.

1

1

Qtrur

uil'Uil

yearlings shown were large, elegantly proportioned, with the best of
limbs, pure gaited trotters that could
The

j

at Skowhegan. The report of one year
ago was read by Charles W. Skillins of
Portland. It was unanimously voted
to consolidate the 1st Maine and the 1st
District of Columbia Regiments into
the 1st Maine Cavalry Association.
Adjournment was then made for dinner, which was served at the Elks’ hall,
where a tine repast was served to the
comrades and ladies.
In the afternoon automobiles and
carriages were provided bv many of tht
citizens and the members of the associations were taken about the city and
vicinity. This pleasure was greatly en
joyed and many thanks are extender ; These grounds were fitted with quantities.
AVhen the quantity and the sticky
sandboxes, tennis grounds, j
on the part of the soldiers for the hos ; swings,
i tether ball, croquet sets and basket ball,
consistency of this material was called
pita lity of the owners.
to
the
the attention of Director Page, a
Following is a list of deaths in the mostly by private contributions,
1st Maine Cavalry from September, complete equipment being pronounced number of months ago, he conceived
19(17, to September, 1908: George lien by visitors from other cities to he ex-; the idea that it might aid in solving
the always difficult problem of dusty
ry Maberry, Madelia, Wisconsin, Co. eellent.
Miss Caroline Besarick of Dorches- j roads. He sent for a supply for laboraII; Alonzo Dutch, Belfast, Co. D;
Joshua A. Fessenden, Stamford, Conn., ter, Mass., well trained in playground tory experiments and detailed Mr. HubCo. B; Lieutenant Samuel C. Smith, work, was engaged as director, and has bard to conduct them. The molasses
Winfield, Kas., Co. I; George P. Beal, given the greatest satisfaction, much j was blended with oils and limewater;
Carsensfield, Co. I; Daniel J. Header, of the success of the innovation being was mixed with rock dust, with earth
Biddeford, Co. 1; John Faunce, Oxford, 1 due to her untiring and intelligent and with sand and tried out under heat
and under water. It behaved so well
Co. L: Corporal Daniel II. Saunders, ] work.
,
The attendance has been from 100 to | and held out such promises for ideal
Hancock, Co. 1); Samuel Herd, Stetson, !
Co. F: John S. Mills, Santo Monica, 200children daily, coming from all parts : roads that the practical test of a real
Cal.; Horatio M. Cleaves, Saco, Co. I; of the city. The play has been varied road was recently decided upon.
George 1). Davis, Abbot, Co. M; John | with field days, “teas” and parties, and j Slag as the useless by-product of the
blast furnaces and “molasses” as the
G. Fassett, Minneapolis, Co. M: Albion the interest has not lagged.
P. Kimball, Bradford, Co. B; Henry l>. I
Visitors from other cities have been useless by-product of the sugar refinerSavage, Milo. Co. L; Charles II. Lowell, ) surprised, as the grei*t majority of the j ies may in a few years revolutionize
Dexter, Co. M; Henry D. Thayer, Co. i children come well-dressed and clean; country road building; create a demand
E; John G. Henning, Co. M; Asa F. I but for a- city the size of Bangor there for more extended roads in the States
I is
Hanson, Co. M.
comparatively little poverty and \ where those products are most easily to
The. Ladies of the 1st Maine Associa- ; squalor, and while the primary object j be had, and add millions to the wealth
tion met in the Knights of Pythias hall ol the playground is to reach the chil- of the couutry by putting a cash value
at in o’clock, with 13 members present. i dren of the slums, in Bangor this class on hitherto waste material.
j AVhile experts are laboring with these
In the absence of the president, the ; is few and widely scattered.
Mrs.
beefi
unique material experiments in East,
has
was
called
to
order
this
woik
The
largely
by
meeting
year
I
Frank B. Lowe, the secretary and experimental, but with the excellent South and Middle AA’est, another scienPast | results attained the friends of the tist, also from theofficeof public roads,
treasurer of the organization.
President Mrs. Moulton was later called movement will work for an extension is engaged at independence, Kansas, in
to the chair.
Remarks of Interest were 1 next year and to secure additional play- trying to devise a method of constructroads analogous
to the
made by Mrs. Daniels, Mrs. Drink- I grounds and more liberal appropria- ing oiled
methods which have produced the fawater, Mrs. Emery. Mrs. Moulton and tions.
A letter of symMrs. George Thing.
An endeavor will be made to estab- mous oiled roads of Southern Califorpathy was extended to Mrs. Jordan of lish a playground in the more congest- nia. He is mixing heavy oils, possesBangor, whose husband died Tuesday. ed tenement section of the East Side, sing pronounced asphaltic bases with
The newly elected officers are: Presi- where it will no doubt benefit more natural soil aud sand and compacting
dent, Mrs. John Emery, Hampden; children, many of whom were too small the preparation so formed with a tampVice President, Mrs. George Thing, to come the considerable distance to ing roller. One stretch of this peculiar
class of highway will be under conWinslow; Treasurer and Secretary,Mrs. the Abbott square ground.
The oiled
struction within a few
Frank B. Lowe, Waterville.
It was
Many objections heard at first have roads of California havedays.
saved millions
voted to hold the next reunibu and been overcome aud it is believed- that
the farmers and fruit
meeting in Skowhegan.
the cordial support of the city govern- of dollars to
In the evening a campfire was held ment will gradually be secured and growers of that fertile State in the last
few years by suppressing the dust that
at Grand Army hall and a large numBangor eventually be fully equipped
arose in blinding clouds with
ber of the comrades and associate mem- with
playgrounds in different sections formerly
Those
the passing of every vehicle.
bers 'were present.
The evening was of the city.
dust clouds, floating to adjacent fields
passed in reviewing the times when the
Bangor will be represented at the and orchards
depreciated the price of
great struggle was on and many inter- play congress in New York, Dr. Wilesting stories were told. Music was liam C. Peters, one of the prime movers farm produce and lowered the values of
furnished by an orchestra.
A smoke and most earnest workers for the play- real estate to a startling degree. The
of oil was tried and the dust
talk was enjoyed and the reunion broke
ground, having been appointed by sprinkling
Then some of the
was held in check.
up at a late hour.
Mayor Woodman to represent the city. roads were plowed and the oil mixed
with the earth and the mass firmly
GAS ENGINE PROVERBS.
RETURNS ALL IN.
rolled to a properlyvcroivned surface.
Splendid results followed in most inFernold’s
Shows
l’luriility
FiUiil
Report
stances.
Well may lie smell the exhaust, whose

engine runs.
What is not in the gasoline tank

in 22 sec., another that distance in 23
I never saw seven colts shown at
sec.
fair all by one horse that could
a
equal this exhibit from the Pastures.
The filly that showed a quarter in 35 is
a rich chestnut; her dam is Mabel by
Prodigal. Mabel is out of the dam of
Nancy Harkaway 2.14 14.
One of the yearlings shown was out
This mare Mabel is the dam
of Mabel.
of a three year old that has worked in
2.10 by Edgemark. Another good yearling that showed an eighth in 22 sec. is
out of Baby Mac 2.21 1-4, by Oov. Benton 2.21 1-4.
A high class four year old was shown
by Mr. Kevins a little later in the day,
Billy Herr by Charles Herr, 2.07 1-4,
He is good
dam by Diavolo 2.09 14.
size, well formed all over, a square
going trotter. Two yearlings by John
Ward 2.05 3 4, Mr. Chenery’s Bingen,
that looks to be the making of the fastest, as well as the best race horse that

Federal Bureau, and one at Birmingham, Alabama, under the direction of
Mr. B. F. Ileidel, First Assistant Engi-

Vegetable

Lydia

I Compound, and

REUNION 7th MAINE BATTERY.

THE WALDO COUNTY FAIR.

1

show something to halter. One of them
is out of Mendotita 2.07 1 4, by MendeMendolita is a full sister to
cino.
This iilly is 14 2 tight
Idolita 2.09 1-2.
now.

yearling by John Ward
a Palo Alto mare (bred
there, breeding being traced) has shown
John Ward
an eighth in 22 seconds.
is

The second
14-1 out of

2.05 8 4 has served but few mares in
Maine. We have seen just a few of his
colts and every one that we have seen
is a high class one. John Ward is what
can honestly be called a big little horse,
15 2 hands and weighs 1070 pounds,
that's what I mean.
Like Simon Kenton 2.12 1 4, Simpson
(2) 2.27 and one or two others, Achillean for instance, their proportions are
so perfect that they deceive the eye.
John Ward hooked to cart to me looks
like a 15 hand horse, but “the stick”
tells a vastly different story.
Should he stand for ever so short a
season in Maine next
spring by all
means have a look at him before book-

ing your mare.
Alclayone, 2.20 1 4, was
during the af ternoon by

shown to cart
Mr. Haley of
He received many compliMonroe.
ments. His colts are showing up particularly well.
Edgemark (4) 2.1G was shown to cart.
He had his old time speed and an impressive way of going.
Paul Bros, of Waldo showed a fiveyear-old bay stallion pacer by Marston
C., 2.19 14, dam by Blue Will, 2.19 1-4,
He came the last quarter
a half 1.14.
in 34 sec. Could have gone in 1.11 or
He looked good to
1.12 very handily.
several of us.
Mr. Lee followed with an excellent
detailed write-up of.the races.
WILLIAMS’ KIDNEY PILLS.

Have you neglected your Kidneys? Have
you overworked your nervous system and
caused trouble with your kidneys and
bladder? Have you pains in loins, side,
Have you a
back, groins and bladder?
flabby appearance of the face, especially
Too frequent a desire to
under the eyes?
pass urine? If so, Williams’ Kidney l’ills
w ill cure you, at K. II. Moody’s, Druggist.
Price 50e.
\\ i 111unis’ M’f’e Co., Props., Cleveland, O.
A ROCKLAND

REPRESENTATIVE.

Lucius H. Duncan, who has been reelected to the Legislature from Dockland, is well known in this city and has
many friends here. Mr. Duncan is a
Democrat, of course. The Dockland
Opinion gives the following sketch of

concerned,

he is in the
native of Linas a member of
the legislature from that district in
1885. He then served on the committee'
on fisheries, and was very prominent in
lic affairs is
prime of life.

He is
colnville, and served

a

securing legislation greatly needed by
He is a ship
the fishing industry.
caulker by trade, and a very capable
workman, but for many years been

en-

fisheries,
tirely engaged
his operations being mostly ou the
North port shore of Penobscot bay. He
in the salmon

removed to Dockland several years
ago, and resides at 15 Achorn street.
He has taken a prominent part in Dockland politics, and while a firm Democrat, commands the confidence and esteem of his neighbors of all parties.
He was a member of the common council in 1906, and last spring was elected
alderman in ward one. He has served
with conspicuous ability and is considered one of the most level-headed
Mr. Duncan is
men in public life here.
a son of the late Kingsbury and Nancy
his
wife was for(Miller) Duncan, and

merly Miss Sybil Sherman.

Disappointment

That Was the Truuble,

The best
Here.

tiny performed.
The 7th Maine Light Battery was
raised in the fall of 1863 (more men being called for) and was mustered into

man

noticed that

one

of the

BH

The Kind You Have Always
Bought, and Whieli has |,e
in use for over 30 years, has borne the
signature f
and has been made nmler his
,M r
sonal supervision Since its
iniar„V
'-ruzrvr.
Allow no one todeceive you
All Counterfeits, Imitations and
“Just-as-good” are
Experiments that trifle with and endanger the limit!,
Infants and Children—Experience against
Expei-ba, /

the service of the United States at Au-

gusta Dec. 30, 1803, by Lieut. J. A. Fessenden, mustering officer. It was composed mostly of young men, many of

fM

tf||

Cj&A/GrZKttfir*,

service.

whom had never seen prior
The battery was organized at Augusta
Jan. 1, 1S64.
At the time of organization it was
found that a larger number were enlisted than were entitled to membership, 150 being the required number,
and there was considerable rivalry as
to who should constitute that number,
no one desiring to be counted out. And
when the list was finally made up there
were several instances where changes
were made, money being paid to secure
the position of thus following the Stars
and Stripes.
On Feb. 1, 1864, the battery was started for Washington, arriving at 11 a. m.
on Feb. 1.
The battery was assigned to
Camp Barry, artillery camp of instruction.
On April 15th the battery was assigned to tlie 9th Army Corps, then at Annapolis, lid., but joined the coips subsequently in transit through Washing
ton, April 25th, and was assigned to the

1,,^,

i

i]

I

What is CASTORIA
Castoria is a harmless substitute for Castor Oil,
goric, Drops and Soothing Syrups. It is Pleasant.
contains neitiier Opium, Morphine nor other >,
substance. Its age is its guarantee. It destroys V
and allays Feverishness. It cures Diarr/n a and
Colic. It relieves Teething Troubles, cures : ,,as(:
and Flatulency. It assimilates the Food, i. «:iai
Stomas ii and Bowels, giving healthy and i. ural
The Children’s Panacea—The Mother’s Friend.

genuine

CASTORIA
Bears the

3d Division, Brigadier General O. S.
Wilcox, commanding.

*

:

,
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>

The Kind You Have Always Bought

j

In Use For Over 30 Years.

TSAAC MESKRV1 Y. husband1 survey, late of Northport.
Waldo, deceased, having tprpraying for an a’lowance out, o:
tatu of said deceased.
Ordered, That the said petit n
all persons interested by can
ol der to be published three wit:
The Republican .Journal, a new
at Belfast, that they may appCourt, to be held at Belfast, wit
County, on the 13th day of o< b
at ten of the dock before noon,
if any they have, why the pra\
er should not be granted.
CEO. E. JOB
A true copy. Attest:
Chas I*. Ha/.ki
(

A

DR. HUMPHREYS' SPECIFICS.

Price

FOE

No.

1. Fevers. Congestions. Inflammations.25
2. Worms, Worm Fever, or Worm Disease v2ft
3. Coiic, Crying and Wakefulness of Infants.25
4. Diarrhea, of Children and Adults..25
ft. Dysentery. Gripings, Bilious Colic.25 !
7. Coughs, Colds. Bronchitis .25
8. Toothache, Faceache, Neuralgia.25
9. Headache, Sick Headache, Vertigo. 25 j
10. Dyspepsia. Indigestion, Weak Stomach.25 i
S3. Croup. Hoarse Cough, Laryngitis .25 \

j

j

14.
15.
10.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
27.
28.
29.
30.
34.
35

77

Probate Court, to be held

.it

Belfast, within and tor said County, on the second Tuesday of October n< xt, at ten of the clock
before noon, and show cause, if any they have,
why the same should not be proved, approved
anu

allowed.

GEORGE E.
A true copy.

JOHNSON, Judge.

Attest;

Chas. P

WALDO

1TAI DO SS.—In Court >f
:
V?
fast, on the 8th day
II. H. Lamson, administrate
Loira M. Gowen, late of .Mont
ty. deceased, having present*-.:
account of administration <<i
lowance.

IIazeltine, Register.

Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
for the County of W aldo, on the second Tuesday of September, a. 1). 1908.

Ala

s

A certain instrument, purporting to be the last
will and testament ot Benjamin C. Wade,
Ordered, That notice then-a
late ot Lincolnville, in said County of Waldo, deweeks successively, in The i;-i
ceased, having been presented for probate, toa newspaper published in Bt
a
with
that
E.
gether
petition praying
Augusta
ty, that all persons interested
Wade may be appointed administratrix of the
estate of said deceased, with the will anucxed.
i Probate Court, to he hclil ;.t
of October m xt, and show
Ordered, That notice be given to all persons ! day
have, why the said account s!
interested by causing a copy of this order to be
GEO. E. JOHN
en.
puolished three weeks successively in The ReA true copy. Attest:
publican Journal, published at Belfast that they
Chas. P. Ha/.imay appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
Belfast, within and for said County, on the secEDO SS.—In ( ourt of i‘i
ond Tuesday ol Oct her next, at ten of the clock
VV fast, "ii the 8th day <e
before noon, and show cause, if any they have,
Jna F. Knight, adniimstrcti .•
why the same should not be proved, approved
Albeit F
King! t. late of I n
anu allowed, and the prayti of said petitioner
County, deceased, having pu-":
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
granted.
linal account of administration
A true copy. Attest:
I
allowance.
( mas p. IIazeltine, Register.
Ordered, That notice then.weeks successively, in I In- H
At a Probate Court held at
within and
a newspaper j• ui>1 i^h< *i in B>
j for the County of W aldo, Belfast,
on the 8th day of
ty, that all persons tnten-t<
September, A. 1>. 1908..
Probate Court, to be la-id at H’
TOHN W. AREV, administi a: or of the e-date day of October next, and s!'<
t) of Martha A. Arev. late of w interpoit, in have, why the said account sluGEO. E.JOH
said County of Waldo, deceased, having presented.
A true copy. Attest
ed a petition praying for a license to sell at pubChas. P. IIazi
lic or private sale and oo. vt-y certain real estate
of said deceased described in said petition.
ALIK) SS.—In (curt «d P
Ordered. That the said petitioner give notice to
fast, on Hie 8th day
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
Joshua S. llamman. adinm-order to be published three weeks successively in
of
J. Harriman. lat "t
Martini
The Republican Journal, a newspaper published
County, ilcecaseo, having
at Belfast, that they inry appear at a Probate
of admim-lia:
and
final
account
held
be
at
within
for
and
saul
Belfast,
Court, to
County', on tlie 13th day ol October, A. J>. 1908, for allowance.
at ten of the clock before noon, and show cause,
weeks successively. 111 Tin* !•'• ;
if any they have, why'the prayer of said petitioner should not be granted
a newspaper published tn lb in.
that all pers"U> mb lested nut;
A true copy. Attest.:
bate Court, to In* he'd it Beit.
Chas. F. Hazki.tine, Register.
ot October m \t, and shew <-n
have, why the said account s
At a Frobate Court, held at Belfast, within and
GEO. E. Jo I i
ed.
for the County of Waldo, on the 8tli day of
A true copy. Attest;
( has, 1*. Ha/,1!
September, A I). 1908.
W. AREY, husband of Martha A. Arey,
XV A 1,1)0 SS.— In Court ot l*i
late oi v> interport, in said County of Waldo,
V>
last, on f 11*■ 8th day o!
< eceased, having pr« sented
a petition praying
for an allowance out of the personal estate of Clara K. Littlefield, executrix
H. Littlefield, late ot t
James
said deceased.
County, deceased, haying pr.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to ( account
of administration ot
all persons interested by causing a copy of this j lowance.
older to be published three weeks successively I
Ordered, That notice then
in The Republican Journal, a newspaper publislied at Belfast, that they may appear at a Fro- j weeks successively, in The I j
a
newspaper published in BelL'i
bate court, to be held at Belfast, within and for
that all persona mterc-'.ed in.-•
said County, on the 13th day of Octobei, a. 1).
bate
Court, to be bold at- Belfast,
1908, at ten of the clock before noon, and show
of October next, and show
i cause, if any they have, why the prayer of said have,
why the said account '•Icshould
be
not
granted.
petitioner
ed.
GEORGE E. JOHN'
GEORGE E. JOHNSON, Judge,
A true copy.
Atb st;
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeli
Chas. F.

Salt Rheum, Eruptions, Erysipelas.25
Rheumatism, or Rheumatic Paius.25 1
Fe ver and Ague. Ihalaria.25
Fil es. Blind or Bleeding, External, Internal .25
Ophthalmia, Weak or Inflamed Eyes.25 |
Catarrh, Influenza, Cold in Head.25
W hooping Jough, Spasmodic Cough.25 |
Asthma,Oppressed, Diiiieult Breathing.25
Kidney Disease, Gravel, Calculi. 25
Nervous Debility, Vital Weakness.1.00
Sore Mouth, Fever Soresor Canker.25 j
Urinary Incontinence, Wetting Bed.25 j
Sore Throat, Quinsy and Diphtheria.25
Chronic Congestions, Headaches .25
I
• Grippe, Hay Fever and Summer Colds... 25

ix.

j

A small bottle of Pleasant Pellets, fits the yest
pocket. Sold by druggists, or sent oa receipt of price,

^pe" CATARRH
Cream Balm
Ely’squickly
absorbed,
Relief at Once.

It cleanses, soothes,
lioals and protects
tie diseased mem-

braueresultingfrt»m

Ur

CQtO 1

■F'Ep'-

g^-FEVER
SSL
-ctep*-

1

j

Medical Book sent free.
HUMPHREYS’ HOMEO. MEDICINE CO., ComeWiillam and John Streets. New York.

is
Gives

a

SS.— In Court of Prol
fast, on the 8th day of s
H. H. Lamson, executor
:
Amanda R. Bumps, late of It
County, deceased, having presi-i i.
final account of administration
allowance.
Ordered, That notice thereof
weeks successively, in The Hi (
a newspaper published in B.
ty that all persons interested
Probate Caurt, to be held at Bday of October next, and sho\
have, whv the said account -lied.
GEO. E. .MMIN
A true copy. Attest
Chas. P. Hazj.i.
>

1

appear at

I

At a Probate Court held at Bfor said County of Waldo,
September, A. I). 1908.

j

may

I

Signature of

At 11 a. m., April 25th, the battery j
broke camp and started for the front. ]
In the Wilderness, the guns of the
battery went into position for action at
the Lacy house for the first time. At
Spottsyivania, May 9th, the battery
was assigned to a position near the
Gale house, by order of Gen. Wilcox,
and at once opened fire upon tlie ene- i
my's lines, the guns bearing on a point j
left of tlie turnpike leading to Spottsyivania court house.
On the morning of the 10th, under a
fire of shot and shell, two guns were
placed in position on the line of the
2nd division. The battery was moved
to several positions during this engageAt a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
ment, and delivered a very effective
for the County of W aldo, on the second Tuesfire.
day of September, A. 1). 1908.
at
various
The battery was engaged
4 certain instrument, purporting to be the last
ix
testament of Mary E. Prentiss, late
next
other points, the
important posi- of will and
Troy, in said County of Waldo, deceased,
tion which it held being at North Anna having
been presented for probate.
river.
Ordered, That notice be given to all persons inThe 7th Maine Battery rendered terested by causing a copy of this order to be
memorable service at Betheesdachurch published three weeks successively in The Reat Belfast, that they
publican Journal,
June 3d, where several men were lost. may appear at a published
Probate ('ourt, to be held at
Cold Harbor also saw the battery in ac-, Belfast, within and f r said County, on the section. in; the struggle before Peters- ond Tuesday of October next, at ten of the clock
before noon, and show cause, if any they have,
burgh the 7th Maine had position at a why the same should not
be proved, approved
number of strategic points in succes-! and allowed,
E.
GEORGE
JuHNSON,
Judge,
sion.
A true copy. Attest:
On July 30th, the battery was immeChas. P. IIazeltine. Register.
diately in front of and 700 yards dis- !
taut from the celebrated Burnside’s1 At a Probate Court held at Be fast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesmine. Poplar Spring church was anday of September, A. 1). 1908.
other point at which the battery rvas in
certain instrument, purporting to be the last
action.
will and testament ot Miles Pease, late of
Belmont, in said County of Waldo, deceased,
having been presented for probate.
Ordered, That notice be given to all persons
interested by causing a copy of this order to be
Directions with each V|«| tn Fire Langnages.
published three weeks successively in I’he Republican Journal, published at Belfast, that they
English, German, Spanish, Portuguese and French.

Ml
^■p

Catarrh and drives WSkf
v
^WYOt?K^M
away a Cold in tho
Head quickly. K -y/IU Pfl/fp
til
■
of
tf
§5iHl
stores the Senses
Taste and Smell. Full size 50 cts., at Druggists or by mail. In liquid form, 75 cents.
Cly Brothers, 50 Warren Street, New York.

1

1

JOHN

I

~

I

j

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
for the County ot Waldo, on the second Tuesday of .veptember, A. L>. 1908.
certain instrument, purporting to be the last
will and testament of Washington Moore,
late of Monroe, in said County of Waldo, deceased, having been presented for probate.
Hazkltink, Register.
|
Ordered, That notice be given to all persons in1
terested by causing a copy of this order to be At a Frobate Court held at Belfast, within and
weeks
successively in The Republished three
for the County of Waldo, on the 8th day of
publican Journal, published at Belfast, that they
September, A. I). 1908.
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
vi A M. BEkRY. widow of Orren W. Berry,
Belfast, within and for said County, on the seclate of Searsmont, in said County of Waldo,
ond Tuesday of October next, at ten ot the clock
deceased,
having presented a petition praying
before noon, and show cause, if any they have, |
an allowance out of tne personal estate of i
why the same should not be proved, approved for
said
deceased.
and allowed.
CEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
A true copy. Attesr:
Chas. P. Hazfi.tine, Register.
order to be published three weeks successively ui
The Republican Journal, a newspaper published
at Belfast, that they may appear at a Frobate
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and ; Court, to be held at
elfast. within and for said
for tlie County of
aldo, on the 8th day of County, on the 13th day of October, A. I). 1908, ;
September, A. 1). 1908.
at ten of the clock before noon, ami show cause,
G. FRYE, executor of the last will of if any they have, why the prayer of said petitioner should hot be granted.
Fidelia a. Carter, late of Belfast, in said
!
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
County of Waldo, deceased, having presented a
<
petition praying that the actual market value of I A true copy. Attest:
Chas. F. Hazkltink, Register.
!
the property of said deceased, now in his hands |
subject to tiie payment of the collateral inherit1
ance tax, the persons interested in the succession
At a Frobate Court held at Belfast, within and
thereto, and the amount of the tax thereOn may !
for the County of Waldo, on the 8th day of
be determined by the Judge of Probate.
September, a. I). 1908.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
A. GROSS, widow of Clarendon H.
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
Gross, late of Prospect, in said County of
order to be published three weeks successively j Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition
in The Republican Journal, a newspaper pubpraying for allowance out of the personal e.-tate
lished at Belfast, that they may appear at a Proof said deceased.
bate Court, to be held at oelfast, within and for
Ordered, That ‘he said petitioner give notice to
said County, on the 13th day of October, A. 1). |
all
persons interested by causing a copy ot this
before
clock
and
show
noon,
1908, at ten of the
order to be published three weeks successively
cause, if any they have, why the prayer ol said
in The Republican Journal, a newspaper publishhe
not
should
granted.
petitioner
ed at Belfast, that they u ay appear at a Frobate
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for said
A true copy. Attest:
County, on the lrth day of October, A. 1). 1908,
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.
at ten of the clock before n6on, and show cause,
if
any they have, why the prayer of said petitionat
within
held
aud
Belfast,
At a Probate Court,
not be granted.
for the County of Waldo, on the 8th day of er should
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A.
D
1908.
September,
A true copy. A ttest:
J. HALL, administratrix of the esChas. F. Hazkltink, Register.
tate of Cyrus J. Hall, late of Belfast, in said
County of Waldo, deceased, having presented a TirAl DO SS.— In Court of Frobate, held at Relii
petition praying for a license to sell ai public or
fast, oh the 8th day of September, 1908.
private sale and convey certain real estate of Frederick M. Nickerson, executor of the last will
said deceased, described in said petition.
of William H. Nickerson, late of Belfast, in said
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to County, deceased, having presented his first and
all persons interested by causing a copy of this final account of administration of said estate for
order to he published three weeks successively allowance.
iu The Republican Journal, a newsp iper pubOrdered, That notice thereof be given, three
lished at Belfast, that they may appear at a Proweeks successively in The Republican Journal, a
bate Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for
newspaper published in Belfast, in said County
said County, on the 13th day of October, A. 1).
that all persons interested may attend at a Fro
1908, at ten of the clock before noon, and show bate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the,13th day
cause, if any they have, why the prayer of said of October next, and show cause, if any they
petitioner ehould not be granted.
have, why the said account should not be allowGEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
ed.
A true copy, Attest:
j A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.
Chas. F. Hazkltink, Register. c
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DeVVitt’s Carboiized Witch Hazel Salve
is recommended as ti e best thing to use for
piles. It is, of course, good for anything
where a salve is needed. Beware of imitations. Sold by R. H. Moody.
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the labor

—

Mr. Duncan is 06 years of age, and
as far as ability in business and in pub-

■

War and the men who are left are entitled to the fullest need of praise for

him:

wedding guests, a gloomy-looking young
man, did not seem to be enjoying himself. He was wandering about as though
convicted
of he bad lost his last friend. The best
A man who had been
stealing was brought before a certain man took it upon himself to cheer him
“down East” judge, well known for his
up.
tender-heartedness, to be sentenced.
“Er—have you kissed the bride?” he
“Have you ever been sentenced to asked
by way of introduction.
imprisonment?” asked the judge, not
“Not lately,” replied the gloomy one
unkindly.
with a far-away expression.—Every“Never!” exclaimed the prisoner,
body’s Magazine.
suddenly bursting into tears.
“Well, well, don’t cry, my man?” said
DeW’itt’s Little Early Risers are small
his honor consolingly ; “you’re going to pills, easy to take, gentle and sure. Sdld
be now.”—Everybody’s Magazine.
by R. H. Moody.
t
No

The remnant of that famous organization, the 7th Maine Battery, was held
on tlie fair grounds in Lewiston Sept.
10th. The military service rendered by
them was at a crucial point of the Civil
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WALDO
V

8S.—In Court of Plot

on the 8ih day "f S
Ward, administrate
Ward, late of thornty, deceased, having presented
f

fast,

Marion T.
George P.

account of administration of
lowance.

-.-i

Ordered, That notice there* :
weeks successively, in The Kepi
newspaper published in Belfast
that all persons interested max
bate Court, to In* held at Belfast.
of October next, and show
have, why the said account .-in
ed.
liEO. K. JOHN
A true copy.
Attest:
( HAS. P. HAZKl I
1

a

■

EDO SS.— In Court of Pr.-Ion Hit* 81 h day ot >
Critehett, administrate
Ralph
A.
of Mary
Pritchett, late ot
County, deceased, having pr.--.-i.>
final account of administration ••'
allowance.
Ordered, That notice thereof
weeks successively in Tlie K< p
newspaper published in Beiia-t,
that all persons interested may
bale Court, to be lieto at Belfast,
of October next, and show can
have, why the said account sin ■li
GEO. K. JOHN>■'
ed.
A true copy. Attest:
( has. P. Hazki.tin

WA fast,
O.

1

Administratrix

s

noth

i-

scriber hereby gives notice c.
duly appointed administratrix of li
MILO M.COLSON, late of I
in tlie County of Waldo, dceeas.
bonds as the la,w directs. All pcix-i
mauds against the estate of said
desired to present the same for
all indebted thereto are requested
ment immediately.
ALICE It

Belfast, September 8. 1908.
NOTICE. The Mil--by give notice that lit* has been
ed executor of the last, will and testan
LEWIS H. MATTHEWS, late of "•

EXECUTOR’S

111 the County of Waldo, deceased.
bonds as the law directs. All perdemands against the estate of said 1
desired to present the same for -cti
all indebted thereto are requested o
ment immediately.
WILI.IAM .1. MA 1
Sear sport, September 8, 1908.

j

11"

I
pelegateSj

w. C. T. 1.

Attend-T-h®
Fram.tPyXounty
,..ovefetioniin
,Ji

Rockland.

“Prohibition Maine greets prohibition
Arkansas and sends love, gratitude and

TAFT’S KINDNESS TO BUND.

congratulations.”!

Overrule* Washington Monument
Regulation For Benefit of the
Sightless.
The kind heartedness of Mr. Taft
and his sincere, common
sense sympathy with the unfortunates in this
world has just been
brought to the attention of the blind in a
peculiar way.
Away up in the top of the Washington monument, where
thousands go to
behold the beauties of the
nation's
capital, the Columbia Polytechnic institute, which seeks to make it possi-

The electiou of officers resulted in
the unanimous reelection of the follow-

ing:
President,Mrs. Lillian M. N. Stevens,
are
v in this State
secretary,
Portland; corresponding
the State convention Miss Isabelle B. Stickuey, East Brown,
Christian Temperance field; recording secretary, Miss Clara
i .-an a three days’ ses M. Farwell, Rockland; assistant record.nitning. A spirit of re- ing secretary, Mrs. Althea G. Quimby,
in other

X "Sept. 1(1."Delegates
in

>Ute

f

li'h121

n

ent victories
cssful outcome in

M onday dominates the

this forenary address
M X. Stevens, the
president, said that
.mi was a glorious vicat the saloon element
the W. C. T. U. and

,l‘

mization would
,.i that fear, by

\

and op-

prohibition

d

!

Mov,

i,

concon-

corresponding

iunions in the

;

'amber
!,ve
...

are

,e

14S had

reported

and 535 honorary

42

Loyal Temper-

jtli 1015 members.

..

was

appointed .chair

leutials committee and

Rockland,

d

chairman

courtesies.
mic officially welcomed
seiiee of a large audiihiptistchurch. Gov.
mi

!,.iif of the

State,

for-

behalf of the city,

m

..pin iu elialf of the
if. C Hall in behalf
1’he response was
Mac Duff of West

1

that the women of
attempting to do
mis and homes of
“Whather agency.
he declared,
o said,”
Miur motives and the
,;d follow the fulfill•mate aims should
kiiiestioned and un-

wre

national and State
M X. Stevens, was
She
iav's session.

treasurer, Mrs. Adelaide S. Johnson, Fort Fairfield.
These delegates to the national convention in Denver were selected: Mrs.

North Corner;

ble for the adult blind of the
Onited
States to rise above conditions
of depeudence by becoming self sustaining,
placed on sale souvenir post cards
manufactured by its blind. Some sentimental persons took the view that
this was undignified and succeeded in
having the superintendent of public
buildings and grounds order the cards
removed.
F. E. C'leaveland,
principal
of the institute, appealed to Mr.
Taft,
then secretary of war and within

Edith N. Oakes, Foxcroft; Mrs. Caro
line S. Fogg, Augusta; Mrs. Mary W.
Thomas, Saco; Mrs. E. N. Blanchard,
Lewiston; Mrs. Helen A. Thomas,
Greene; Mrs. Augusta Hunt, Portland;
Mrs. Helen Daggett, Waldoboro; Mrs.
Lelia C. Howe, Enfield; Mrs. Josephine
Stanley, Southwest Harbor; Miss Carrie
Jackson, Foxcroft; Mrs. Susie Thomp-

DENIES TWIT BRYAN
"COULD DO NO HARM.”
Burke Says Office of
President Is Infinitely Mere Powerful

Congressman

]

|

4

Than Congress.
Congressman James Francis Burke
»f Pittsburg in an address on “The
Powers of the President says:
“The American people caH make no
greater mistake than to elect Mr. Bryan on the assumption that he can do
no harm in the face of an adverse senAs between the executive and
ate.
departments of the govern-

legislative

ment the former has infinitely greater
than the latter.
power to rule and ruin
“Mr. Taft and Mr. Bryan are wholly
Each posdifferent types of men.
sesses a
strong individual character,
which would certainly assert itself in
What either of
the White House.
son, Friendship.
The closing session of the convention
these men would do during a four
Waldo county was
was held tonight.
years’ term in the White House is
awarded the banner for the county
causing as much anxiety among
making the largest proportional gain whose Jurisdiction came the office of I thoughtful Americans as the mere
in membership. Mrs. Lillian M. N.
matter of the election alone.
public buildings and grounds. It took
T.
Stevens defended Governor W.
“As a disturber of moneys the presonly a few words to convince the secCobb’s enforcement of the prohibitory
ident is without a rival in the world.
retary that the blind should have the
law and his veto of the repeal of the
benefit of this privilege, and the cards
Through the agencies under his conSturgis law.
trol he will this year disburse a billion
Mrs. Margaret D. Ellis, the national
were again placed on sale in the mondollars, showing the great things we
superintendent of legislation, delivered ument.
the closing address. The next convenare doing in adding to the unparalleled
“For this action,” said Principal
tion will be held in Bangor.
list of the world’s achievements.
Cleavcland in discussing the incident.
"In view of the fact that during the
“.Mr. Taft deserves the gratitude of
fifteen years of Bryan leadership the
MAINE’S
every blind person, particularly the
states controlled by his party have deas
progressive blind, who are striving to
as
creased from 23 to 12, the number of
[From the Boston Transcript.]
help their less fortunate fellows.”
48
to 31, the number of
senators
from
The more obvious political aspects of
ANTI-NEGRO PLANKS IN WEST
representatives in congress from 220
the Maine electiou so absorbed the pubto 104 and in that time the Democratic
VIRGINIA DEMOCRATIC
lic attention that few persons outside
the State realize that one of the most
party was in control of the ground,
PLATFORM.
radical constitutional changes ever prowhereas It is now, as a consequence of
his teachings, a hopelessly heteroposed in New England was accepted by
Jim Crow Plank.
on
an
there
the people
Monday. By
We favor the enactment of a law regeneous mass of Populistic elements,
some
places
overwhelming plurality—in
the American people can see little prosquiring common carriers engaged in
two to one—the voters approved the
is just what you’ve been looking for in a
pects of a constructive policy if Mr.
amendments submitted by the last passenger traffic to furnish separate
warm air heater
not light weight and
coaches or compartments for white and
Bryan should succeed.”
Legislature providing for both the pop- colored
shoddy built, but massive and strong,
passengers.
ular initiative and the referendum, and
in effect decreed a revolution in legiscarefully fitted like the Glenwood Range,
Things Bryan Would Forget.
Elective Franchise Plank.
lation by deferring all final action to
and a powerful and economical heater.
The most important, because the
the
the approval of
people. Essentially
Believing that the extension of the
most curiously novel, feature of Mr.
Glenwood
Steam
Maine has adopted the Western idea,
elective franchise to a race inferior in
Bryan’s address is his apotheosis of
and the constitution as amended will | intelligence and without
preparation
the party platform. A now doctrine of
and Water Boilers are all made of the
be in sympathy in this particular feat- ] for the wise and
prudent exercise of a
infallibility is embodied in these sensame good iron by the same skilled workure with the organic laws of .-states j
privilege so vital to the maintenance
tences at the very beginning of Mr.
men in the great Glenwood
which all have heretofore considered
Foundry at
of good government was a mistake if
Bryan’s speech:
radical” as to be unacceptable as
so
Taunton.
not a crime committed by the Repub
A platform is binding as to what it
monitors to the New England tempera-!
lican party during the reign of passion
ment.
omits as well as to what it contains.
You take no risk in
and
ratified
!
prejudice following the civil war
Briefly, the Maine scheme as
A platform announces a party’s posifor each range or heater is guaranteed
the
of
for
that
the
enactments
political ends and purposes, we deprovides
tion on the questions which are at isby the Makers to give the service and
Legislature shall not take effect until I clare that the I nocrnti party is in
sue, and an otiicial is not at liberty to
If
satisfaction that it was intended to give.
their
after
passage.
ninety days
j favor of so amending the constitution use the authority vested in him to urge
within that period 10,000 electors so
as to preserve the purity of the ballot
personal views which have not been
petition, the operation of any law is
and the electorate of the state from the
submitted to the voters for tlieir apN
postponed until it has been passed upon ; evil results from conferring such powproval.
by the people at the next general elec- j er and
those
who
are
privilege
upon
it
tiou. As Maine is a biennial State,
It is natural that Mr. Bryan should
j
will he always possible for any 10,000 j unfitted to appreciate its importance,
disavow certain “omitted issues,” such
lor
two
as
it
affects
the
to
bold
and
up
stability
preservaorganized objectors
as free silver, government ownership
years at least any enactment, however j tion of good gw. 'fitment.
of railroads, the initiative and referendesirable it may be in the opinion ot
dum, attacks upon the courts and oththe majority of the people and howTaft’s Religion.
er theories which at times he sanctionever impressive may have been the
To dispose of questions which should
But he is
ed overhastily in the past.
popular mandate on which the Legisla- not be asked as speedily as possible let
unfortunate in his manner of expressBut this is not the only
ture acted.
us say that Mr. Taft is m>t a Roman
ing that disavowal.
way in which the legislators are ham-,
Catholic,
lie is a mem:mm* of the UniA party platform is not political
pered. The initiative amendment gives
That
was
the
church
of
tarian
church.
subto
the
to any 12,000 electors
power
writ.
The
American
people
holy
nev
his
he
has
and
to
the
a
law
separat
mit
parents,
Legislature by petition.
not a
choose for president a man
ed himself from it.
His wifi-, however,
It' the Legislature decline to pass the
clerk, to carry out the orders of a conneverbe
it
must
law
referred,
is
an
ami
ho
worships
proposed
Episcopalian,
On ami after June 22,1908, trains connecting
vention committee. A platform is not
theless, in its original form to the peo- more often beside her in her church.
at Burnham and Waterville with through trains
a prophetic code of conduct, but a
ple. The Legislature may “suggest”
These are the facts, which are utterfrom Bangor, Waterville, Portland aud
Are guaranteed to contain as large percentage
summary of basic principles, to lie al- for and
amendments, and it is optional with
The
ly and absolutely unimportant.
will run as tollows:
the people to accept or reject any or
tered, amended or enlarged according Boston,
of
matter
a man's religion has no right
subhas
Maine
all of these. In a word,
to the couutry’s needs.—Philadelphia
FROM BELFAST.
fill place in consideration of his fitness
verted its Legislature, and has restrictNorth American.
AM
PM
PM
The
constitution
for
'the
which
of
a
ttiat
presidency.
to
functions
its
body
ed
8 15
6 56
12 06
Belfast depart
of the nation, ordained and established
can do little more than propose legisla00 112 10
13 20
City Point...17
Union Labor Vote.
13 80
“to secure the blessings of liberty to
tion.
Waldo .17 10 112 20
3 42
12 32
Hon. William H. Buchanan is one of
Brooks. 7 22
Of course the requirements of such
ourselves and our posterity.” expressly
64
H2 44
34
f3
....17
Knox
the leading union men of western New
50
4 00
12
40
large numerical support for the refer- places the very suggestion of such
7
Thorndike.
4 08
12 58
York and in 1907 was the Democratic Unity
7 48
endum or the initiave were inserted by
of
patriotism.
thought outside the pale
4
1 20
candidate for assemblyman in Chau- Burnham, arrive. £10
the law makers in the hope that they
gjj
No words can be clearer than these
would render the application of both
« to
This is what he has to Clinton.
» 33
tauqua
county.
Benton.
from our country’s fundamental law,
10
6
evidently
3
15
The
3o
assumption
infrequent.
Bangor*.. .11
say of the effort of Mr. Gompers to
“No religious test ever shall be rewas that the operation of securing 10,tlie
labor
vote over to Mr. Bryan:
turn
1 68
844
Waterville.
quired as a qualification to any office
000 or 12,000 names to petitions would
A M
P M
A M
“I am a union labor man, and I want I
or
12 56
4 50
!
be so difficult that it would be successpublic trust under the United
Portland.12 06
man
can
further
that
no
to
6 30
carry
<65
say
3 35
< K. D.
States.”
ful only when public opinion had been
8 2o
2 60
the labor vote into tlie Democratic i Boston, | wT. D. 3 30
The numerous queries about Mr.
profoundly stirred by legislation passed
camp. I know how union labor men
or proposed. Unfortunately lor Maine,
TO BELFAST.
Taft’s religious belief show* simply the
feel in this city, and three-fourths of
the experience of .States from whose
Order by name and INSIST on having it.
AM
AM
tf25
extent to which his enemies have gone
PM
9 00
them will stand by the Republican
statute books it has takeu a leaf is that
1E.1L. 7 00
him
to
some
rouse
prejudice against
secure
9
16
to
Boston,
difficult
means
no
is
\ w 1)
it
by
party because only in that way have
PM
Since there was no spot upon his whole
armies in support of referendum or inthe assurance of freedom from
110
clean record of private conduct and | they
Portland.-.10 30 7 CO
tuitive. A sort of brokerage business in
the business disturbance that Mr. Bry4 16
Names are se9 60
public service to which they could
names lias sprung up.
Waterville.'•. 6 55
an promises for at least four years if
1220
'>45
point to Taft’s detriment they displaycured, on commission, tor any project
Bangor.
he
can
be
elected.
We
a
workingmen
almost
ed their willingness to descend to any
4 22
At the last Oregon election
* 66
Benton. ?
borne
can't earn wages if statesmen are put
score of initiative projects were
depth of petty, cowardly, contemptible
laws
other
and
make
in
to
disturb
business
office
and
among
on the ballots,
attack that might do him harm.—Phila6o»
trou 1 lie.”
submitted to referendum was the apdelphia North American.
University
State
the
u
for
propriation
which has been paralyzed by the voters
Campaign Funds.
Same Old Story.
=
refusal to approve it. It is perfectly
16 00
“We welcome Sir. Taft to this ad19 35 111 50
Pi tv Poi
nt
Point.......
his
to
talk"
Taft talked "straight
6 06
65
11
AA u
y
feasible for a minority of Maine voters
vanced ground,” said Mr. Bryan In one
Belfast, arrive
enthat
countrymen about every issue
to force endless voting on legislation
tFlag station.
his numerous interviews since the
of
at
the
ot
now
sold
are
mass
of whose approval by the
Limited tickets for Boston
grosses tbe thoughts of Americans toon Branch.
Denver convention. The ground referdoubt.
$5.00 from Belfast and all stations
people there is not the slightest
day. Bryan promises a series of postred to is Mr. Taft’s statement that no
Through tickets to all points ^
F. L.
Burnham,
Lewis 8anbor^
The complaisance of the Republican
scripts to dispose of tariff, railroads,
west, via all routes, for sale hy
the
campaign contributions would be reLegislative majority which made
Agent, Belfast.
currency, trusts and everything else of
ceived from corporations. Sir. Bryan
submission ot the amendment possible
-ANl)real importance. And then lie engages
for if 12,000
Intended to convey the Impression that
may return to trouble it,
after
searches
in
one
of
his
lebill
melancholy
voters want a “resubniission
Mr. Taft bad come to that determinaa “paramount issue” and finds it in
ferred to the popular vote there is nothAMERICAN HOUSE, BOSTON, MASS.
tion after the Denver convention. In
then
the rhetorical, fustian and tinsel platiing to prevent their accomplishing
That’s what our coal is—as good
that the Democratic "peerless one” Is
another
tude, “Shall the people rule?’
purpose. Maine has just given
HON. WM. T. COBB and
Weekly shipments of live stock to Brighton
not honest Mr. Taft is a law abiding
It is the old, old story. The garb of
illustration of its tendency to radicalCoal as was ever mined. As free Market. Cars leave Belfast every Monday mornare unlawcontributions
citizen.
Such
the
j
the conservative does not sit well upon
CALVIN AUSTIN, Receivers.
ism, since both parties supported and
from slate and dirt as it is pos- ing and Burnham Monday noon. Dover and Foxful, made so by a law passed by a Reamendments, and both Republican
the horn Crusader. Mr. Bryan has put
croft every Saturday morning.
I solicit your
their
a
instance
of
the
advocated
at
congress
publican
Democratic newspapers
forth a tactful, smoothly phrased buuconsignment, promising you prompt and satissible to get Coal.
Carefully
of
which
administration
Republican
acceptance.
BANGGR DIVISION.
i factory returns with the party’s name and addle of generalities, and he has done so
Judge Taft was a part six months bescreened, and every ton a full ton. dress I sell your stock to. Write for shipping
at the very moment when the mental
fore the Denver convention. Be honMr. Bryan Heard From Maine.
appetite of the whole people Is sharpWhy should it not be a burning directions and my weekly market letter, free.
est, Mr. Bryan, if you can!
ened for strong meat and not wind
SIX TRIP SERVICE.
Mr. Bryan heard from Maine and was
success?
Try us with your next
pudding.
steamer
happy, or pretended to be:
if'omme,icing Monday, May 4tli,
Keeping In the Spotlight.
With a score of honestly disputed
of Bangor leave Belfast
“1 am very gratified at the returns
or
City
“Rockland
city
order, and your will certainly get
Candidate Cbnfln. having fallen into
the
tor Camden, Rockland
he
from Maine. They indicate that
at 4.30 p. m. week days
and important questions open,
ex
the water tank out west and having
trend toward the Demecratic party
that will
HampCoal
chooses deliberately to select as the
you both in
Winterport,
anKov0Seoi'9Port, Bucksport, at 7.45 a. m or on
stopped half a brick with his person at
tends over ttie country; they encourage
and Bangor
chief issue of the campaign a query to
den on
in
except
that
daily,
Boston,
from
believe
victory
to
to
bo
Is
steamer
if
and price.
keep
going
Democrats
arrival of
Springfield, will,
which there is absolutely no negative
Monday.
November is certain.”
In the limelight, have fo lose bis diathe curesponse—"Shall the people rule?” The
returning
So glows the sunlight from
with
monds or do a buck and wing
a
people always have ruled and always
at 6.00 p. m.
cumbers; and so the Kennebec has
gteainers leave Boston week days
Mrs. Nation.—Minneapolis Journal.
to
or
will rule.—Philadelphia North Ameriiknvn Rockland, via Camden, at 5.30 a. m.,
“trend” to run up-hill, and lire
except
ashdaily,
from
\\
Boston,
the
of
on arrival of steamer
freeze. A correspondent
can, Aug. 15, 1908.
town
Kernology.
at 2 p. in., via interington Star was in a Maryland
Bangor week days
The
It is said the Democratic vice presiwith Mr. Bryan the other day.
Reciprocal
Boosting.
to Boston, $3.25 one
sure lie
Belfast
is
Democrat,
a
is
not
Dave
dential
candidate
vegetarian
Lewis,
Hou.
Judge Parker is laboring for the
To THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL.
We
A.
W
32
is going to succeed Colonel George
after all. Kerniverous, eb? Help! PoBELFAST, MAINE.
live stock, is insured against
A1!!
ot
Bryan cause in California, which reto
take
want
of
our
com.
Pearre as representative in Congress to
nmine
*
advantage
you
me
lice!—New York Mail.
cnls the fact that Bryan’s campaign in
Be,fast Maire
“The colonel,
the Sixth District.
bination with THE NEW IDEA WOMAN’S
show
Nebraska for Parker kept the Repubput it poetically, “lias no more
Not a Wail For Bryan.
lican majority in the state down to
MAGAZINE. We li ive already announced
than a tiapjack at a famine party.
tne
“Let us have the worst.” says the
KG,000.—St. Louis Globe-Democrat.
Struck by this joyous conhdenee
that we offer the two together.for $2.10.
ancient
an
souuds
like,
That
consulted
Brooklyn Eagle.
correspondent
trorn
Democrat who knows the district
Mr. Bryan criticises Mr. Taft for
though it isn't a declaration for Bryan
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answer.
the
was
this
aud
to
a
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—New Y’ork Tribune.
adding to the Republican platform. In
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I d be
i Sample copies of Xew Idea at this
"There ain’t much to tell and
the meantime the number of “paraOffice hours every afternoon from l to 4.
was. But
awfully glad to tell it if there
23
Candidate Sherman has been premount issues” which Mr. Bryan subEvenings I shall be at my residence,
cussoffice.
Dave Lewis always was a hopetul
sented with a loving cup. The next
of Netracted from the Democratic platform
REPUBLICAN JOURNAL PUB. CO
Court Street, to answer calls.
Mr. Bryan is the Dave Lewis
would fill several large volumes.—
thing in order is to present Candidate
11.
braska.—New York Sun.
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will Interest Many.
When you have a cold you may be sure
that good that it has
been caused indirectly by constiEvery persou should know
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all
Kidney
take
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move the bowels. This
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form,
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MAKSPOKUOlALS.
Henry SweetsAr
Lynn, Mass.

arrived

Miss Anna L. Wildes of Belfast is the guest
of Miss Emma Hichborn. She arrived last week.

last week from

1

Miss Clara Roulstone of Boston is visiting
relatives in town.
Mrs. J. D. Sweetser returned last week from

Mrs. Harriet C. Hichborn left Friday to
visit Mrs. Haley in Prospect for several days.
Mra. Maria Blanchard suffered a painful ill

*

|

turn

avisitin NewYork.
Prof. Fred N. Park of Boston
last week visiting relatives.

was

Mr. Byron Pendleton of Salem, Mass., arrived
in town the middle of last week and is visiting
relatives.
Mrs. Alvah C. Treat left last Thursday for
Boston to visit relatives in various sections of

were

spending
Rev. and Mrs. Harry Hill
week's vacation at Swan Lake.
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Beals of Springfield,
a

are

two

Mass.,

are

and Mrs. J. A. Clement are spending the
remainder of the month at Swan Lake.
a

East Millinockett

new

E. C. Atwood of Daytona, Florida, is the
guest of Mr. and Mrs. John C. Stowers.
John Eyre returned Monday to Fordham, N.
Y., where he is attending Fordham college.
Dr.

Perry Sprague

on a
York, where he has been employed
summer.
the
during
large yacht
Boston
Miss Lillian A. Simmons arrived from
called here by the condition of

Laura Chase last Saturday.C. L. Fletcher,
who has been employed in Bar Harbor the
past summer, arrived home last week.
Waverly Tasker and daughter Vivian are visit-

her mother, Mrs. Roxanna A. Simmons.
week
Miss Nellie Hichborn spent last

ing

New

A large party went on the Bangor & Aroostook railroad excursion Wednesday to Kineo.
Miss Emma D. Field, who spent the summer
in town, returned last week to Malden. Mass.

Monday night,

|

| Rockland, the guest

of Mrs.

Lettie

in

northeast

Rose, who has been visiting
friends in town, returned last week to hei
home in Derry, N. H.
Mr. and Mrs. F. M. Harris of Somerville
Miss

Emma

..

..

.Walter Taylor and family passed Sunday
and Mrs. John Smith.. .Walter Hawes
of Chelsea, Mass., last week joined his brothers
from Boston at the old homestead at the Center. Mrs. Lilia Trask of Albion is visiting

Mr.

with Mr.

father, Mr. George Carter... Rev^ndrew
Andrews of Prospect recently visited at J. B.
Stone’s. Merton C. Bagley and Miss Ethel
Webb of Troy were married in Newport, Sept.
16th, by Rev. Mr. Hill.
her

|

Charles Curtis sprained his ankle very badly
playing ball.Mr. and Mrs. Perley

Woburn, Mass., are visiting relaMiss Melissa McKeen recently bought a nice cow.Mrs. H. P. W’hite is
the guest this week of her brother, Mr. E. E.
Me Keen of

tives in town...

Hichborn left Sept. 16th for
Portland to join her aunt, Mrs. C. S. Rendell, at
ber for New York.
forest the home of her brothers, F. O. and G. F. HichRev. R. G. Harbutt saw nine different
born, and after a few days accompany her home.
residence,
his
"High
from
noon
fires Saturday
They arrived in Stockton Monday night.
Tide," on the Belfast road

Clements,

and Mrs. W. C. Loud came from Hampden last Saturday and are the guests of Mrs.
her parents,
L.’s aunt and husband, Capt. and Mrs. Horace
turned to Boston last week.
M. Griffin, Middle street. Old friends have a
summer
the
who
spent
Mrs. Harry L. Perry,
1
and husN. 1., cordial welcome for our townswoman
in town, returned Saturday to Brooklyn,
band.
I
where she will spend the winter.
I The drouth continues. The lawns are sufDr. George B. Tibbetts, a native of Searsport,
the
fering for water, but.day after day the sunto
a
as
representative
has been elected
continues. Wells and cisterns are dry,
shine
a
as
Republilegislature in the Orrington class
and but for the abounding supply of our town ^
can.
I water soft and unfailing—there would be
aj
the A. A.
£. C. Coleman, superintendent of
!
threatened water famine in the village.
on
week
last
in
town
C. Co. of Boston, was
her son-in-law, J. B.
and
I
Nickels
A.
V.
Mrs.
s
Mack
at
j
business connected with their plant
DuBose, and little daughter, Edna of Marion*
Mr.

in

Searsport

..

Cunningham
Mrs. Jennys

.Mr.

of

to
Searsport has returned to
work.A heavy frost on the lowlands has
killed everything green and ice formed quite
thick.One Sunday recently Marden’s hotel
dinnered 47 guests.Mrs. Fred Young of

Boston, Mass., is the guest of Mrs. Wm.
Clements.Miss Nellie Smith of Lowell,
Mass., and Mr. and Mrs. Charles Eastman and
daughter visited Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Eastman
last week... Mr. and Mrs. Tarr of Etna visited
her sister, Mrs. Charles Marr, last week.
Miss Louise Cunningham is in Malden, Mass.,

j visiting her sister, Mrs. Dowling.

People
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cured

me as

in

ter

for the United States.
Remember the name- Doan's- and take
other.
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My Autumn Sale of Fine Furs

$165#

WILL COMMENCE
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Lay Slate-Pencil in OneHands in Dreadful State—Disease Defied Remedies and Prescriptions—Suffered Seven Years.

Could

...

j

j

FOUND A PERMANENT
CURE IN CUTICURA

...

|

j

..

--°-

j

..

..

..

..

....

...

“I had eczema on my hands for about
Seven years and during that time I had
used several so-called
remedies, together with
physicians' and druggists’ prescriptions. The
disease was so bad on
my hands that I could
lay a slate-pencil in one
c f the cracks and a rule
placed across the hand
would not touch the
I used -,
pencil.
-,-Skin Lotion,
Remedy and
others externally but I
internal
remedy, and
did not use any
while some gave partial relief, none refirst box of
did
the
lieved as much as
Cuticura Ointment. I made a purchase
of Cuticura Soap and Ointment and
cured after two
my hancis were perfectly
boxes of Cuticura Ointment and one
I now keep
cake of soap were used.
them on hand for sunburn, etc., and use
Cuticura Soap for shaving. 1 could "write
a great deal more in reference to my
of
cure but do not want to take more
H. Dean, Newark.
your time. William
Del., Mar. 2S, 1007.”

CHILD SUFFERED

■.

MalVQuartette,

/ietail Market.

1.10
12 Lime p bbl.,
Bref,corned, p lb,
4l
B tier Salt, 14 lb,
lSa20|Oat Meal p tb.
3
0**111 p bu.,
96jOuions p lb,
Cracked Corn, p bu, 93 Oil Kerosene, gal.,13a 14
6
Corn Meal, p bu.,
93j Bollock *' ‘b,
13
18 Cork p tb.
Cheese, p lb,
1.13
Blaster
1.7n
bbl.,
Cotton Seed, p ewt.,
p
C« dlish dr
3$
p lb,
8;«9jl*ye Meal P lb,
L5n
io; Short* p ewt..
C ram ernes, p qt..
Clover >.cd.
22|Sugar p lb,
88
T. I., p bu.,
Flour p bbl.,
5.50a6.75jSait,
11. G. Seed p bu.,
3.00Sweet Botatoes,
4
14 Wheat Meat.
Laid, p lb.
.,

....

With Sores on Legs. Cured in
Two Weeks by Cuticura.
“My little daughter suffered with
Her
sores on her legs all last summer.

sore, too. and she couldp t
her shoes. I think she was poisoned
by running through weeds but the docI tried several
tor said it was eczema.
remedies but failed to find a eure. Then
I sent for Cuticura Soap and Cuticura
Ointment which cured her in two weeks.
I find Cuticura the best I ever tried for
never
any kind of sore and I hope I shall
Mrs. Gertie Laughlin.
be without it.
Ivydale, W. Va., Apr 25, 1907.”

feet

«

were

wear

Complete External and Internal Treatment for
Every Humor of Infants. Children, andtheAdults

Skin,
consists of Cuticura Soap (25c.) to Cleanse
Cuticura Ointment (50c.) to Heal the Skin, and
Cut lcura Resolvent (50c.). (or In the form of Chocolate
Coated Pills 25c per vial of 60) to Purify the Blood.
Potter Drug A Chem.
Sold throughout the world.
Com., Sole Props., Boston. Mass.
■S’-Mailed Free. Cuticura Book on Skin Diseases.

Millions of bottles of Foley’s Honey and
Tar have been sold without any person
ever having experienced any other than
beneficial results from its use for coughs
colds and lung trouble. This is because the
genuine Foley's Honey and Tar in the yellow package contains no opiates or other
harmful drugs. Guard your health by refusing any but the genuine. R. H. Moody.
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LIBERTY.
Mrs. Louise Clough of Michigan is a guest of
Mrs. J. W. Clough_Miss E. E. Bancroft, who
has been at Mrs. E. L. Mitchell’s since July,
j
Point.
! South Carolina, drove over from Searsport last returned to her home in New York last Sunday.
C.
1.
Stuart,
C.
Newbegin,
Moses Burpee, P.
Mrs. G. E. Russ and Miss Emily Russ have
to call upon relatives in our village.
Dibble Thursday
L. E. Blake, William Lewis and W. W.
He returned to their home in Worcester, Mass.,
Mr. DuBose’s tarry in Maine was brief.
last
of Houlton were at the Searsport House
Mitchleft on his return trip early the present week. after spending six weeks at Mrs. E. L.
^
week.
ell’s.Jas. L. Knowlton was in Waterville
meet
will
this,
Aid
The Ladies’
Society
j last week to attend the annual reunion of the
Mr. and Mrs. French Grant, who have been
afternoon with Mrs. Charles C. Park, )
few years, Thursday,
at Guayaquil. Ecuador, for the past
1st Maine Cavalry.Mr. E. E. Gardiner of
five
with
a
West Main street for whist playing,
arrived Sunday from Boston, where they had
R. I., is a guest of Mrs. C. M. Ayer..
cent fee from each lady. Through the coming Howard,
been visiting relatives.
Mrs. Geo. Berry and children returned to their
winter the gatherings will be held weekly, alhome in Hamilton, N. Y., last week.Miss
E. A. Buker, our local saddler, stuck a splinternating with sewing and card playing, havlast
Gertrude Hutchins of Bangor is the guest of
at
each
ter in the fore finger of his right hand
i
meeting.
|
ing the half-dime payment
Mrs. W. L. Cargill_Mrs. Maude Reynolds is
week which put him out of commission in the
At this writing (Monday) many are anticipa- j
friends in Augusta. Mr. Edward
several
for
days.
to visiting
sewing line
Excursion
Leaf
Autumn
“The
ting joining
j Cain of Palermo was a guest over Sunday of
arrived
Wilson,
Aroosand
Captain
the
over
Enterprise,
Bangor
Barge
Moosehead Lake,”
his sister, Mrs. C. R. Nelson. Mrs. Joseph
tons of
Monday from Philadelphia with 1,635
took R. R., on Wednesday, Sept. 23rd. A most j
Young of West Liberty is visiting her daughter, Waterville is visiting old friends here.Mrs.
be
disto
R.
Pacific
R.,
Canadian
the
the
coal to
year, :
delightful outing at any season of
E. S. Mitchell
Mrs. W. A. Benner, in Brewer
Mack's
at
dock
coal
J. O.
Bartlett returned from Massachusetts
charged at the Penobscot
and especialy now, when Dame Nature is dec- had a horse die
suddenly last Sunday night.
Saturday.Mrs. Eugene Rowe of Palermo
Point.
orating every hillside in her inimitable reds,
was a recent guest of Mrs. Allen Goodwin.
LINCOLNVILI.K CENTER.
Mr. Beverly Du Bose of Marian, S. C., was in ! greens and yellows.
Mr. and Mrs. Horace Tibbetts of Rockport Mrs. Clara B. Palmer and Mrs. Kitty F. Hantown last week, the guest of Mrs. A. V. Nickels.
Mrs. Henry S. Overlook left Friday to join
in town Sunday-Miss Velma Wood- num visited J. M. Palmer Sunday and Monday.
S. Overlook, in Som- j visited
Mrs. Prudie N. Putnam, who spent the sum- her daughter, Miss Emily
.Mrs. T. S. Erskine entertained the Larkin
is attending the High school in Camden.
De- erville, Mass., where they will make their home bridge
in
home
for
her
left
in
mer
Monday
|
town,
Burton R. Grey, who has had employment Soap Club Saturday.Mrs. Sarah Thompson
her
leased
0.
Mrs.
the
having
for
present,
troit, Mich.
in Portland, is at home fora few days-A. H. is visiting her son, B. F. Thompson.
residence in our village for the present year at
Richard T. Dodge was the oldest voter in
Miller and wife were guests of Capt. and Mrs.
to
but
this
We
cling
least.
departure,
regret
WINTER PORT.
town who voted at the State election Sept.
Wadsworth in Belfast last Sunday
Ansel
to
the
of
a
family
return, eventually,
to the the hope
Congratulations are in order at the home of
14th, being 93 years of age. He came
is at home from Stonington for a
Frank
Gray
place on Church street.
H. L. Eldridge on the arrival of a fine boy, and
short time... Miss Lena McKinney is at home
polls unassisted. Mr. Dodge voted the straight
Mr. Flitner Staples has suffered from a bad
wears the smile that won’t come off.
Republican ticket.
from Dark Harbor-Mrs. Clara McKinney is Henry
cold since his return from the Maine General j
Mrs. Fogg and son of Hyde Park, Mass., are
native
his
called
there
been
few
has
for
a
who
visiting
in
Belmont
by
Robert Carr,
days days,
| Hospital at Portland to the home of his parents, ! the illness of her father, Albert Morrill Mr. visiting her brother, Rev. A. J. Lockhart.
town for the past two months, left Thursday
and Mrs. Horace Staples, West Main !
is at home from CamCaptain
sishis
visit
will
he
where
and Mrs. Frank Grey entertained friends from Miss Laura Thompson
for Milford, Mass.,
!
He did not receive the benefit hoped
her vacation with her
to his street.
last Sunday ...Willis McKinney is em- bridge, Mass., spending
Belfast
ter for a few weeks before returning
i for from the treatment given his spinal trouble
Gushee-Mr. parents, Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Thompson.
as teamster for T. E.
home in Victor, Col.
ployed
by the hospital surgeons. He walks but little and Mrs. Frank Dickey of Waterville are Ernest Blaisdell of Rockland was in town for a
the
M ss Lillian G. Bunnells, whu spert
and with difficulty, using two crutches.
few few days recently.Mrs. Charlotte Bryer
W.
Mrs.
and
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Dickey for a
summer with her parents, Hon.
and little granddaughter left for Malden last
The accident, a fall, while going through
redays_- Rae Rankin is at home from Dark
T. C. Bunnells, on North Searsport avenue,
has arrived from
some athletic practice, which Joe Lancaster
Harbor for a vacation... .The Spiritual lec- week_ Mrs. J. R. Kilburn
turned last week to Melrose Highlands, Mass.,
is at the home of her nephmet with just as the campers were breaking
tures by F. A. Wiggin of Boston Monday and Milford, Mass., and
where she is teaching in one of the public
where she will probably
camp at Sandy Head last week, proves quite
Tuesday evenings were very interesting and ew, Albert Snow,
schools.
Miss Louise Ewer of
serious, obliging him to remain entirely quiet, were largely attended-Miss Georgia Miller spend the winter.
of Capt. Eben
Capt. Lebbeus Curtis, sou
the spine having been bruised near the end. has
fill a position as Bangor was the guest of Miss Frances Lougee
to
Vinalhaven
to
gone
Curtis, formerly of Searsport, has taken com- We hope recovery may be rapid. All friends
rerpntlv.Mrs. Dwver and sons are at the
teacher in the Grammar school.
mand of the steamer Lansing owned by the are full of sympathy for our young friend.
Commercial House for an indefinite stay.
20th
for
and
sailed
Aug.
SKA IS&WONT.
Union Oil Company
Miss Guida C. Homer of Bucksport was the
were
of
Belfast
guests
Mr. and Mrs. G. B. Dyer
two ports in Chili laden with oil. Capt. Curtis
guest of Miss Juanita Hill last week.Capt.
the Monroe fair last week, notwithstanding the
of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Brown Sept. 19th and Frank L. Crockett and wife are in town for a
is a grandson of the late Capt. Lebbeus Curtis
almost stifling dust which enveloped everything
20th.'Lhe baseball game at the Kelso farm short time_ Mrs. E. F. Estes is visiting her
of Searsport, who commanded the bark Solothe roads. Mr. and Mrs. Frank Jackson,
upon
the passage
Saturday between the Searsmonts and the old home in Skowhegan.Miss Bertha Cole
mon Piper of 196 tons, who made
Mr. and Mrs. Will Smith and Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Camdens resulted in a victory for the former, is
from Searsport to San Francisco in 148 days in
having her house painted.... Dr. A. L.
for
two
out”
party
enjoyed a “camping
14 to 4_Timothy Knight, who was injured
1850. Capt. Eben Curtis is now with the San Bishop
Stavely of Washington, D. C., was the guest of
for
a tent and the necessary outfit
taking
that
days,
far
recovered
has
so
fair
the
Lewiston
Association.
it
Francisco Underwriters
his uncles, F. W. and S. P. Kelley, last week.
living during the principally interesting feat- lie was able to come home last week
Rev. C.
_Miss Mary Morgan is at home from Boston
Dodge's Corner. Waldo M. Chapin and ures of the fair.
of
H. Bryant's mother, Mrs. John M. Bryant
for a visit.Mrs. A. E. Treat and daughter,
family returned to their home in New York
Bristol,Me.,and his sister,Mrs. Archibald Camp- Miss Lizzie, were in Boston last week selectMrs. A. P. Blanchard, who has been a guest
.Mrs. Etta M. Chapin has been
last week
W. Mat- at The Stockton for three months, left Tuesday bell MacMillan of Burmah. India, visited him
Miss Hilda Wilvisiting Mrs. G. E. Chapin and J.
ing their fall millinery..
.On account of the County Grange
ast week
her
thews' family....Henry Dodge is home from for Hallowed, to remain for a time with
liams left last week for Malden, where she is
church
entertainment
of
the
date
the
neeting,
Orono for a vacation.Mrs. Anna Nickerson niece, Mrs. Orilla (McGilvery) Bean, and fame ttending school.Mrs. Wm. McGee is re
to Thursday evening, October
Miss Abbie
ily. The sea air seemed bad for the severe was postponed
is visiting Mrs. J. E. Harden at The Elms.
covering from her recent fall.
the
shocked
at
] Coffren of Bangor was a guest at the home of'
rheumatic trouble from which Mrs. Blanchard 5th.The community was
A song service was held at the First CongreMarriner
has long and severely suffered. Old friends, as ludden death of Mrs. Cora Mahoney
as folHon. Fred Atwood for a day or two last week.
gational church last Sunday evening,
She was in her. usual health at
well as relatives, are sorry to have her leave 5ept. 18th.
_Mrs. Nelson Weed, who recently underlows:—
climate may prove loon and in the afternoon she walked to her I went a
"The Golden Threshold.” town, but hope the inland
surgical operation on her ankle at the
1
Anthem,
she
was taken
where
Frank
Gelo’s,
Mrs.
lister’s,
beneficial.
Invocation
E. M. Hospital, is much improved.The
a few hours of intense ;
after
ill
and
O for the wings of a dove.
riolently
Quartette,
friends of C. W. Fernald of New York
Miss Melvina A. Patterson left Sept. 16th, luifering passed away. Mrs. Marriner was a many
Responsive reading, No. 21.
will be sorry to learn that he is in very poor
"The bon of God.
Anthem,
beloved
was
on her return trip to Washington, D. C., after
and
by
voman of noble character
health and has been obliged to go to a sanitaCollection and notices.
her annual visit with her brother and wife, ,11 who knew her. The husband and sister who
rium. .J. M. Simpson and family of New York
Scripture reading
Main
East
know
oh
soul.
“Praise the Lord
my
•emain have the sympathy of all who
; Capt. and Mrs. Frank A. Patterson,
Anthem,
| were at the home of his brother, Frank Simpthe
street. Although Miss P. has resigned
;hem. The funeral was at Mrs. Gelo’s Sunday
“Jesus Lover of my Soul.”
for a brief stay last week.... Miss Edna
position in the U. S. land office which she had iftemoon and was largely attended. Many son,
1
Remarks.
Averill of the Boston Deaconess Home gave
filled for 34 years, she will con“Saviour when night.
,ut of town relatives and friends weye present.
acceptably
Quartette,
an interesting lecture in the interest of their
tinue to reside in our beautiful National CapiBenediction.
work at the Methodist vestry Friday evening.
tol among the numerous friends formed in her SORTH STOJIKTON SPRINGS.
Mrs. Hannah Holt, a former well known
Miss Minnie Moody is quite ill since her relong residence there. Summers will find her
WEDDING BELLS.
she had employ- resident of this town, passed away Sept. 11th
in Maine, according to present plans, and the ;urn from Mt. Desert, where
nent this summer.Mrs. Hattie Hichborn at the home of her daughter, Mrs. Hobart,
Dunn-McQuillan. A quiet wedding occur- desires of her relatives and acquaintances.
with whom she had lived for some years. The
:rom the village is visiting Mrs. James Haley.
red in North Palermo Wednesday evening,
Martha McQuillan of
Miss Bertha Partridge went to Belfast on remains were brought here for interment
A Reduced Timber Cut.
Sept. 9th. when Mrs.
C.
business recently and on her return visited Tuesday, accompanied by her daughter, Mrs.
Fairfield was united in marriage to Charles
was
The cut of timber the coming winter in east- Miss Jennie Crockett in Searsport for a few Morrison.
Mrs. Holt was the widow of the
Dunn of Kennebunkport. The ceremony
ern Maine will be smaller than last year by 25
Helen Calderwood has returned late John Holt, and had lived to the advanced
E. E. Morse, the pastor of
Rev.
lays....Miss
in
by
are
performed
to 35 pre cent according to those who
School. age of 94 years and 2 months. She was the
» Winterport to attend the High
their new a position to know.
children, but only the two
the Baptist church, at 6 o’clock in
and children of Sandy- mother of eleven
Blanchard
Maud
Mrs.
Hobart and Mrs.
daughters, Mrs. Hannah She
home, the rooms of which were tastefully
F.
was a kind and
Mr.
at
Partridge’s.
The
Percy
are
Tabitha:
flowers.
survive.
boint
ring
visiting
and
ferns
Morrison,
Lucy
decorated with
Flour
Medal
friends.
reRaised biscuits from Gold
Mr. Blanchard is in Boston in search of em- genial neighbor and left many
service was used. Mr. and Mrs. Dunn will
Samantha.
excellent.
are
aide in Palermo for the present.

pjiyrp
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the former instance.”

by all dealers. Price 50 cents. FosMilburn Co., Buffalo, New York, sole agents

For sale

MILLFR, Furrier,

—

A

Belfast, Me., says : “Six years ago when living
near Morrill, Me., I had considerable trouble in
this way off and on for a year and a half, some
of the attacks being so severe that I was compelled to lay off from work for a day or so. ]
read so much about people being cured oi
troubles of this nature by Doan’s Kidney Pills
that I finally resolved to try them and procured a box at the City Drugstore. They acted
like magic and cured my trouble in a hurry. I
had no return of the complaint until last fall,
when over-exertion served to bring on a slight
backache. I again resorted to Doan's Kidney
Pills and they just as quickly and thoroughly-

Largest offering ever seen here.
This will be a favorable opportunity to
sid, sch. Susie P. Oliver, Bangor.
CENTER MONTVI LEE.
Washington, D. C., Sept. 18. Cld, sch. Pen- see what you want for this season.
Seeing the goods with the prices will
Mrs. Winfield Lunt visited her aunt, Mrs. dleton Sisters, Baltimore.
settle every point necessary to do busiSan Diego, Cal., Sept. 18.
Ar, stmr. NebrasGowen, last week and went from there to Bosness with us.
kan, Lancaster, Salina Cruz.
ton, where she will meet her husband, who has
Goods sent to all parts of the countryJacksonville, Fla.. Sept. 19. Ar, sch. Thelma,
on approval.
New York; sailed, sch. Wm. E. Downes, New
a position as instructor of manual training in
letters of inquiry promptly answered.
All
York.
Industrial
schoolstreet
the North Bennett
Bangor, Sept. 16. Ar, sens, leiuman, GlouMr. Albert Gay has been papering for Mr. Ersch.
W.
D.
Willis
&
17,
Belfast;
ar,
I. V.
cester;
Guy,
The farmers in this vicinity took Mangan. Boston; sld, sch. Miles M. Merry, Nornest Terry
Main Street, Belfast, Maine.
109
their corn to the Brooks canning factory last folk; IS, ar, sch. Massasoit. Newport News; sld,
sch. Mary E. Palmer, Philadelphia; 19, ar, sch.
week.The soap club met with Mrs. Erskine
Mildred May, Bluehill; sailed, schs. George E.
last week. Twenty took tea with her- Mrs. Walcott,
Newport News; Andrew Nebinger,
evenlast
home
New York; Elsie M. Bayles, do; 21, ar. sch. LyJ. O. Bartlett arrived
Saturday
man
M.
Law,
Newport News; sld, schs. Willis
ing from Boston, where she has been visiting &
Guy, Boston; Otronto, Ipswich; Polly, Rockfriends_ Mrs. C. R. Richards and family re-OFschs.
Elsie A. Bayles, New' York:
22.
sld,
f
land;
turned to Washington Monday. Mr. Elijah Massasoit, Rockland.
P.
sch.
Martha
Searsport, Sept. 17. Sailed,
TI E HOME COMING MARCH
Gay attended the G. A. R. encampment in
Small. Norfolk; 19, sld, stmr. Massasoit. VinalWaterville last week.Mr. and Mrs. Cooley
BY K. T. MI LL.
haven; sch. Gen. Adelbert Ames, Rockland; 20,
of Palmyra visited Mr. and Mrs. Gay and other ar, stmr. City of Philadelphia, Vinalhaven; 21,
Allen Goodwin has added ar, barge Enterprise, Philadelphia.
relatives recently.
•
Stockton, Sept. 16. Ar, schs. Odell and Stony
to his collection of historical data a copy of
Brook; 17, sld, sch. Seth Wyman, Bar Harbor;
the FirstXensus of the the United States, 1790, 19, sld, schs. William Jones, New York; Gracie
which was recently published by the Census J., Bar Harbor; Vindalia, Islesboro; 20, ar, sch.
Bureau. It gives the heads of families in Mary Louisa,
High Island, Sept. 13. In port, sch. Charlotte
Maine at that time and a map of the Province T. Siblev, from Philadelphia (loads to return).
i
¥
W’hite
and
Abbie
Mrs.
of Maine in 1795...
Frankfort, Sept. 20. Sld, sch. Margaret B.
York.
New
MONEY
THE
FOR
SAVERS
STORE
Miss
Maud
♦
Roper,
Mrs. Hattie Clough of Liberty and
Lincolnville. Sept. 14. In port. sch. Mineola,
Bradstreet of Brockton, Mass., visited their
HIGH STKEKT. BELFAST.
k
♦
Kane, from South Amboy.
cousin, Mrs. Cora Goodwin, last Sunday.
Somes Sound, Sept. 15.
Cld, sch. L. T. WhitMrs. Olena M. Rowe of North Palermo visited more. Haskell. New York.
Stonington, Me., Sept. 15. Sld, sch. L. T.
friends in town last week.... Allen Goodwin
Whitmore, New' York; 19, sailed, schs. Helena,
in
Palermo-Miss
last
week
three
days
spent
New' York; Annie & Reuben, Boston.
Pearl Oxton is attending school in Liberty.
Seattle, Wash., Sept. 20. Sld, stmr. Virginian, A desirable flat of 5 rooms in second
story
Honolulu.
Colcord,
of
the
Last Saturday morning
larger part
for small family. Apply at
PORTS.
FOREIGN
the
barn
Perley Berry’s tie-up floor went into
CORNER CHURCH AND GROVE STS.
Ardossan,Sept. 14. Ar, stmr. Romsdal (Nor.)
cellar, carrying five cows with it. Mr. Berry
Belfast, September 23, 1908.—39
Stockton, Me.
cut the stanchions as quickly as he could and
NichHonolulu, Sept. 16. Ar. stmr. Arizonan,
saved two cows. On the preceeding day one ols, San Francisco.
liKLKAST I'KICK Cl KItKNT
Newcastle, N. B., Sept. 15. Cld, bark Hanof his cows broke a leg in the pasture and had
Corrected
to be killed. The sleepers of the tie-up did cock, Philadelphia.
Weekly for The Journal.
Axim, W. C. A., Sept. 17. Ar, bark Kremlin,
not break, but were supported at the ends by New' York.
Produce Market.
/'rices Paid Producer
Ar, sch. H. M.
short pieces of 2x4 that were nailed on to
St. John, N. B., Sept. 21.
\ j<pit's p lm.,
12.no
p ton,
5oa75|Hay
7 Hides p lt>.
ci
the sills in too light a manner for the weight Stanley (Br ), Rockport.
dried, p ti-.
2.75ito.ou Lamb p tb.Sprint:.
lit
MISCELLANY.
v.tii.s,
wea,
MARINE
they had to support.Mrs. Henry Wyman
4tKa50
YelVyes.2.75a3.W) Lamb Skins.
Lucia
Sch.
21.
Porter,
Philadelphia, Sept.
Batter p tb,
8
underwent a surgical operation in Dr. King’s
27a28 Mutton p lb,
from St. John, N. B., lost part of deckload
Oats p bu., 32 lb.
50
beef, sides, p lb,
private hospital in Portland last Saturday. during easterly gale off Barnegat, Sept. 16.
Beet tore quarters,
ii Cotatoes p bit.,
50
8
She is reported as doing well..... .Vernon and
GO Bound llo^,
Lewes, Del., Sept. 21. Sch. Sallie POn, from Bariey p bu..
8.On
14 Straw p ton,
Linwood Thompson of Halldale have been Perth Amboy for Key West and Tampa, which Cheese p tb.
in
Chicken
lb,
lb,
p
JGg.28
p
Turkey
arrived at the Breakwater last night, carried Ca.’f
3
lo Tallow p tb,
visiting their aunt, Mrs. W. P. Jones, for the
Skins,per lb.
side and broke gaff
away fore rigging on port
Puck p tb,
18 Veal p tb,
9&10
past week... .Mrs. Helen Webb of Knox visit- when off Delaware Capes yesterday.
2G> Wool, unwashed.
20
fc.ggs p doz..
ed her sister, Mrs. M. C. Gordon, Sept. 15th.
Few 1 p tb.
LOOiS.4.50
18ai4, Wood, hard,
o.uO
Geese p tt,.
18; Wood. soft.
....John McAlice of Boston was at M. C.
Gordon’s last Thursday_George A. Gowen of

|

H^s

Hoosiel
time.M

A bad back is always bad.
Bad at night when bedtime comes,
Just as bad in the morning.
Ever try Doan's Kidney Pills for it?
Know they cure backache—cure every kidney ill?
If you don’t, some Belfast people do.
Read a case of it:
I. W. Cross, retired farmer, 57 Miller street,

...

SWANV1LLE CKMTEK.
while

Ache and Belfast

Bangor.
Norfolk, Sept. 15. Ar, sch. Jacob M. Harriman, Bangor; 17, sld. sch. Joseph G. Ray, Port
lnglis; 21, ar, sch. Martha P. Small, Searsport.
Mobile, Sept. 15. Cld, sch. Etna, Barbados.
Key West, Sept. 16. Ar, sch. Arthur V. S.
Woodruff, San Bias for Philadelphia (and proceeded 17th).
Perth Amboy, Sept. 18.
Sailed, schs. Izetta,
Newburyport; Merrill C. Hart, Portland; 19,

..

..

WHO
The Best of Backs Are Bad When

ers,

M. Small and Mrs.

..

Miss Harriet D.

Leonard, who has been visiting
Mr. and Mrs. J. L. Hamilton, re-

-.

working for Dr. Cook of Unity.... Deacon A.
A. Thompson and Mrs. Thompson visited their
daughter in Monroe last week-Mrs. Josie
Cox and daughter Jennie of Thorndike called
on friends in the village Sept. 15th ...Dr. A.
is

Small attended the fair in
dry.
ting very dry. Some
Monroe Sept. 16th_Miss Lottie Murry from
Massachusetts is visiting her grandfather,
The Ladies’ Aid will meet with Mrs. A. C.
i William Murry
Mr. and Mrs. Anson KnowlThe Sunshine
7th
Oct.
Myrick. Wednesday,
i ton visited Mr. and Mrs. William Morse in PaMrs. Otis Rhoades,
with
meet
will
Society
Frank W. Gow'en from
! lermo last week
Miss Mamie Boshan of
Thursday, Oct. 1st
Waterville called on friends in town Sept. 17th.
Waterville is the guest of Mrs. A. C. Myrick.

Lowell, Mass., who spent the
Partridge
summer at Sandypoint, called on friends in the
village last week preparatory to leaving for
their respective homes.

Mrs. Clara C.

..

wells have gone

of

Saturday

..

I. Hunt have been entertaining comthe past
pany from Bar.gor and Waterville
week... J. F. Alford returned from Belfast
Thursday, where he had been serving on the
grand jury... The farmers have finished hauling their sweet corn to the factory at Unity.
The yield was large... The pastures are get-

and Mrs. C. A. Soden and family closed
their Fort Point cottage last Thursday and
home in Newtonvifle, Mass,
of Mr. ; left for their
were in town over Sunday, the guests
Soon we shall miss the last
is gonel
Summer
j
and Mrs. C. E. Adams.
of our town’s visitors.
Welcome G. Young and family, who have
Mrs. Roxanna A. Simmons is seriously ill at
been visiting in town, returned to their home
this writing. Miss Mabel F. Simmons, who is
in Boston last week.
with her mother, has the deepest sympathy of
Sch. Charles H. Valentine, Capt. Walker, the village- in her present anxiety. We trust
sailed Thursday forjngramsport, N. S., to load symptoms may improve.
laths for Philadelphia.
Mrs. A. S. Goff of N. H., and Mrs. Albert
Fred C. Kane, who spent a two weeks vacation with his mother on Leach street, returned
to Boston Monday.
Sch. William Jones, Capt. Israel Closson,
from Cape Jellison with lumsailed

AMERICAN PORTS.

York, Sept. 16. Ar, schs. W. D. Hilton,
Bangor; Eugene Borda, Sullivan; Herbert May,
Frankfort; Wesley Abbot, Jonesboro; Florence
A. Stonington, Me.; Fannie & Fay, do; Maggie
S. Hart, Jacksonville; 20, ar. schs. Alma, Bangor via Bridgeport; James B. Jordan, Newport
News for Bangor; 21, ar, schs. J. Arthur Lord,
St. John, N. B.; Metinic, Stonington; sld, schs.
James B. Jordan. Bangor; Northland, Stockton;
passed City Island, schs. Izetta, Perth Amboy
for Newbury port; Lucy E. Friend, Newport
News for do.
Boston, Sept. 18. Sld, sch. Augustus H. Babcock, Baltimore; 19, ar, schs. J. C. Strawbridge,
Berkeley; Daylight, Baltimore; sld, sch. J. Manchester Haynes, Portland, to load for Martinique; Gov. Ames, Newport News; 21, ar below,
sch. Luther T. Garretson, New York; 22, ar, sch.
Harriet C. Whitehead, Albany.
Philadelphia, Sept. 16. Ar, sch. Helvetia,
High Island; 17, cld, sch. Henry F. Kreger. San
Juan, P. R.; 19, ar, sch. Irene E. Meservey,
Boston; 21, ar, schs. Lucia Porter, St. John, N.
B. ; Gen. E. S. Greeley, Boston; Gov. Powers,
Portsmouth; Wm. C. Carnegie, Portland.
Ar, sch. William L.
Baltimore, Sept. 18.
Douglass, Boston; cld, sch. Alice Holbrook,
Salem.
Newport News, Sept. 14. Sld, sch. Bnna P.
Pendleton, Wiscasset; 21, sld, sch. Young BrothNew

..

Mrs. W.

Jersey.

j

his father’s, E. D. Tasker’s.

Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Ames have gone to
Pittsfield to reside_David Hasty of East
Thorndike died last week. The funeral was
held Sunday from the home-U. A. Ward of
Pittsfield was in the place Monday.Mrs.
Mr. and
Joseph Higgins is in poor health

Charles Devereaux of New York arrived
of her
Sept. 15th to join his wife at the home
mother, Mrs. John M. Ames, for a fortnight’s
1
New
visit before their return to their home in

blow’.

at

SHIP NEWS.

Know.
Through the kindness of Clifton Sleeper,
Rev. J. Burford Parry and Mrs. Parry, MrsSusan J. Flye and daughter Effie attended the
quarterly meeting held in the Baptist church
in Montville Saturday, Sept. 19th. The church
was well filled and the services very interesting, and we were kindly entertained in the
homes of Mr. and Mrs. Charles McCorrison
and Mr. and Mrs. Judson Hall in the evening.
Rev. J. Burford Parry preached a beautiful
sermon
from St. John 20:25... Mrs. Mary
Moulton and her granddaughter, Pearl Fuller,
visited Mrs. A. L. Fuller and Mrs. J. W. Libby
Sept. 16th_Mrs. Emma Randall from Augusta is visiting her sister, Mrs. Fred Nichols
Hon. George Bryant and Mrs. Bryant were in
Carter B.
Belfast on business Sept. 17th
Keen, Esq., from Washington, D. C., is passing
his vacation with his mother, Mrs. Abbie C.
Keen
Mrs. Charles Sampson is visiting
Miss Edna Knowlton
friends in Newcastle
FRfr

THOKND1KK.

(Wardwell)

the present
Presiding Elder Haskell will preach at the Benner. She arrived home early
Methodist church Sunday evening, Sept. 27th. ! week.
oi
Ames and S. B. Merrithew
Mrs. Grace D. Nickerson and daughter
j Messrs. A. M.
Pleasant Point
in
town last week visiting rela- | sold the Hodgkins house on
were
Orrington
to Capt. Manley S.
School
of
street)
tives.
| (foot on Monday.
Sch. Lizzie Lane, Capt. A. G. Closson, finish- Grant,
We are glad ,to announce the improvement
ed loading lumber for New York at Cape Jelliof our former townsman. Brainard S. Griffin,
son Monday
he was
is build- j of St. Paul, Minn. At last reports
Henry Alger of Sherburne, Mass.,
Foote or soon to leave the hospital.
of
house
Manley
the
L
on
an
ing
for
Leach street.
! The Italian hark Ines cleared Monday
Jellison.
from
shooks
Cape
of
with
his
in
cargo
garder 1 Italy
J. H. Sullivan has a sunflower
and 6 buds The bark Espasia (Italian I is loading shooks
on Water street with 22 blossoms
! at the Cape Jellison docks for Sicily.
to

open.
yet
Sch. Martha P. Small, Capt. Barlow, sailec
Thursday morning at 8 o’clock during the heavj

nal docket.

business.

on

~

JACKSON.
Miss Minnie Strout, the guest for a week of
Miss Grace Bachelder left for Boston MonMrs. Maria F. Blanchard, has returned to her
day for the fall and winter styles in millinery,
home in Bangor.
and from there will go Madison, where she has
Maine
The City of Philadelphia, of the
a position as milliner.Mr. and Mrs. L. O.
to KidHussey visited Mrs. Hussey’s father, Mr. E.
Transportation Co., brought freight
der’s Point wharf Monday.
Tasker, recently.Mr. and Mrs. Charles
arrived home Sunday from Getchell of Farmington took tea with Mrs.

Mr.

THE VYIm

...

Massachusetts.

visiting relatives in town.

Capt. Henry G. Curtis is erecting
stable at his residence on Water street.

last week but is better at this writing,

Monday.

in town

The fires in Brooksville across the bay
plainly visible Saturday night.

Knox County Indictments.
ployment
Mr. and Mrs. Edmund Ames of
Searsport visited at Capt. S. B. Littlefield s
Rockland, Me., Sept. 19. The Knox county
last week. Mr. Ames is on crutches owing to
grand jury today returned an indictment for
a broken ankle, which he was so unfortunate
BOUTH MONTVILI.K.
manslaughter against Ralph Gilmore and ArMr. and Mrs. W. E. Prescott are visiting in as to break when a colt he had bought in Ban- thur Willey of St. George, who are charged
with
William E. Pinkham at
Lowell, Mass._David Prescott and daughter gor was frightened near the city by an auto- Port fatal assault3.upon
Clyde, July
Willey was arraigned this
Lizzie, who have been spending their vacation mobile. The colt was led behind the wagon afternoon and pleaded not guilty. Gilmore is
with her grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Freeman and jumped and upset it.Percy Partridge out on bail.
Other indictments were reported as follows:
Linnekin, have returned home. Mr. Prescott | and family attended the fair in Belfast, and
John R. Orr of Rockland, for assault and batis farm manager at the Howard Insane Asylum, many fr jm here attended the Monroe fair.
tery upon Bertha Pollock and larceny from her
R. I.Miss Mary Randall of Lewiston is vis- Miss Gertrude Partridge and Beatrice Eames person; Eugene Metcalf, Daniel Robinson and
in
school
the
Grammar
Benjamin Carter of Warren, breaking and eniting her brother, G. F. Randall.Leroy Bry are Attending the
and larceny; Fred A. Hewes of Worcesant and Simeon Cram have gone to Boston for village... Mr. and Mrs. Henry Littlefield and tering
ter, Mass., for bringing public charge into the
a few others from this vicinity attended the
a short visit.Quite a number from this
State; Fred Knight, John E. Pelkey, William
place attended the F. B. Quarterly meeting in Advent Campmeeting at Maple Grove, Sears- H. Grant and Ollie Libby, liquor nuisance.
cases on the crimiport, last Sunday... Howard Littlefield is in There are also 29 appealed
Halldale last Sunday.

|
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Directoire, Empiri
Tailored and pretti
med styles.
Coats,

t

Also S,
Rai

Skirts,

Etc.

j

Mrs. C. S. ME!!
4 Bell St., Belfast

i
<

Do You

i

---1
jhat in all the financial trail
s. but 6% is done with cun
% being done by means >•;

1

drafts? 11 you do not alrea
a
ing account start one now a
from its convenience and
true. If you are not fami
tem come to us ami we wi
'■>

ItOfCN.
Eldridge. In Winterport, September 16, to
Mr. and Mrs. H. L. Eldridge, a son.
Emery. In Camden, September 12, to Mr.
and Mrs. Charles A. Emery, a son, Wendell
Holmes.
Greenlaw. In Stonington, September 9, to
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Greenlaw, a daughter.
In Belfast, September 15, to Mr.
Willson.
and Mrs. Jav G. Willson, a son.
M.t HHIIII.

will give your busines-,
small, careful attention.

w

DEPOSITORS IN THIS BANk
ABSULU1 t.L Y

SAi

CAPITAL $50,000.00.
SURPLUS AND PROFITS

Bridges-Grindal. In Sedgwick, September
OKCAMZKI*
9, Lucius Bridges and Miss Eva Grindal, both
of Sedgwick.
Hardy-Kaler. In C'amden, September 16,
Pearl Albert Hardy and Georgie May Kaler,
both of Camden.
Kellar-Black. In Bangor, September 15,
Frederick E. Kellar of Bar Harbor and Miss
Alice J. Black of Rockland.
Lamson-Colby. In Palermo, September 12,
Slates embedded to make
by Rev. H. W. Abbott, Hanson S. Lambert of
Liberty and Miss Madge E. Colby of Palermo. manufactured and furnished
All leaks stopped in slate, t
All work guaranteed to be

1.h>

F. R. JEFI
SLATE ROOi K

1>1 Ell.

of references.

Bella
Orland, September 18, 74 Church
68
Mary E„ widow of George W. Brown, aged
years.
Ellingwood. In Bradford, September 16,
Arthur H. Ellingwood, aged 4S years, 6 months.
Frye. In Belfast, September 18, Miss Esther
C. Frye, aged 79 years, 5 months and 9 days.
ft" i,fl
Two pleasant furnish
Harrington. In Rockland. September 13.
of
aged
wife
Harrington,
Eugene
Margaret E.,
.second floor, running wa41 years, 1 month and 23 days.
Miller street
Larrabee. In Frankfort, September 17, Ed- floor, at 13
HR5. M.
ward F. Larrabee, aged 59 years.
39tf
Lamport. In Swanville, September 14, ElizaIK
and
months
4
1
NOTICE.—The
M. Lamport, aged
year,
|
; beth
by gives notice that he "h
days.
:
of the last
Marriner. In East Searsmont, September pointed executor
of Leroy Marriner, of
\ 18, Cora Mahoney, wife
et
LYDIA SHAW,Hate
aged 52 years and 16 days.
Nichols. In Rockland, September 12, Isabel in the County of Waldo, den
!
5
85
demands
Nichols,
against the
years,
David
aged
having
E., widow of
ceased are desired to present tin
\
months and 3 days.
thereto
indebted
and
all
meat,
Harrison
Pease. In Appleton, August 24,
make payment immediately
8
9
80
months,
days.
>1
years,
KI
Church Pease, aged
a
1
Poor. In Providence, R. I., September 19,
Belfast, September 8, 1008.
Mrs. IAivina W. Poor, formerly of Belfast,
18
and
days.
63 years
j aged
In Rockland, September 12, ArI
Robinson.
Mildred (Mason)
j thur W.,son of George H.and
The Batehelder homestead
Robinson, aged 4 months and 6 days.
1
Small. In Waldo, September 11, Blanche ner, ^ mile from Northport t
20
years.
be sold at a bargain. Apply to
wife of Albert E. Small, aged
M
JOHN I
Sholes: In Rockland, September 13, C harles
Alice B. (Rack38tf
Savings Bank Build’1
S., Jr., son of Charles S. and
23
and
days.
liife) Sholes, aged 3 months
In Bucksport, September II,
Sullivan.
1
James S. Sullivan, aged 65 years.
Wood. In Bluehill, September 12, C.harles
29 days.
Milton Wood, aged 76 years, 2 months
In Rockland, September 15, Martha
Wade
Hard wood fitted for the stovi
82
Wade,
E.
years
aged
D. widow of Moses
In Belfast or Searsport.
and 18 days.
,,,
In Bucksport, September 21,
Williams.
R. E. COTTHti
Walter A. Williams, aged 68 years, 3 months
*•'
Belfast
j
and 7 days.
6,j911
Wentworth. In Waldo, September 22, Joshua
II.
one 246, Ring
Telepl
88
Wentworth, aged years.
Brown.

In

St.,

East
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itXKCUTOK’S

FOR SALc

WOOD FOR M1'
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